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This study is concerned with the conception and implemen-

tation of comprehensive programs of staff development.

framework is offered to provide

a

cation as it exists traditionally.

A conceptual

scheme for changing inservice eduElements essential in this re-

conceptualization include:
(1)

examination of concepts that have shaped inservice
education as it is known today

(2)

presentation of a new set of concepts to guide
future inservice education

(3)

presentation of a set of humanistically based
beliefs about learning and learning environments to serve as a guide in the implementation
of new designs.

In examining concepts which have shaped inservice education

and which continue to affect inservice education adversely and in

examining those which could result in more effective designs, the
following set of beliefs is purposed as

a

frame of reference.

The

focus is on the learning process and learning environments as de-

scribed in theory and experience by humanistic psychologists and
educators.
iv

BGliefs About Staff Development
1.
Participants should be actively involved in
solving real problems.
People learn to do what
they do.
Learning takes place when people receive
data and have an opportunity to interact with those
data.

Participants respond positively to the opportunity to work from their strengths.
People are
more effective when they feel good about themselves.
Success is built upon success.
2.

Participants seem better able to apply new learnings, refine their skills, and continue growing as they
get feedback and support from others.
Human support
systems encourage movement toward renewal.
3.

Participants should be involved in decision making
about the design, implementation, and evaluation of
their own programs.
Shared decision making increases
involvement.

4.

5.
Participants'
with higher order
lower order needs
longingness) must

needs must be met.
In order to deal
needs (cognitive, self-actualizing),
(physiological, security, and bebe met.

Participants will benefit from self-initiated and
self-directed inservice.
People are their own instruments for growth; they do not sabotage their own pro6.

jects.
In addressing the issues identified in the literature on in-

service education and in examining the tenets of the humanistic

movement, direction is provided for
ized paradigm of staff development.

a

comprehensive, reconceptualA process model --the Amherst-

Pel ham Secondary Staff Development Project

— is

presented as

a

design

framework to document practices consistent with the humanistically
based conceptual framework.

An historical description of signifi-

cant events within the district which led to the inception and

development of the project is provided.
V

A chronological report of

the major incidents, events, and decisions of the
project is in-

cluded.
(1)

Presented are the methodology and procedures used for:

selection of participants, (2) beginning processes,
(3) planning

processes, (4) needs assessment/strength analysis survey,
(5) com-

munication and (6) evaluation.

The incidents, events, and decisions

are analyzed using the belief system as

project's effectiveness is assessed.

a

set of filters and the

By tracing the progress of

this project, the study offers information to those wishing to

develop, implement, and/or evaluate changes in their inservice

teacher education programs.
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CHAPTER

I

RECONCEPTUALIZING INSERVICE: A TEACHER
DESIGNED STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Introduction

Inservice education has been part of American education
for

more than

a

century and perhaps its most outstanding feature

that like Topsy it "just growed."

is

Although intentions have usually

been good the results are most frequently described as
inadequate,

low-level, ineffective, spiritless, piecemeal, uninspiring and haphazard.

Any number of research studies and surveys attest to the

precarious reputation of inservice programs (Harris and Bessent,
1969, p. 4).

Inservice education as

a

functional part of

education program has never reached its potential.

a

total

teacher

Seldom can one

find a comprehensive program for staff development which makes it

possible for teachers to plan, implement, and evaluate their own
long range professional growth programs.

The Center for Coordinated Education at the University of

California, Santa Barbara, as reported by Rubin (1969) describes
its findings on existing systems of inservice education:

...

A majority of the programs were either
so prescriptive that they insulted the teacher's
intelligence, ignoring his need to fit his teaching to the peculiarities of his own classroom, or
With rare
so vague that they were almost useless.
exceptions, inservice activities dealt with lofty

1

2

conceptions rather than with the
hard-core
skills of teaching.
They were carried on
away from children, thus making
practical
application and cumulative practice impossible.
And, perhaps their greatest failing, they tended to treat the
theoretical
fads of the moment, giving little
attention
to the basic and pressing problems
of the
classroom world.
(PP.

That there is a great need for

a

2-3)

better conceptualization

of inservice to improve the quality of the
school experience for
all

concerned is rarely contested.

Thornbury (1974) states:

Nothing in education is ever entirely new;
teachers have always been reviewing the aims
of their work, devising new courses and improving their classroom practice in the light
of on-going experience. Such changes have
usually been made by isolated individuals; but
this practice suited a society whose expectations of its public education were suitably
modest. As society has become rapidly more
complex and the expectations of education more
extensive, then fresh networks for allowing rethinking and changes in practice have become
necessary.
(p.

110)

Statement of the Problem

Purpose
tual

.

The purpose of this study is to present

framework and

a

of staff development.
a

design framework for

a

a

concep-

comprehensive program

The conceptual framework offered provides

scheme for changing inservice education as it exists traditionally.

A process model --the Amherst-Pel ham Secondary Staff Development Pro-

ject--is presented as a design framework to document practices con-

sistent with the conceptual framework.

By tracing the progress of

this project the study offers information to those wishing to develop.

3

implement, and/or evaluate changes
in their inservice teacher
edu
cation programs.

Specifically the study provides the
following data and information:
(1)
(3)

identification of current problems and
issues in inservice education

(2)

redefinition of the purposes of inservice
education

characteristics of a new approach and
new model for inservice education.

a

The following diagram illustrates the elements
which need
to be considered in reconceptualizing inservice
education so new

designs for inservice models can be developed.
Examination of concepts that have shaped inservice education.

Conceptua
Framework

Presentation of new concepts that can reshape
inservice education.
Presentation of a set of beliefs about learning and learning environments supported in
theory and in experience upon which new designs can be based.

Presentation of the development of a process
model --the Amherst- Pel ham Secondary Staff Development Project--to document practices consistent with the conceptual framework.
Presentation of goals/purposes that can be used
in designing inservice programs.
Presentation of guidelines for developing effective inservice education.

Research statements
is

.

The study seeks to gather evidence which

consistent with and in support of the following statements:

.

Teachers and other staff members
want and need
to be involved in staff
development.
Staff competencies need to be
identified and
util ized.

Staff development should be based on
assessment
by staff of their perceived needs.
More continuity and cooperation should
be sought
between preservice and inservice programs.
The single school or school complex with
its administrators, teachers, and support staff is the
key unit to focus on as all staff members
help
plan, implement and evaluate their
professional
growth.
A system for evaluation and accountability is
needed for effective staff development programs.

Staff development programs will benefit if provision is made for the formation of teams, task
forces and other cooperative arrangements to provide mutual assistance and support among staff.
Reward systems other than monetary and credit collection need to be considered to improve incentive

Encouraging voluntarism in all phases of staff development is a necessary ingredient.

Program activities which provide for active rather
than passive roles, are of a practical, concrete
nature, and relate to a teacher's daily problems
will be well

received.

Staff development that incorporates differentiated
experiences for different teachers (that is, is in
dividual ized) will be more successful than common
activities for al 1
Time, leadership and financial support are most
valuable resources for staff development.

5

Background of the Problpm

iHstorical context

.

Inservice education today has been

shaped by certain historical events
and by the development of
fundamental concepts about schooling,
learning and teaching, and
human motivation and relationships that
have deep historical roots.
In reviewing historical

events there are a series of concepts

which can be identified as important in having
shaped inservice
education as we know it today.

Roy A. Edelfelt and Gordon Lawrence

(1975) offer them for consideration as concepts which
should no

longer be our guide.
but all

Some are more deeply ingrained

than others

remain forces with which those interested in staff
develop-

ment must reckon.

These include:

(1)

The primary role of the school is the giving and
receiving of information.

(2)

Learning is the receiving of information to be
stored and used later.

(3)

Curriculum and teaching are relatively fixed
elements in the school.

(4)

The main business of teacher education is the
quest for mastery of some relatively stable
subject matters and methods of teaching.

(5)

Inservice education is training that is designed,
planned, and conducted for the teachers by persons in authority.

(6)

The central purpose of inservice education is the
remediation of teachers' deficiencies in subject
matter.

(7)

Leadership is 'direction from above' and motivation
is 'direction from outside.'

(8)

Supervision is diagnosis, prescription, modeling,
inspection, and rating.
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(9)

(10)

Teacher education in teacher
preparation insti
tutions and teacher education in
schools are
separate and discontinuous processes.
Intellectual leadership in goal setting
and
planning for inservice education
appropriately
comes from outside the school.

(11)

The teacher is a solo practitioner
(rather than
a group member involved in
cooperative planning
of common goals and related actions).

(12)

Prescriptive legislation is an appropriate
vehicle
for improving the quality of teaching
standards.
(P-

9)

Each of these points has implications for
the process of

inservice education.
a

If schools are to be viable and relevant
to

changing society, if education is to change, then
inservice edu-

cation must change.

just growed

We can no longer afford to have

approach.

a

piecemeal

The focus should be on developing

a

holis-

tic scheme and creating local designs.

Edelfelt (1975) states:
It seems a reasonable assumption that in the
next decade, comprehensive programs of inservice
education will get much greater attention because
teachers desire to be more adequate, because the
public is demanding that teachers stay current,
because higher education and state departments are
showing increased concern for this area, because
federal support is probable, because inservice
education is an essential next step to full professionalization of teachers, and more importantly,
because it is the best way to improve the quality
of schools,
(p. 3)

A humanistic frame of reference

In

.

order to lessen the gulf

between those concepts which co.ntinue to affect inservice education

adversely and those which could result

in

more effective designs,

a

set of beliefs about the learning process and learning environments

7

as described in theory and
experience by humanistic
psychologists

and educators is proposed as
a frame of reference.

There

is

no one type of humanism that
represents the human-

istic approach.

There are a wide variety of theories,
assumptions

and techniques with the humanistic
movement being influenced by

range of philosophical thought.

a

In the past few decades the
effort

has been made to define a humanistic
psychology.

For the most part,

the humanistic psychology movement
can more accurately be depicted
as coming from personality theory
and psychotherapy than from learn-

ing theory.

Most humanistic psychologists contend that
man's emo-

tional experiences and other unique attributes
must be considered
in formulating a theory of psychology
(Snelbecker,

1974, p.

152).

What is clearly common to all humanistic
thought is an insistence on a human model
for a human psychology which is distinct
from models which account for animal or
mechanical behavior.
Humanists study man
as a conscious agent with feelings, ideals,
and intentions, and believe that these factors are crucial to the understanding of
behavior.
Such a view of human beings has
led to a concern with human growth, personal
fulfillment, and self-actualization,
(p. 5)

One expression of the humanistic movement
chology.

perceptual psy-

Arthur W. Combs defines it as "a humanistic, phenomenologi

cal, personal istic

gaged in

is

a

,

existential view of behavior which sees man en-

continuous process of being and becoming

(p.

117)."

Developed largely by clinical psychologists it is directly concerned
with human perceptions, beliefs and values.

The perceptual psycholo

gist seeks to understand the behavior from the point of view of the

l

8

behaver rather than an external
observer.
basically

a

Perceptual psychology Is

field theory and its primary
principle is:

without e xception , is
the Instant of

a

behalf"

function of the behaver'
(p.

118).

s

"

All

behavior

perceptual field

^

Using a belief system grounded

in perspectives of humanistic
psychology as a set of filters,

the

study will establish new guidelines
for designing humanistic inservice programs.
Be^

ei's

derived from the humanistic movement

.

A belief sys-

tem which can serve^as a guide for
reconceptualization of inservice

education includes:
(1)

Participants should be actively involved in solving real problems.
People learn to do what they
do.
Learning takes place when people receive
data and have an opportunity to interact with
those data.
Learning involves the discovery of
personal meaning.

(2)

Participants respond positively to the opportunity to work from their strengths.
People are more
effective when they feel good about themselves.
Success is built upon success.

(3)

Participants seem better able to apply new learnings, refine their skills, and continue growing as
they get feedback and support from others.
Human
support systems encourage movement toward renewal.

(4)

Participants should be involved in decision making
about the design, implementation, and evaluation of
their own programs.
Shared decision making increases
involvement.

The author was first introduced to this belief system through
R. Mason Bunker, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts. The system is most recently described in "Beyond Inservice:
Toward Staff Renewal." Journal of Teacher Education, March
the work of Dr.

1977.
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(5)

Participants' needs must be met.
In order to
(cognitive, self(physiological,
seJurltv belongingness) must
security,
be met.
^'com self-initiated and
People are their own intruments for growth; they do not
sabotage
their
^
own projects.

5
elf'rfiSrJV-'’
self-directed
inservice.

Xhe

Amherst Secondary Staf f Development
Project

This study

.

describes the Amherst Secondary Staff
Development Project which was

developed based upon the identified belief
system.

In

the past the

Amherst School District has not been immune
from the slings and arrows of outrageous inservice training.

hazard and sporadic— a course here,

a

Inservice programs were hap-

workshop there.

Teachers per-

ceived offerings as frequently unrelated to their
needs.

Programs

were often mandated from the top down and attendance
was required.
Emphasis was placed on taking

requirements.
and on

a

course— any course— to meet credit

Participants in courses were frequently "talked at"

^ infinitum

.

In the spring of 1975 the course of events began to change.

As the result of a revised management plan for the district, the

responsibility for secondary inservice and staff development shifted
from the Superintendent to the Director of Secondary Education.

In

preparation for this new assignment the Director contacted several

secondary staff members for input.

Thus, rather than decisions being

made by top level administrators alone, the situation was to be explored by all the professional staff.
proach to and

a

The result was that

a

new ap-

new model for inservice education were developed.
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In the chapters which
follow an historical

description of
significant events within the
district which led to the
inception
and development of the
project is provided. There is a
chronological report of the major
incidents, events, and decisions
of
the project.
The methodology and procedures
used were:
(1) sel-

ection process of participants.
(2) beginning processes.
(3) planning processes. (4) needs
assessment/strength analysis processes,
(5)

communication processes, and (6) evaluation
processes.

Through

an analysis of these incidents and
an assessment of the project's

effectiveness, recommendations will be made
concerning applicability and replicability of the findings.

Scope of the Study

Study population.

The professional staff of the two secon-

dary schools in the Amherst-Pelham Regional School
District was in-

volved in this study and participated in the Amherst Secondary
Staff

Development Project.

In the 1974-75 school

year there were seventy-

five members of the Amherst Regional Junior High School and sixtyone staff members of the Amherst Regional High School.

The initial

planning group was composed of twenty- two staff members, thirteen
from the junior high and nine representing the senior high school.
All

136 staff members participated in the needs assessment/strength

analysis survey.

Limitations of the study

.

Certain advantages and disadvan-

tages are to be expected from a study that is a description of an

11

on-going project as opposed to
ject.

While there is

a

a

strictly controlled research
pro-

loss of control of several

variables, the

study gains value through its
realistic situation.
The case study approach is
included in the design used in
this study and as there are no
control groups, the results and con-

clusions must be so considered.
a

The need of school districts for

description of the methods used to institute
such

a

program is

evident and this descriptive form of
research will be valuable to
those planning such projects.
Personal bias must be a consideration as
the individual

facilitating the project was also the investigator
of this description.

The author was aware of this problem and made
every effort

to eliminate biased reporting and analysis.

Design o f the study

.

While presenting

a

description of an on-

going, comprehensive staff development project, the study
will be

exploratory in that it attempts to determine an effective means of
instituting

a

reconceptualization of inservice education.

A case

study method will be utilized to analyze the inception and develop-

ment of the Amherst Project.

A primary goal of this study is to

describe the processes as well as the chronological development of
the project.

To accomplish this, data from such sources as the

following will be analyzed and synthesized; (1) various drafts of
the project proposal,

meetings,

(4)

(2) memorandums,

(3)

agendas and minutes of

district reports, (5) formal and informal interviews,

(6) observations,

and (7) an evaluation questionnaire filled out by

12

those most directly Involved in
the project.

Conclusions will be

drawn on the basis of emergent
patterns rather than specific or
iso
lated instances.

Definitions of Terms

jjiservice education.

Inservice education, inservice train-

ing, professional development,
professional

growth, teacher renewal

and staff development are all terms
used to describe the continuing

education of professional school personnel
and are often used inter-

changeably in the literature.

Less frequently used terms include

on-the-job-training, continuing teacher education,
growth-in-service
and staff training.

Not only do the terms differ but so do defini-

tions.

Sample definitions

.

Samples from the literature illustrate:

Broadly speaking, inservice education includes
all activities that teachers engage in during
their service designed to contribute to their
improvement and effectiveness on their assignment.

(Finch, 1969,

p.

9)

'Inservice' includes all activities involving paraprofessionals, teachers, and administrators that focuses on 3 discrete dimensions
defined ooerational ly as (1) teacher behavior
improvement (2) retraining and (3) staff development.
(Stewart and Hart, 1972, p. 285)
•

.

.

Professional growth
that a professional
understanding and a
outlook.
(Perritt,

is personal

—

development all
person does to gain a better
wider scope in his professional
1972, p. 324)

Staff development projects tend to focus upon the
needs and competencies of the instructional personnel-administrators, supervisors, teachers, and
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support persons.
staff development projects also tend to emphasize
target personnel
and assume that the activities
will result in
improved understanding, competencies,
and professional gain, which will also
contribute to
learner achievement.
(Bishop, 1976, pp. 194-95)
.

.

.

Broadly defined, in-service
education must include all activities aimed at the
improvement
of professional staff members.
Since this conception IS too broad to be useful.
we are
defining in-service education as
planned activities for
instructional improvement of prof essional st^^f membeij;
THarris and BessentT
.

1969,

p.

.

2)

Inservice education is that portion of professional development that should be publically
supported and includes a program of systematically
designed activities planned to increase the
competencies--knowl edge, skills, and attitudes-needed by school personnel in the performance of
their assigned responsibilities.
(Orranqe and
Van Ryn, 1975, p. 47)

Inservice education of teachers (or staff development, continuing education, professional development) is defined as any professional development
activity that a teacher undertakes singly or with
other teachers after receiving her or his initial
teaching certificate and after beginning professional practice.
(Edelfelt and Johnson, 1975, p. 5)

Sample activities
as "inservice"

.

Activities mentioned in the literature

include:

Academic study
Summer session courses
Workshops
Staff meetings
Visits/Classroom observations
Demonstrations
Field trips
Cultural experiences
Organized study groups
Travel

Teacher exchanges
Insti tutes
Professional organization work
Institute leadership

Professional reading
Individualized study
Supervising programs
Viewing films
Sabbatical leaves
Curriculum development
Professional conference
Publ ication
Critic teacher
Evaluation team
Department chairman
Work experience
Independent growth programs
Leave of absence
Overseas teaching

'

'
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Training in:
Interaction analysis
Micro teaching
Team teaching
Flexible scheduling

Simulation and games
Programmed instruction
Technical skills of teaching

Fu rther clarification of in<;prvir»

Thus definitions can

range from the very narrow-one
course, to the very broad-all
that
a person does to gain a
better understanding and a wider
scope In
his professional outlook.

This lack of a common terminology
and

definition reflects some of the
complexities to be faced In

a

new

conceptualization of inservice education.
One scheme suggested by Nicholson
and Joyce (1976) to over-

come the discontent over use of the
term "inservice" is to select
a

definition from the following lists that
would reflect one's view

of teaching:
To form a suitable synonym for 'inservice
education'
(1 ) choose one word from Column
A and/or one word from Column B; and then

—

(2)

choose one word from Column

'continuing'
'continuous'

C.

i

C

'staff
'professional'
teacher'
personnel
'

'

'development'
growth'
'education'
preparation'
renewal
improvement'
'

'

'

'

79)

(p.

A suggestion offered by

J.

Allen Vanderpool

(1975) is to

eliminate the term of inservice and to be in no hurry to affix

a

permanent label because we are not quite sure where we are going.
He suggests inservice is no longer a useful term and perhaps never was.
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In his view it has certainly
become meaningless and '•fails
to mark

any watershed."
No dimension reveals itself
along which use
ot the term makes consistent
and accurate
distinctions.
Mot only that--the term is
derogatory, has negative connotations,
and
tails to point toward constructive
future
developments.
The first task of 'reconceptualization' may be to decide to drop
the
term.
(p. 62)
''

As a new course is charted,
considering a new term clearly

defined could help.

One useful solution to the problem
would be

to employ different terms to
distinguish different purposes.

Robert

Howsam in a 1974 essay in Governance by
Consortium attempted such
a

distinction:

According to this set of categories, 'inservice'
education is defined as special preparation
needed by virtue of being assigned to a situation
where an approach is used which would not customarily be learned in the pre-service program nor
would the teacher normally have learned it in some
other way.
For example, the school or district
might adopt the Individually Guided Education (IGE)
system of teaching.
The teachers have been educated
in individualization of instruction but not in the
particular system which IGE uses.
It is the employer
who, by his choice, created the demand for the training.
He should, therefore, identify the program of
preparation as 'in-service' and make all provisions
for it.
Thus, 'in-service' is training, the need
for which is derived directly from particularized
approaches adopted by the employer or from assignments made by him.
'Continuing professional education' is education
following entry to the profession, the need for which
is derived from development of knowledge and skills
which were not available at the time of pre-service
preparation or were not included in the preparatory
program.
In teaching, this consists both of needs
in the area of the teaching field (academic) and in
professional knowledge and practice.
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The three categories of
education for
teachers are particularly useful
in allocating responsibilities among
the several parties1.
Pre-service is offered by colleges
or uni-'
versi ties according to standards
established
by the profession.
In this area
fhl
and associations
is

soSght^°''^^^°''

In-service is the responsibility of
the
employer who may offer it directly,
contract
to have it offered, or subsidize
the individual
in his own pursuit of the learning.
3.
Continuing education is the responsibility
of the individual, but making it
possible is a
responsibility shared by all interested
parties
2.

(p.

18)

The distinctions made in the following
definition (Schumer,
1973) also reflect on purposes.

Inservice is defined as a process of imparting
knov/ledge to members of the teaching profession about
educational matters, usually relating to organization, curriculum and instruction.
Examples of inservice offerings might include an explanation of
differentiated staffing, the introduction of new
curriculum packages, and techniques for grouping
children.
Staff development refers to problemsolving processes of professional educators working toward resolution of some educational problem
or need.
Thus, the decision to and the implementation of a different organizational structure, such
as team teaching by a school's teaching staff is
an example of staff development.
Another example
could be that of one teacher helping another to
set up a different instructional technique such
as class meetings,
(p. 1)
The differentiation thus rests on focus.

That is, clinical

supervision might be learned about by one staff member or
of staff members through attending

a

college course or

and be classified as an inservice activity.

a

a

team

workshop

Use of that knowledge

by any one or all of the participants in the school setting would be

classified as staff development.

Inservice becomes the means to
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staff development.
The purpose of comparing and
contrasting various definitions
IS not so much to try to
find one that is "correct"
or even one that
IS

the most applicable.

Each definition is correct in its
own way

and none is correct to the
exclusion of the others.

The important

issue is to recognize there are
different points of view and

a se-

lected definition reflects a series
of explicit and implicit basic

issues in inservice education.
to be taken lightly.

Defining inservice is not

a

matter

An articulate conceptualization will
provide

boundaries when a clear workable definition
exists to guide negotiations and decision making.

^h erst

Project definition

.

One of the first steps taken

during the planning stages of the Amherst Project
was the selection
of an appropriate term and formation of
the situation.

a

definition suitable for

The term Staff Development was chosen to identify

professional growth and development related activities.

It incor-

porated the following elements:

Staff Development is any activity that will
(1)

.

.

.

.

Facilitate the individual and collective personal
and professional growth of secondary staff.
(a)

Professional growth being any aspect of Staff
Development which is directly related to or
involved with a person's professional duties
in the Amherst-Pel ham Regional School District.

(b)

Personal growth being any aspect of Staff
Development which is of interest to a staff
member and may or may not be related to a person's professional duties in the .Amherst-Pel ham
Regional School District.
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(

2

(

3)

)

Implement school district
policies and priorities.

Provide opportunities to fulfill
professional
negotiated
pol^cies^'^°"''^'^'^'^'

Selection of the term provided focus
and was found to be

a

useful

starting point.
P rofessional

staff, educator

For purposes of the project

.

the terms professional staff or
educators are used instead of the

term teacher.

Teachers have traditionally been the focus
of pro-

grams and naturally so as they are the
ones most directly involved
in the instructional

staff group.

program and as they also comprise the largest

There are others who also have significant
influence

upon the instructional program and should be
included in staff development.

They are curriculum directors, librarians, counselors,
princi-

pals, supervisors and superintendents.

Summary

The organization of the study and the presentation of findings
and conclusions were arranged in the following chapters of this report:

CHAPTER I;
Reconceptualizing Inservice:
Staff Development Program
In this chapter a conceptual

work are offered as

a

exists traditionally.

A Teacher Desianed

framework and

a

design frame-

scheme for changing inservice education as it
A series of concepts which have been important

in shaping inservice education was

identified.

The problem was stated

and a set of beliefs about learning processes was proposed as a frame

of reference to guide the development of more effective inservice programs.
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A rationale was included for
the inception and development
of a local
design based upon a reconceptualization
of inservice education. Terms
were defined, limitations delineated,
and study population identified.
A description of the case study
design was included.

CHAPTER II:

Review of the Literature

The review of the literature on
inservice education includes:
(1)

the history of inservice education
focusing on traditional con-

cepts about schooling, learning, and
teaching and (2) the current

status of inservice education identifying
problems and issues.

De-

scriptions and prescriptions for changing inservice
education are
included.
An approach to learning was selected based upon
the research

and experience of humanistic psychologists and
educators providing
a

rationale for a new conceptual framework.

This is the paradigm

upon which this study is based.

CHAPTER III: An Historical Description of the Amherst
Secondary Staff Development Project
An historical description of significant events within the

case district which led to the inception and development of the

project is provided.

A description of characteristics unique to

this situation is included:

trict,
cal

(3)

(1)

the community,

(2)

the school dis-

the staff, and (4) the student population.

A chronologi-

report of the major incidents, events and decisions describe

the project.

The methodology and procedures used for:

(1)

selection

process of participants, (2) beginning processes, (3) planning processes,

(4)

needs assessment/strength analysis processes,

(5)

communica-
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tion processes, and
(6) evaluation processes are
included.

Major events, incidents, and
decision making processes are
analyzed to document practices
consistent with the selected learn-

mg

approach in support of the new
conceptual framework.

CHAPTER IV:

Suimary and Recommendations

Through an analysis of the Amherst
Secondary Staff Develop-

ment Project recommendations will
be made concerning the applicability and replicability of the findings
for:

(1) continuation of

the project within the school district,
and (2) implementation of

similar projects in other educational
settings.

Hypothesis and

suggestions for further study and research are
provided.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

Presenting

a

conceptual framework from which model
staff

development programs can be developed
necessitates
the literature in two areas:

(1)

a

review of

literature related to inservice

education and (2) literature related to the
works of humanistic

psychologists and educators.

The review of the literature on in-

service education includes an historical analysis
of inservice
education, and recommendations for effecting meaningful
change.

Literature related to the works of the humanists provides

a

rationale for an approach to learning upon which new staff
develop-

ment designs can be based.
In exploring the literature,

the following guestions provide

the format and direction for the chapter:
1.

What are the factors that have historically shaped inservice
education?

2.

What is the current status of inservice education? What are
the key issues and problems that can be identified?

3.

What generalizations can be drawn from the research literature
to indicate prescriptions for change?

4.

What do the humanistic psychologists and educators have to
offer a re-conceptualization of inservice education?
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Historical Anal y sis of Inservice
Education

id entification and analysis of concep i-<;.

a useful way of

analyzing historical developments
in inservice education is
put
forth by Roy A. Edelfelt and
Gordon Lawrence in "In-Service
Education:

The State of the Art"

in Rethinking In-Service Education

and IS supported in the literature
by others:

,

Asher (1967), Tyler

(1971), Shipp (1965), Richey (1957), and
Schmieder and Yarger
(1974).

Edelfelt and Lawrence identify twelve concepts
that have
been historically important in shaping
inservice education, and

analyze how the historical development of
inservice education relates to the twelve concepts.

They deem their importance stems

from the fact that current practices

"...

take their character

from some fundamental concepts about schooling,
learning and teaching, and human motivations and relationships"

(p.

9).

The follow-

ing illustrates the relationship of historical events
to the twelve

concepts
Role of the school the giving and receiving of information.

At the beginning of public education, the town fathers were con-

sidered the directors of teachers' inservice training.

A commun-

ity's main requirement for a teacher was an ability to read, write,
and "cipher" better than the students.

Public officials determined

the values that were to be inculcated in the town children and so

directed and advised teachers upon appointment.

With the advent

of the normal school, teachers were trained primarily in educational
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content.

Thus, when formal teacher
education began later in the
nineteenth century, the school's
(i.e. teacher's) function
had already become established as
a giver of information.
The pattern
became firmly established in
teacher training.
(Schmieder and
Yarger, 1974; Edelfelt and
Lawrence, 1975)
Le arning the rec eivinq of
_
later.

i

nformation to be stored

i.coH

According to Asher (1967). since
so many teachers initially

were inexperienced and untrained
in subject matter, the
Teacher's
Institute was invented.

Their design was to review and drill
tea-

chers in elementary subjects with the
instruction usually in

lecture format— a spectator model of
learning.

’

a

Lecture and recita-

tion were used to train teachers, and
teachers, in turn, used these

forms of instruction with their students.

and was stored to be used later.
The institutes were

almost

a

century.

a

Information was given

The cycle began.

major approach to teacher training for

Early institutes stressed drill, but there were

often lectures described by Sweet (1S48) as "inspirational
and cultural."

For example, there was

a

lecture on elocution illustrated

with sample oratory from Daniel Webster, Henry Clay, and John
Calhoun.

C.

There were also lectures on methods of teaching such as

"Elementary Reading" and "Organs of Digestion with Practical Hints
for Teaching" (Asher,

p.

4).

When the Teacher's Institutes did not keep up with the educational

needs of teachers, newer approaches to inservice education

began to appear.

Teacher's Reading Circles, university and normal
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school -sponsored summer
schools, extension courses,
and practice

teaching evolved.

(Asher, 1967; Shipp,
1965; Tyler, 1971; Edel-

felt and Lawrence, 1975)

While patterns of teacher
education began to change nradually, how people learn did
not become a subject of
serious study
until late in the nineteenth
century. According to Tyler
(1971);

.the Ideas of Darwin and of other modern
scientists were influencing some
educators to
look more carefully at the
teaching-learnina
situation and to try new ideas in
the classroom.
John Dewey was profoundly influenced
by the spirit and contributions
of science.
Wis School and Society made a great
impression upon the more venturesome
writers and
speakers at institutes and summer schools
.

.

•

(P.

'

9)

When new theories of learning and motivation
did come into

teacher education, they continued to be given
as information.
.

.

lecturers in the institutes talked about pedagogical

prin-

ciples but violated them by preaching activity
while the audience
was strictly passive"

(Asher, p. 4).

The spectator concept of

learning continued to dominate, and Edelfelt and Lawrence
(1975)
say it remains the most common form in most university work
and

lecture-discussion the most common form in schools of education today.

Flanders (1963) supports this:
As spectators, teachers gather to hear
speeches, usually choosing seats in the rear of
the room.
They play a passive role in which
their own ideas and questions are not adequately
considered.
They react as one does to any performing art and are more impressed or disappointed
by the quality of the performance than with how
much they may have learned (p. 26).
.

.

.
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Curriculum and tearhlng rel
nively fixed elpmpn,,

mid-penod of the nineteenth
century, school learning
was considered
desirable but not essential.

It was thought some
pupils had little

capacity for "book learning"
and would soon leave school
to go to
work.
"When most people were
employed as unskilled laborers
and
only

percent were in professional or
^nagerial occupations, most
people could survive with little
or no formal education and
only a
few would utilize college
education in their work" (Rubin,
1973
5

,

P.
a

35).

Under these conditions, the
function of the schools became

sorting out process-pushing out
those who were judged least prom-

ising

and encouraging a few to continue
their education.
The lockstep progress of instruction
and the
grading system used in schools were
well suited
to this sorting process.
By moving the whole
class at the same rate from topic to
topic, pacing the movement in terms of the
performance of
the average students, those with more
difficulty
in learning would be certain to
net further and
further behind, and most would give up trying.
This was reinforced by the grading system,
which
year after year gave low marks to those having
difficulty, thus helping further to discourage
them.

.

.

(p.

35)

This emphasis on grading and classifying was more
appropriate
for the early stages of a society when elite social
and occupational

positions were few in number.

The schools were then the major means

for rationing educational opportunities.

Tyler (1974) postulates that the Land Grant College Act of
1862 was the forerunner of the idea that educational

should respond to the realities of social change.

In

institutions
the 1860's

the children of the "agricultural and mechanical classes" were rarely
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enrolled 1n colleges.

Pressure on the part of the
new middle class

led Congress to pass the
Morrill Act.

This act offered each state

land to help support the
establishment of a college to
counteract
the failure of the existing
colleges in meeting the needs of
students from this lower middle
class background.

The problems these new land
grant colleges
faced in meeting their mandate
were difficult
but their undoubted success gave
powerful support to the development of the
doctrine that
education must and can change to meet
the
changing needs of a modern society,
(pp. 7-8)

These views are in sharp contrast to
earlier philosophies
about education.

Yet, practice often shows many students'

needs

not being served, new knowledge not
being developed into meaningful
and useful educational content, new means
of learning not being devised, and new uses for learning not being
developed.

Edelfelt and

Lawrence (1975) explain that many undergraduates
entering

a

teacher

education program will state they expect to teach in the
same manner
they were taught as children (p. 11).

Teacher education quest for mastery of stable subject matters
and methods of teaching .

From the start of public education, the

training of teachers was primarily concerned with educational content
The purpose of the early institutes was to enable teachers to bridge
the gap between expectations and what were in fact their level of

knowledge and their teaching competencies.

Emphasis

view of arithmetic, spelling, geography, and history.
tive procedures were also considered important.

v/as

upon

a

re-

Later, affec-

And from this time,

inservice education has emphasized either content or procedures with
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little attention given to
integrating the two.

During the 1920's, curriculum
was promoted by persons who
concentrated on revising or bringing
up-to-date existing subject

matter-mathematics

in 1920,

classics in 1925, modern foreign

languages in 1928, social studies in
1930.

Hopkins reports:

Most persons who were prominent in
curriculum
revision programs in school systems
at that time
were subject-matter oriented.
Yearbooks of national committees, research studies
by national
organizations, and other publications of
this
period were similarly oriented,
(p. 213)
The 1930's brought

of most Americans.

a

drastic change in the economic standards

Job opportunities were so limited that
students

frequently chose to stay in school.

As the curriculum was not ade-

quately vocationally relevant, educational reform
became an economic
necessity.
vided

a

Most inservice progress resulting from these reforms
pro-

molding rather than

a

facilitating experience for teachers

(Schmieder and Yarger, 1974).
Also during the

1

930' s:

The Eight Year Study group of the PEA (Progressive Education Association) refused to abandon
emphasis on subject knowledge for purposes of
college admission, even though some of the college presidents and a few other representatives
were willing to experiment with self-development
criteria for college admission,
(p. 24)

According to

D.

E.

Shipp (1965), emphasis on subject matter

continued through the mid-sixties.

Publicity given to the "new mathe-

matics," the "new biology," and the "new English" served to focus attention upon teachers' preparation in the subject matter areas.

teachers attended summer and year-long mathematics, science, and

Many
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foreign language institutes
financed by the National
Science Foundaor U. S. Office of Education
grants.
Special graduate level
courses were designed to acquaint
them with the "new" content.
Some
school systems also provided for
extension classes in these areas
to
support additional preparation in
subject matter. The 1960's saw a
continuation of the professional
development of teachers to a focus
on molding teachers to fit a
nationwide curricula.

Many teachers

currently continue to seek for "the"
answer to matters and methods
of teaching.

jnservice educationj

training that is designed, planned, and

co nducted by persons in authority

.

Historically, the most powerful

change agent for the improvement of teachers,
according to Asher
(1967), was thought to be the supervisor.

The role of special super-

visors was to give model lessons in classrooms,
criticize the work
done, give directions for future work, and hold classes
to instruct
the regular teacher.

Subject supervisors should visit teachers and

help them with their problems.

The supervisory staff was considered

the authority who should determine the curriculum, textbooks, stan-

dards and methods of instruction.

This period of supervision be-

came known as the training and guidance stage.

Shipp (1965) concurs

that an important part of the supervisor's job came to be the improve-

ment of the teacher.

Not only technical skills but personal and cul-

tural development received attention.

Even in the last forty years, little has happened to alter
the concept that "authorities" rather than teachers should determine
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the purposes, content, and
methods of 1nserv1ce programs.

Currently,
actual teacher Involvement in
the planning and management
of their
professional development lags far
behind the rhetoric.

^

ntral

teachers'

purpose of inserv ice education the
remediation of

deficiencie.t;

.

Inservice experiences are frequently
designed
real or presumed gaps in preservice
teacher training.
This approach to teacher improvement, the defect approach, has been
prevalent since
the original inservice education
programs of the
middle nineteenth century
that were supcorrect the incompetence of teachers’
(Tilley, 1971, p. 72).
Waynant (1971) identifies
this focus on teachers' deficiencies as
a
major reason for teachers' criticism of— or
lack
of response to--traditional inservice programs'
(p. 710).
Edelfelt (1975) found that most of the
ERIC entries that described programs were either
remedial or focused upon 'new wrinkles.'
Peeler
and Shapiro (1971) also list the restriction of
inservice focus to
remediation of teacher
weaknesses rather than capitalizing on current
teacher strengths' (p. 55) as a recurring limitation.
(Welles, 1975, p. 11)
to till

.

'

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

Inservice education has been greatly affected by the establishment of quantitative standards for teaching certificates which accounts
in part for the focus on remediation.

Whereas in 1890 few teachers

had received a high school education, by 1910 many states required

high school graduation for certification.

Between 1926 and 1937,

thirty- two states stipulated from one to four years of college as

prerequisite for licensing (Asher, 1967).

a

Because educators came to

believe that major improvements in the quality of teaching could be
brought about by requiring the attainment of

a

bachelor's degree, in-

service programs were aimed at "filling gaps" in college degree re-
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quirements.

Colleges sought to identify and offer
old courses that

teachers had not taken previously (Tyler,
1971).

The Child Study

movement and the Progressive Education
movement caused

a

temporary

shift in emphasis away from remediation,
but following the teacher

shortage after World War

II

and again following Sputnik it shifted

back.

Remediation tends to focus on what is wrong rather
than what
is right.

The result is that teachers develop negative attitudes

toward themselves.

When teachers' interests, wishes, and strengths

are ignored or overlooked, inservice programs frequently
become an

intolerable threat to the security and well-being of many teachers.
If the profession can shift toward a concept of inservice education
as continuous professional development, the stigma of deficiency

and/or remediation could be lessened.
Inservice educators must be sensitive to
that need to be secure and learn to accept teachers and to build on their strengths.
Their manner of interacting with teachers and schools
should '.
enable the teacher to perceive her
role not as threatened or derogated but as expanded in scope and importance.'
(Welles, p. 72)
.

.

.

.

.

Leadership "direction from above"; motivation "direction from
outside

.

"

In the early days when school

boards were, in effect,

church boards, teachers looked to them for any decision making that
was needed beyond the guidance of church policy.

When the school

became secular, teachers continued this policy no longer because of

religious authority, but because of the board's supposed superior
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knowledge and cultural status
(Edelfelt and Lawrence.
1975).
"Teachers, long conditioned
to prescription and
direction, were little
disposed to be critical of the
direction of those In whom
legal authority resided" (Richey,
1957, p. 4 ).

One of the vehicles that
Illustrated what might be possible
In reforming leadership
roles and refocusing motivation
from external

forces was the Eight Year Study.

The Eight Year Study, begun

in 1933,

Involved thirty school systems which
were responsible for
developing and Implementing new
educational programs designed to
reach all high school students.

Tyler (1971) feels the results

clearly show that the Initial efforts of
the participating schools
to Implement some of the proposals
were Impossible

".

.

.

when tea-

chers do not understand the need for new
things, or the bases of
new proposals, or the ways in which new
ideas can be effectively

employed" (p. 12).

The commission had felt the chief contributions

of the study would be the new curricula, new
ideas such as the core

curriculum, new approaches to subject fields, and the
new achieve-

ment-testing theories.

This did not prove to be the case as many

contributions of the study soon faded from the educational scene.
The most significant contribution of the Eight Year Study, according
to Tyler, was the education it provided teachers in problem solving,
in developing attitudes and skills of educational

inquiry.

What was

learned had importance for inservice education--a powerful instrument
of continuing education is the employment of teachers in attacking the
real

educational problems they face.
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Following the Study and other major
curriculum projects was
the establishment of the
workshop.
The workshop was a somewhat

teacher-centered approach which brought
together teachers and specialiststo develop instructional units,
resource guides, and curriculum evaluation devices.
Although the intention was to involve
the

classroom teacher more fully and on

a

wider scale in the development

of educational programs, this did not
happen (Schmeider and Yarger,
1974).
In the 1940' s,

studies of group dynamics showed that many

leadership roles exist in groups.

To help overcome the tendency

of teacher reliance upon administrators, new
roles for both would
need to be determined.

Teachers would need to be provided the oppor-

tunity to play out leadership roles.

The role of the administrator

would need to be altered from director to one who has skill
problem solving.

Historically, the primary prerequisite for

cipalship was the ability to handle unruly children.
to share in educational

in group
a

prin-

If teachers are

decision making, administrators and teachers

must re-examine their roles and begin collaborating (Asher, 1961).
In spite of the new information about group processes and

leadership roles, and in spite of the Eight Year Study and resulting
workshops, little has been done to translate compulsary inservice

education into programs of cooperative development.

As Rubin (1969)

notes, "It is sad that we have so often led teachers to doubt their

own capacities and to rely so heavily on the prescriptions of 'experts'" (p.

15).
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lupervision

—

diagnosis, prescr iption, modeling,
inspprtinn,

historical roots of this concept
have been traced

-

above.

Teachers looked first to the town
fathers and later to administrators and supervisors for decisions
to be made.

Into the

1930' s, "the supervisory staff was
considered the authority that,

within limits prescribed by law, should
determine the curriculum,
textbooks, standards, and methods of
instruction.

It judged the

extent to which the teacher succeeded in
teaching prescribed materials by prescribed methods and rated
teachers accordingly"
(Richey, 1957,

p.

6).

As a gradual shift occurs from correcting teacher
deficien-

cies to promoting professional growth, supervisors
will need to

develop new relationships with teachers, reconceptualize their
jobs,
and develop new skills of helping, consulting, assisting and
supporting.

Teacher education in teacher preparation institutions and
teacher education in schools separate and discontinuous processes.

While the literature reflects the need for

a

preservice/inservice

continuum, reality reflects few such situations currently exist.
The current separation of preservice/inservice education can be

traced to the time when the vast majority of teachers taught in
small

school districts that were widely separated from each other

and budgets did not allow for in-district training.

Thus, the

pattern developed whereby teachers who were required to get further

training or who desired more professional background traveled from
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their communities to other
sites.

"Institutions other than the

school or school district
became responsible for the
basic prepara
tion of teachers, and the
supervisory staff of the
school district

became responsible for the
fine tuning of teachers’
skills on the
Job" (Edelfelt and Lawrence.
1975. p. 13).
Welles (1975) supports
this stating:

schools (schools of education)
traditionally concern themselves with
the preservice
preparation of teachers. Seldom do
professor^
of education become actively
involved in the
field, working with teachers in
the teachers'
setting.
The occasional inservice workshops
which university faculty present
do not provide sufficient exposure to new
methods or materials to enable teachers to modify
and implement independently these approaches
in the context of their own schools or classrooms.
Little
effort is made to follow-up workshops with
support procedures during the teachers'
initial
attempts to make changes in their classrooms.
Frequently, these attempts to have an impact
on
public schooling are planned with little or
no
input from participating teachers,
(p. 9)

Regular university courses are another source of
inservice
for teachers.

However, many teachers are unable to participate

because of bureaucratic obstacles
tion requirements, high fees.

— application

procedures, registra-

Many of the courses are specialized

and focus on moving the teacher out of the classroom
to become

a

counselor, administrator, or subject matter specialist.

a

While

few

collaborative relationships have begun between school districts and
teacher preparation institutes, more are needed.
can respond to the inservice needs of teachers.

Teacher educators
Both school systems

and universities can benefit from collaborative relationships for the
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comprehensive planning of the
professional development of
teachers.
Intellectual leadership com es from outside the srhnni
As
evidence that goal setting and
planning have traditionally come
from outside the school, Edelfelt
and Lawrence (1975) cite the
fact that most textbooks, teacher
guides, and published curriculum
have been written by people other
than school personnel.

In addi-

tion, research on inservice
education has been conducted largely

at the university level.

In Patterns of Effective Inservire

ilon by Gordon Lawrence (1971), ninety-seven studies
of inservice
education were reviewed and it was found,
"The college influence in
inservice education appears to be very strong.

A majority of the

school -based programs were conducted by
college personnel or other

agents outside of the school; and, of course,
college personnel

direct the college-based programs"

11).

(p.

This pattern of looking to the outside seems to
have begun

early in American education.

"The teacher and other school per-

sonnel were expected to stay close to the daily business of
operating the schools, while others stood back to get

a

broad perspective

on educational goals and approaches to improving the profession"

(Edelfelt and Lawrence, 1975,
The teacher
in the colonial

a

p.

13).

solo practitioner

.

This concept has its roots

dame school and the one-room school.

This has be-

come such an ingrained pattern that it has remained long after schools
have come to have many teachers on their staffs.

Frequently today,

books and journals echo the theme of loneliness, isolation, and
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alienation for many teachers (Jackson,
1971; Saranson. 1971; Katz,
1974).

Goodlad (1970) addresses the issue:

...

teachers are very much alone in
their work.

It IS not just a matter of
being alone, all all
alone with children in a classroom
cell, altTi3 ugh

this IS a significant part of their
aloneness.
Rather, it is the feeling and in
large measure
the actual ity*-of not being supported
by someone
who knows about their work, is sympathetic
to it,
wants to help and, indeed, does help.
(pp. 93 -

—

While the literature supports the value of
cooperative planning, research does not supply the
evidence that this is happening.

Edelfelt found in his review of sources in the
ERIC system that
most programs focused on the teacher as an individual
practitioner.

While the inservice activity usually involved

a

group, the implicit

expectation was "study together, but practice what you learn
independently

(p.

2 ).

Individualization

in

this case meant adjustments in

the pace and sequence of training, not adapting to the individual's

personality traits or teaching and learning styles.

Whether the isolation of teachers is physical and/or psychological, inservice programs could help alleviate the situation by

providing support.

The opportunity could be provided for teachers,

administrators, and university personnel to pursue shared goals.

Support groups of teachers as well as the support of school administrators could be one outcome of collaborative relationships.

Prescriptive legislation an appropriate vehicle for improving
the quality of teaching standards

.

Legislative standards to improve

the quality of teachers began following World War

I.

Initially,

legislators met with success and the bachelor's degree became the
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mimmuin standard for beginning teachers.

Support for legislative

action by teacher organizations
waned during the 1950's and
1960's
as legislators continued the
push for passing laws to improve
general

standards.

The results of such legislation
often caused teachers to

accumulate the required course credits
regardless of the relevance
to their performance as teachers.

State laws on integration of spe-

cial needs students into regular classrooms,

regulations for teacher

certification, and programs of state assessment
all attest to the
strength of the continuation of prescriptive
legislation (Edelfelt
and Lawrence, 1975, pp.

13-14).

Examining the twelve concepts

.

The foregoing analysis has

provided evidence that indicates where inservice education in
America has been.

The plurality of historical antecedents that have

helped shape current practices has been identified.

To assist in

presenting those areas of concern which will need to be addressed
in

preparation for the task of developing new models of comprehen-

sive programs, the twelve concepts can be examined in two categories:
(1)

those that have influenced views of what learning and learning

environments are like and (2) those that have influenced views of
what inservice education should be.
Concepts that have shaped inservice and are related to learning processes include:
1.

The primary role of the school

2.

Learning is the receiving of information.

3.

Curriculum and teaching are fixed elements.

is

giving and receiving information.
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lllTeTt mau:^s°and^eJho3s"'
These concepts will be explored
further in the section that deals
with what humanistic education has
to offer
of inservice education.

a

re-conceptualization

The remaining concepts will be
treated in

the next section, "The Current Status
of Inservice Education."

Some of the twelve concepts have been
operating since the
beginning of American education, while others
have emerged more recently.
all

Because they are all so deeply ingrained in
our system,

twelve must be faced.

While some of them are gradually fading,

some are still firmly held by a majority of
educators.

The author

believes all will eventually need to be replaced as new
conceptual
and new design frameworks are developed to guide the future
of in

service education.

Current Status of Inservice Education
Key Issues and Problems

Inservice education today bears

a

:

close resemblance to the

concepts that have shaped it historically.

An examination of the

literature on the current status of inservice education will provide insight into the key issues and problems that must be addressed.
In 1976,

as part of the Inservice Teacher Education Concepts

Study (ISTE), an extremely thorough review of the literature on in-

service education written since 1957 was conducted.
son £t

^ authored

a

Alexander Nichol-

review of more than 2,000 books, periodicals,

and unpublished papers.

More than 1,000 documents on the subject
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were found entered in the ERIC
system, as well as many hundreds
of
articles reported in the
ent

C^

the E ducation Index

.

Index . Journals in Fdnrar^nn

and

This extensive analytic review
will be used

as the basis to determine the
facts about inservice education and
to identify key issues.

Unfortunately, while the literature on
inservice education
is voluminous,

according to Nicholson and Joyce in "Part
III, Lit-

erature," it is also as haphazard as the
programs it describes.

The majority of reports and articles are on
the lowest level of generality:
they are expository descriptions, usually uncritical, of
specific existing or completed inservice projects.
Less frequent are works of a slightly
higher order of generality. These include surveys covering several projects; pieces of educational research; directories and guidebooks on
reading, workshops, institutes, or consultants;
catalogs of teacher training products; and proposed models or suggestions for future inservice.
On the most rarified level are found the few
works that attempt to deal with the subject of
inservice teacher education as a whole:
reviews
of the literature or research and a few other comprehensive studies,
(p. 4)
Reviews of research on inservice education are found lacking
by ISTE in the following ways.

First, there is very little hard re-

search available and second, what does exist is not very useful.

Fewer than

a

dozen reviews of research have been identified.

Examina-

tion of what research has been done is necessary, however, to help

describe the current state of the field.
Reviews of descriptive research
view of inservice education is

a

.

The first significant re-

report published in 1966 by the Re-

search Division of the National Education Association titled, "In-
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service Education:

Research Summary 1966-Sl."

The report provides

an overview of the factual
situation concerning inservice
teacher

education.

Included in the report are:

education; reasons why it is needed;

a

a

definition of inservice

list of different types of

inservice; barriers to inservice
education; several empirical studies
a discussion of evaluation
procedures; and suggestions for improving

the process.

Later reviews typically follow this
pattern of issues

discussed.
In 1967,

Westby-Gibson of the Far West Laboratory published

"Inservice Education--Perspectives for Educators."

Included are

both current psychological and sociological
research applicable to

inservice education and

a

survey of innovations.

Nicholson rates

this as a lucid and thorough discussion of the topics,
the social

setting and the structure of the school, the interaction between
teachers and school

,

and the process of change.

"Inservice Education:
pared in 1967 by James Asher.

service education per se

,

Psychological Perspectives" was pre-

While little is mentioned about in-

included are

a

brief discussion of the

history and goals of inservice education, and some findings in the

psychology of change as applied to schools.
A report on a project conducted by the Center for Coordinated

Education in Santa Barbara is included by Nicholson even though it
reported on only one project.

"A Study on the Continuing Education

of Teachers" by Louis Rubin in 1969 deserves inclusion because of
the breadth of its objectives and the size of the program conducted.
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In 1971

and 1972, four papers were
published which attempted

to consolidate the cumulative
research on inservice.

Two of these,

Paul

Devore-s -Variables Affecting
Change in Inservice Teacher Education- and Francis Sobol's -What
Variables Appear Important in Changing Traditional

Inservice Procedures?-, deal with
factors that are

thought to be important in changing
inservice procedures.

The bulk

of Devore's work is lists-lists
of problems, of potential variables,
of

research findings," and of recommendations.

Sobol offers forty-

two suggestions for planning and
organizing inservice teacher educa-

tion and another twenty-seven on
administrative support and financing

Of the other two papers, one is a review of
literature and re-

search by Ward and the other is
efforts by Mohr.

a

survey of research and development

In "Current Research and Development Efforts

in

Inservice Training and Curriculum Planning for Teacher
Education,"

Mohr describes teacher training models at various universities,
programs for teachers of the disadvantaged, and other university
based

programs.

Technological innovations and the work of the regional

laboratories are briefly discussed.

Ward catalogues seventy-six

problems of inservice education and twenty-five ways to motivate
teachers (p. 18).

Although there are some useful suggestions to be
found here, these works can hardly be called compendia of hard scientific research. They consist
mostly of descriptive findings from educational literature.
This situation is not, however, necessarily
the fault of these authors--it merely reflects the
current state of research in inservice education.
These reviews of research are a hodgepodge, an
unorganized collection of often unrelated findings
.

.

.

i
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and suggestions with no unifying
framework.
They quite resemble the state of
inservice
education itself,
(pp. 18-19)

Review o f research by Gordon LawrPnrP

The only review of

research that Nicholson and Joyce found
properly deserving of the
name was done by Gordon Lawrence in
1974 for the Florida Department
of Education called "Patterns of Effective
Inservice Education."
This work is considered a major advance
over the other efforts, al-

though still somewhat primitive scientifically.

Lawrence starts by

".

.

.

deciding on

a

In

the report,

criteria for including

studies in the review and also by selecting factors
with which to

classify and organize the features of various reports"

(p.

1).

Studies on programs for preservice teachers and research
on graduate

education programs not directed specifically toward the improvement
of professional teaching competencies were excluded.
based and school -based programs were included.

Both college-

Only those studies

which contained some sort of evaluation were included.

Ninety-seven studies of programs fit the criteria and these

were analyzed according to fourteen variables.

Among these were:

1.
situational design--the institutional context and
general curriculum pattern within which the inservice
education took place.

2.
mediation— the instructional means by which influence is brought to the participant.

influence agent--the person who plays an instructional role in the activity such as consultant, college
personnel, self.
(pp. 8-11)
3.

The programs were also analyzed by Lawrence according to seven

dichotomous approaches to the management of inservice activities:
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1.

Individual activities vs.
activities coimon to all

2.

Active role vs. receptive role

3.

Trial and feedback vs. stored
knowledge

4.

Support role vs. solo practitioner
role

5.

"Single-shot" vs. school linked

6.

Shared decision making vs. "top-down"
goal setting

The outcomes reported by the programs
were coded as significant, no significant difference, or mixed
results.

Percentages

were then assigned to each value of each variable
and specific conclusions were drawn by comparing the figures.

represent

a

These procedures

substantial improvement over past efforts and may be

useful as a starting point for improving further research.

Other significant reviews and references
work by Lawrence in collaboration with Roy
Rethinking In-Service Education

.

A.

.

Another useful

Edelfelt is

a

chapter

Included are an incisive analysis

of the assumptions underlying traditional inservice, an overview of
the current status of the art, and some considerations for the future.

Another contribution by Edelfelt is
the ERIC system for 1973 and 1974.

Education

— Sources

a

review of 256 entries in

This brief paoer, "Inservice Teacher

in the ERIC System,"

provides a sense of what sorts

of literature are being produced and what problems are and are not
being written about.
nature.

Noted are the lack of works of

a

comprehensive
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And finally, although not
considered reviews of research,
two other significant references
should be mentioned.
Both are
collections of essays and are among
the few works that can be
cited
as comprehensive in nature.

One is In-Service Education for Tearh^rc

Si^ ervisors, and Administrators

Nelson

.

B.

Henry, editor, 1957, and

ilOLCOving In-Service Education:

—

R^bin, editor, 1971.

.

Proposals .nd Procedures
Henry's work is

a

yearbook

of the National Society for the Study
of Education and may be considered as the basic reference through the
1950's.

Included are

a

broad

overview of inservice education; history and
psychology of inservice;
suggested guidelines; roles of teachers,
administrators, and consultants; program descriptions; and organization,
evaluation, and training for inservice.

Improving In-Service Education is

essays by prominent educators and

"...

a

series of

offers probably the best

theoretical and conceptual background for planning future research
into inservice education"

(p.

17).

Conclusions of the review of literature

conclusion that can be drawn from

a

.

The most sianificant

review of the literature which re-

flects the current status of inservice education is the failure to

develop broad conceptual bases for comprehensive inservice education
programs that rest upon researched procedures (Devore, 1971; Edelfelt,
1975; Edelfelt and Johnson, 1975; Rubin, 1971; Nicholson and Joyce,
1976).

Finding programs which have been thoughtfully
conceived to avoid.
commonly identified problems and to reflect the principles which should
.

.
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inservice so often stated
Is a
matter.
Just as Goodlad (19701
found a wide gap between
the rhetoric abLt elementary schooling and actual
practice in eleme^
tary schools this author
has foSnd I swiarglp
^
between the rhetoric which
surrounds inservice^
teacher education and the
actual inservice nractices which dominate both
oublic school systems
and college campuses.
(Welles, 1971, p. 1)

verv^ffff
very difficult

There is practically no research
on the HOW or the Wl^ of
programs, but rather all the reports
that do exist deal with the

WHAT of approaches to programs.

School districts and schools of

education have limited their research
to the content of programs
rather than study the processes by
which programs are accepted, revised, or changed altogether (Sobol,
1971, pp. 1-2).

Despite the

lack of hard research data to be found
in the literature, there is

widespread agreement regarding specific
deficiencies
service education.

in current in-

There is no paucity of suggestion about what

should not be done.

^flciencies of current inservice practices

.

The following

addresses several of the inadequacies of inservice teacher
education

which recur in the literature.

There are those that have resulted

from historical antecedents and those that are traceable to lack
of

comprehensive planning and implementing programs.

Some of the more

prominent findings include:
There has been a lack of teacher involvement in planning and implementing programs.
More often, programs have been imposed from the
"top" down.
(Harris and Bessent, 1969; Welles, 1975; Sobol, 1971;
Collins, 1974, Brimm and Tollett, 1974; Edelfelt and Johnson, 1975;
CTF Conference, 1976; Mangieri and McWilliams, 1976; Rubin, 1971)
1.
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restricted their focus to the
remediation of
teacher
s^enolhs.
(Sa5nant''l9?^'pee^l!''!:,‘'r

WS^NEA
iMtM Research
Kesearch,

i:j/oy

""<*

1966; Welles, 1975; Tilley,
1971)

J°'’"SOn.

4.

have not been related to the
priority needs
ni teachers, students,
and the community as each of
these orouos
5.

McwlnLl! ?976r

™

'

"""^lere and

There has been a lack of cooperation
and continuity between
preservice
and inservice programs.
6.
(Peeler and Shapiro, IP?!1971; Jeffers and
McDaniel sf 1975)”®^’
7.

Program instructors have tended to lack
appropriate skills and
have had limited recent clinical exposure.
There has been TtendLy
(Oli^'ero, 1976; Peeler and Shapiro, 1974;
?S 7 fi
°®vore, 1971; Lippett and Fox, 1971; Mann?!
gieri and McWilliams, 1976)
Most programs focus on the teacher as an individual
"solo practitioner rather than as a member of a group.
(Edelfelt and Lawrence,
1975; Katrein, 1968; Gaelch, 1976; Lippett and Fox,
1971)
Lack of evaluation with no one being held accountable for the
sucprograms has been a defect.
(Waynant,
1971;
Peeler
and
Shapiro,
TnTrt
1974; NEA Research, 1966; Gaelch, 1976; Harris and Bessent, 1969; Brimm
and Tollett, 1974)

Inservice programs have failed to offer adequate incentives to teachers resulting in attitudes of indifference, negativism, resistance,
11.
and
complacency.
(Peeler and Shapiro, 1974, NEA' Research, 1966; Gaelch,
1976; Sobol, 1971; Fischer, 1971)

8.

9.
Attendance is usually required of participants.
Lawrence, 1975; Crosby, 1974; Katrein, 1968)

(Edelfelt and

10. Program activities are frequently inappropriate with participants
being forced into a passive rather than an active role and do not center around actual problems teachers encounter in the classroom.
(Katrein,
1968; Gaelch, 1976; Flanders, 1963; Harris and Bessent, 1969; Sobol, 1971;
Fischer, 1971; Shumer, 1973; Goodlad, 1975; Devore, 1971; Thornbury, 1974;
Brimm and Tollett, 1974; Gorman and Hamilton, 1975; Crosby, 1974)

Programs tend to treat all teachers the same and are not individualized.
(NEA Research, 1967; Harris and Bessent, 1969; Sobol, 1971;
Allen, 1971; Patterson, 1971; Brimm and Tollett, 1974; Rubin, 1971;
Olivero, 1976)
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To cite the above criticisms
of the current state of inser-

vice education is not. according
to Edelfelt (1975), to
indict it.
With the haphazard attention
inservice education has received,
it
IS surprising that so many
interesting programs are underway
(p.

3).

^^Thinking Inservice Education , he and
Lawrence summarize:
In sum, in-service education has
been the weakest
and most haphazard component of
teacher education.
Even the most charitable would have
to admit that
it has not been nearly as effective
as it might
have been, considering the expenditure
of time, effort, and resources.
However, to say that in-service education has been inadequate is
not to say
that teachers can or want to do without
it.
teachers want quality in-service education; they
also recognize a significant discrepancy
between
what exists and what they would like.
(p. 16)

A review of the general literature on inservice
education

and of the reviews of research on the subject lead
to the inexorable

conclusion that programs in the future must be quite different
from
those of the past.

Prescriptions for Change

The general literature on inservice teacher education abounds

with suggested guidelines for dealing with the key issues and problems of current inservice education identified in the preceding section.

In

searching the literature, many ideas, proposals, needs,

and suggested changes exist; however, they lack supporting data.
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What 1s needed is that systematic
research be conducted to document
with valid and reliable data
the variables which do
influence changes
in inservice programs.
P.

Such documentation does not
now exist (Sobol,

1).

The following review reflects
the responses and proposals edu-

cators and researchers deem important
in changing traditional inservice procedures.

These responses take the form of
descriptions or

prescriptions of the problems and suggested
solutions.
is

While there

limited supporting data for these prescriptions,
there is

a

high

degree of agreement among the various authors
as to the elements which
need to be considered in changing and improving
programs.
Ch aracteristics of successful

programs

.

In

"Catching the Kinks

in Staff Development Programs," Rebecca Maria
Barrera

(1976) identi-

fies a number of crucial elements that she postulates
attributed to

the success of some model staff development programs.

ning and3. preparation had encompassed each program.

Careful plan-

Barrera predicts

these ingredients coupled with the appropriate administrative support

and teacher involvement will produce more effective programs.
the essential

Among

ingredients were:

1
An assessment of teacher competencies necessary for
meeting the needs of the children and for implementing
the district's educational plan to its fullest potential.
.

An appropriate assessment of teacher needs before inservice sessions are scheduled, in the form of questionnaires,
informal teacher observation and interviews or a brainstorming and prioritizing session with teachers as primary participants
2.

.

A carefully prepared outline of the year's objectives
based upon the needs assessment and program goals, including a scope and sequence for teacher training.

.
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A realistic schedule for artiv-if ioc,
well-spaced,
and integrated into the school
calendar! avoiding last
minute conflicts and surprises.

^Hov'sion for rele a se time during the school day
^
for t
teachers, preventing the 'after
hours blues' and
parents and teacher assistants
in the teacher role.
whenever possible, capitalizing
on the full energies
on
of personnel and delegating high
^
priority to the inservice.
'

A reward system for inservice in the
way of support
from principals and encouraged use of learned
skills
and ideas as well as praise for implementation
of those
innovations
7.

8.

Well prepared agendas for each session
complemented
appropriate learning experiences and follow-up plans.

Capitalization of hired consultants , making fullest
use of their skills for developing in-house potential
as well as presenting new views on content.
10* A plan for evaluation of the entire program and
each
of its individual sessions and components,
(p. 2)

Designed to facilitate individual and group growth, the
4.

staff development program of the Spokane Public Schools was planned

around Ayar's listing of the characteristics of successful programs.
Successful staff development programs are:
1.
designed to meet genuine needs of teachers, principals, curriculum consultants, administrators, auxiliary
personnel, pupils, and citizens of the community, as determined by group study and judgment;

planned and administered cooperatively with objectives clearly established;

2.

designed to provide help of a practical, concrete
nature, which deals with fundamental issues;
3.

designed to be continuous and planned on
term basis;

a

long-
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Integral part of the education

g^oup'proJessf

maintenance and

Ind ftnl^claVLpprrt!'

administrative

8.

designed to be action centered;

9.

based on sound principles of
learning; and

10. designed to provide
a permissive atmosphere
conducive to creativity,
(p. 216)

Lawrence's
1.

(1975) comprehensive review of research
on inser-

vice programs identified some clear
patterns that seem to reflect
the trends in the rest of the
literature.

The ninety-seven studies

that were analyzed showed that differences
in materials, procedures,

designs, and settings are associated with
differences in effectiveness.

Some of the more important findings were these:

Individualized programs are more likely to accomplish their objectives than programs that have the
same activities for all participants.
Individualization, furthei^ore, should be understood not to be
limited to variations merely in pace and sequence of
materials.
Programs in which teachers take some active role
(e.g., generating a set of instructional materials)
are more likely to be successful than those in which
teachers are limited to a passive or receptive role.
2.

3.
Programs based on a demonstration of materials
or technique, combined with a supervised trial followed by some form of feedback, are more likely to be
successful than those in which information or instructions are learned and stored for future application.

Programs in which teachers provide mutual assistance
are more likely to be successful than those in which teachers work entirely on their own.
4.
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5.
Programs occurring as part of an
overall staff
development plan or general effort
of the school are
more likely to be successful
than one-shot efforts.

emergent design, in which teachers
themselves choose at least some
of the goals and Iclikely to be successful than
programs which are entirely preplanned.
09 j"ams which are self-initiated and
self-designed
J^j^
tend
to have a high rate of success.

School-based inservice programs concerned
with complex teacher behaviors tend to have
greater success in
accomplishing their objectives than do
college-based
programs dealing with complex behaviors.
3.

9.

Teacher

10.

School -based programs in which teachers
participate

attitudes are more likely to be influenced
in school -based than in college-based
inservice programs
11.
as helpers to each other and planners of
inservice activi ties tend to have greater success in

accomplishing
their objectives than do programs which are
conducted
1.
by college or other outside personnel without the
assistance of teachers.
School -based inservice programs that emphasize
ssl f-instruction by teachers have a strong record of
effectiveness,
(pp. 8-15)
In reporting on a model

program to individualize inservice

education in Montebello, California (McFarland and Williams, 1964),
important progress toward meeting the following goals was noted.
Inservice education should:
take into consideration the changing nature of preservice education.

have as its objective the improvement of the whole
school.
(Soliciting suggestions from all members of a
faculty, planning and coordinating all inservice activities and evaluating the results of these activities are
appropriate responsibilities for all members of a faculty.)
2.

3.

result in better learning on the part of the child.

I
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Jota^'pJS'fesHoi!

coordinated efforts of the

of individuals and

groups

foster

6.

a

positive attitude toward self-improvement
responsibilities.

and acceptance of professional

motivation other than salary increments
Lc.S® on hurdle requirements.
based
equal or exceed the highest standards of
preservice

8.

education.
9.

recognize the need for

10.

involve increased financial support and released
time,
35-36)

(pp.

In Rubin's

(1971)

a

wide variety of approaches.

Improving In-Service Education

,

several

prominent educators contributed suggestions for improving
the process.

For example, Robert N. Bush in "Curriculum-Proof Teachers:

Who Does What to Whom," identifies the five most important condi-

tions for an effective program as:

sufficient time to engage in the program;

1.

2.
conditions such that the program can be conducted
with the necessary materials and supplies at hand;

a

3.

program that is relevant to the problem under-

taken;
the necessary financial and other types of support
required to carry it out, and

4.

an opportunity to use the results of the training
in the regular school setting,
(p. 56)

5.

the teacher should have a fundamental voice in determining his in-service training program,
(p. 57)
.

.

.
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'=egi"

another^in''thB

{he most powerful

work with one

to

Stimulation may prove
to^broJe^of
in-service education arrangements

Another educator. Herbert

A.

Thelen in his essay which

also appears in Rubin's book
suggests the following
qualities are
the ones to be sought in
meaningful inservice training
activities:
Intensity of personal involvement
2.

Immediate consequences for classroom
practice

3.

Stimulation and ego support by
associates

4.

Initiation by the teachers

5.

Availability of expertise

6.

Supportive climate

7.

Evaluation/progress reports,

(p.

73)

Other sources in the literature offer
little variation on
the theme of recommendations, guidelines,
or principles of effec-

tive inservice education offered above.

Additional lists of de-

scriptions and prescriptions for change can be found
ing sources:

in

the follow-

Vogler, 1973; Katrein, 1968; Ogletree and Edmonds,

1964; Hart, 1974; Baden, 1976; Alam, 1967; Sobol, 1971; Mohr,
1971;

Doherty, 1967; Goodlad, 1972; O'Hanlon, 1967.

Criteria for effective inservice

.

Generalizations that can

be drawn from a review of the literature on improving the effective-

ness of inservice education are reflected substantially throughout
the literature.

While there is limited documentation, these alter-

natives to traditional practices deserve serious reconsideration.

What seems to be needed are
voluntary programs which include
teachers in the planning, implementing,
and evaluating of their own
professional growth.

Individualized education for teachers
may be

as significant as it is for
children.

Program activities that pro-

vide for an active role rather
than a passive role, and that
deal

with problems of

a

concrete nature with feedback provided
will do

much to change inappropriate activities.

Systematic evaluations

of both individual components and of
entire programs need to be

instituted so successes and failures can
be documented and analyzed.

Perceived needs as identified by participants
must receive
priority.

School -based programs with teachers teaching
teachers

would be well received.

There are many talents on most faculties

and these competencies should be tapped,
strengths identified and

supported.

The formation of teams, task forces, committees-human

support sys tems--wi 1
lated teacher.

1

do much to alleviate the concept of the iso-

Administrative support is necessary in terms of pro-

viding leadership and providing sufficient time and financial assistance.

Reward systems need to be reviewed.

And finally, ways need

to be found to provide for more cooperation and continuity in pre-

service and inservice programs.

Comprehensive programs of inservice education need, first, to
be based upon the documented criteria for effective inservice identi-

fied above and, secondly, to be based upon a philosophical and psy-

chological perspective that is consistent with those criteria.
next section focuses on such

a

conceptual framework.

The
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A Conceptual Framework

As Edelfelt and Lawrence (1975), Tyler
(1971), and others

have pointed out, inservice education
today exists in part as it
does because of certain fundamental
concepts about schooling, learning, and teaching held by many educators.

These concepts have been

labeled inappropriate for guiding the future
of inservice.

A review

of the literature on learning and learning
theory related to the

research and experiences of humanistic psychologists
and educators
is

presented to provide

a

theoretical base from which

concepts can be formulated.

a

new set of

An historical description of the philo-

sophical and psychological development of the humanistic movement
is

included.

Educational applications of humanistically based psycho-

logical principles are presented to provide a rationale for an ap-

proach to learning upon which new staff development designs can be
based.

Learning theory:

philosophical and psychological viewpoints.

There are two rather strongly divergent philosophical and psychological

viewpoints on learning theory represented in current educational

literature.

flected to

One or the other of the viewpoints appears to be rea

considerable extent in current practice and in proposed

reforms and innovations in the schools.
cal

Almost all modern psychologi-

theories appear to be oriented toward one of these two conceptions.

These contrasting approaches to the study of man are described in Becoming by Gordon All port (1955) as the Lockean and Leibnitzian traditions.

This cleavage is illustrated by Wann (1964) in his book Behav -
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jo rism and Phenomenology:

Contrastin g Bases for Modern Psvchmngy

,

Hitt (1969) develops the dichotomy
further in his conception of "Two
Models of Man" (Mil hoi Ian and Forisha,
1972, p. 9).
What follows is
the presentation of the two divergent
models of man and the explicit

and implicit philosophical assumptions
which characterize each view.^
In the philosophies of Locke and
Leibnitz and their followers are to

be found the formulation of questions about
the nature of man and

their contrasting answers that lead to contemporary
views represented
in the behavioristic family of stimulus-response
conditioning theories

and the Gestalt-field family of cognitive theories.

"Although many psychologists have tried during the past
century to divorce psychology from philosophy, it is doubtful that
this is possible.
There is no science so 'pure' that it lacks
philosophical implications.
Since any psychological system
rests upon a particular conception of basic human nature, psychology is deeply involved with philosophy from the very start. The
issue among contemporary psychologists is whether a human being is
an acti ve creature of instincts (as exemplified in Freudian or
neo-Freudian psychology), an essentially passi ve or react i ve organism that is the product of an unique stimulus-response history in a
determining environment (as implied in S-R conditioning theory),
or a purposive person who is interacting with his psychological
environment (as currently implied in Gestalt-field psychology).
Each of the two latter positions harmonizes with an allied philosophical outlook:
S-R conditioning theory with earlier scientific
realism or contemporary logical empiricism and Gestalt-field theory
with a systematic positive relativism , also called pragmatism experimental ism , or instrumentalism " (Bigge, pp. 60-61). There has
been no attempt in the following discussion to separate the psychological and the philosophical positions in tracing the development of the humanistic movement, but rather to illustrate the interface between the two.
.

.

.

,
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In tracing the development
of these two views,

Chart

1,

"Two Models of Man," illustrates
that following the animistic be-

liefs of early man and the early
Greeks, the controversies over
the nature of man can be classified
under the headings of nativism

and empiricism.

In "The Developing Viewpoints,"

From Skinner to

17-30), Milhollan and Forisha highlight the
contribu-

tions of key people and their theories.

A brief synopsis of the

two views based on Milhollan's and Forisha's
work will be presented

with the focus on the development of nativistic
or pre-humanistic
orientation.

Descartes and dualism

.

The line of critical inquiry is

considered to begin with Rene Descartes (1596-1650) philosopher,
mathematician, and physiologist.

In the aftermath of the Renais-

sance the physical and biological sciences were steadily advancing.

Descartes saw a need to resolve the conflicts arising between science
and religion.

He described man as composed of two substances--a soul

which had the power to direct, and the body itself.

The relationship

was one of interaction with the body affecting the mind and the mind

affecting the body.

Thus, Descartes, by his dual ism resolved the

possible incompatibility of

a

free soul and a mechanically operated

body and tended to satisfy the theological necessity of the times.

Stemming from this dualism, Descartes distinguished man from animals
in terms of man's possessing a soul, a mind capable of choice.

statement of freedom versus determinism has remained
issue to the present.

a

This

philosophical

o
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Descartes also believed In the
existence of innate ideas.
His assentation that there
existed ideas not derived from
experience

became

a

point of departure for the
long-standing debate known as

the nature-nurture or
heredity-environment issue.

may be subsumed under two systems
of thought:

The controversy

nativism and empiricism

Nativism, in modern terminology refers
to
heredity, a person's genetic
composition transmitted from his parents.
Contemporary efforts
have been directed at determining
the extent
to which human characteristics
can be attributed
to the gene pool,
Nativistic philosophers subscribed to the view that the mental
dispositions
of man can be attributed to native endowment.
Nativism, in the extreme, is really an
instinct psychology which minimizes the
role of
the environment in determining man's
behavior.
Empiricism.
was the philosophical position
which sees the characteristics of man as consequences of experience.
The basic assumption of
the empirical approach is that intellectual
functions can be markedly influenced by the events in
a person's life.
Today we refer to this position
as environmentalism,
(pp. 20-21)
•

.

.

.

.

Associationism and empiricism

One of the first critics of

.

Descartes was a contemporary of his, Thomas Hobbes.

course of man

s

actions was seen as planned and foreseen rather

than determined by chance.
is an

He stated the

expression of

a

One idea follows another by law.

basic principle of associationism.

This

His psycho-

logy was entirely mechanistic, materialistic, and deterministic.

Another critic, John Locke (1632-1704) principally objected to
Descartes' doctrine of innate ideas and gave the impetus to British

empiricism.

Locke postulated that all knowledge comes to us through

our senses with man's intellect being

experience makes its mark.

a

tabula rasa on which sensory

For Locke, ideas were units of the mind
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and the compounding of complex
ideas out of simple ideas is
one

of the operations of the mind.

The combinations in which sensa-

tions and images occur together in
the mind came to be known as

Locke

s

doctrine of association.

After Locke,

a

long line of

philosophers carried on and developed the
associationistic tradition.

The main line of development attempted
to show that starting

with ideas and the general principle of
association, it is possible
to account for all mental

functions, no matter how complex.

Xhs nativisti c position

.

Opposing Locke's views was Gott-

fried Leibnitz (1646-1716) who came to represent
the most extreme

of the nativist positions.
was the monad

.

In his book.

In his system the element of all

Becoming

,

being

Gordon All port (1955) inter-

prets the position of Leibnitz.
To Leibnitz the intellect was perpetually
active in its own right, addicted to rational
problem solving, and bent on manipulating sensory data according to its own inherent nature.
For Locke the organism was reactive when stimulated; for Leibnitz it was self-propelled.
The Leibnitzian tradition.
maintains that
the person is not a collection of acts, nor
simply the locus of acts; the person is the
source of acts. ... To understand what a person is, it is necessary always to refer to what
he may be in the future, for every state of the
person is pointed in the direction of future possibilities.
(pp. 8-12)
.

.

.

.

.

A rather clear line of succession of philosophers and psycho

logists representing the nativist view followed Leibnitz in Germany

One was Christian Wolff (1679-1754), who put forth the idea that
the mind has distinct faculties.
as knowing, feeling, and willing.

He identified the basic factors

The knowing factor is further
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divided into perception, imagination, memory,
and pure reason.

These faculties were thought to be present
at birth and education
was the training of these faculties through
repeated exercise.
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) had a direct effect upon
psychology
by reaffirming subjectivism and the importance
of mental phenomena

which cannot be reduced to body process.
world we know is a world of order.

Kant insisted that the

This order cannot be derived

from experience but must come from the mind.

Experience is

of things as they are in themselves and of the mind.

a

product

Thus, things

can never be known in themselves; they can only be known as they

appear, influenced by our thoughts.
soul

It is

impossible to know the

and therefore, rational psychology, which claims to have direct

knowledge of the soul, is impossible.

Johann Friedrich Herbert (1776-1841) is known as the father
of scientific pedagogy.

Leibnitz.

His philosophy is derived primarily from

Observation and not experimentation, he believed, was

the method of psychology.

Herbert emphasized the idea of inhibition.

Every idea has the tendency to maintain
itself and to drive out ideas with which it
is incompatible; and ideas vary in strength.
When an idea encounters a stronger idea or
group of ideas with which it is incompatible,
it is driven below the level of consciousness.
The idea is not destroyed, however, but persists, though for some time it is unconscious
Ideas already in possession of the
field regularly repel uncongenial ideas; but
uninhibited ideas, following the tendency of
all ideas to rise to consciousness, are asThis process Herbert called
similated.
apperception , and the group of ideas into which
the entering idea is introduced is known as the
apperceptive mass
(p. 27)

....

.

.

.

,
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Herbarfs position represents

a

transition from the pure

speculation of Kant to the experimental
psychology of Wilhelm Wundt
(1832-1920).
Wundt's psychology is referred to
as structuralism.
He and his colleagues attempted to
study the structure of the mind,

searching for mental elements into
which all mental contents could
be analyzed.

They used

were exposed to

a

a

method called introspection

"Subjects

.

physical stimulus, analyzed their state
of aware-

ness, and reported the results of that
analysis.

They were taught

to report as objectively as possible
what they experienced.
(p.

"
.

.

29).

and Gestalt psychology

.

After Wundt, German

psychology became the standard for Europe and for America.

Ameri-

can psychologists were very concerned with applied
psychology and

the practical uses of psychology.

Many new movements in psychology

emerged, "each of which defined its content and methodology and in

most cases amplified philosophical differences"

(p.

29).

One of

these systems, known as behaviorism, follows in the Lockean tradition and another more closely identified with the Leibnitzian tradition is referred to as Gestalt psychology or phenomenology.

Behaviorism found its beginnings as teachers' colleges began
to move away from the promotion of Herbartianism as such.

the twentieth century had been under way very long,

associationism had become popular.
physiological associationism.

a

Before

new form of

This was a nonmental istic

Many scientists were generally in-

terested in evidence that was publicly verifiable:

data which was

t
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open to observation by others,
which was studied In the same
manner
by researchers, and which
led to uniform conclusions.
Chief exponents for this kind of psychology,
which became known as behaviorism, were John B. Watson
(1878-1958) and Edward L. Thorndike
(1874-

1949).

Although the psychological systems
of Thorndike and Watson

are no longer advocated In their
original forms, many contemporary

psychologists have orientations sufficiently
similar to be termed

neobehavlorlsts.

Bigge (1964) Identifies some leading
neobehavlor-

ists or S-R conditioning theorists as
Gagne, Glasser, Hebb, Mowrer,

and Skinner.

The position of Gestalt psychology was formally
stated first
by the German philosopher-psychologist Max
Wertheimer in 1912.

central

idea of this point of view is that an organized whole
is

greater than the sum of its parts— thus, it is
heimer and his followers formulated
tion.

The

a

3
a

Gestalt.

Wert-

series of "laws" of percep-

These laws were identified by the concepts Pragnamy, similar-

ity, proximity, closure, good continuation, and membership character

(Bigge, p. 48).

Wolfgang Kohler and Kurt Koffka, two of Wertheimer's colleagues,
were responsible for publicizing Gestalt psychology and for its estab-

3

The German word Gestal means an organized pattern or configuration, including all that the pattern is composed of.
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lishment in the United States.

Kohler's celebrated study of the

learning process in chimpanzees, The
Mentality of Aoes (1925),
and Koffka's book. Growth of the Mind
(1924), were both critiques

of trial-and-error learning as conceived
by Thorndike.
to Gardner Murphy

According

(1949), an historian of modern psychology, the

tendency in America was to regard Gestalt psychology
as providing

interesting insights and

a

direction for further study and not as

an all-embracing theoretical formulation.

One of the branches

which did attain that status was Kurt Lewin's Field Theory.
Kurt Lewin took the spirit of Gestalt theory and added some
new concepts.

He developed a field psychology also called topo -

Vogical and vector psychology.

For the Gestaltists,

sists of the object(s) that are being perceived

background or environment that surrounds them

(

(

fi

field con-

a

qure ) and the

ground ).

having individual is described in terms of "his

1

The be-

ifespace (field)

that comprises the person, his goals, the available paths to these

goals, and the attractiveness of the goals, as well as the barriers

that impede his progress toward them" (Lefrancois,

p.

203).

Life

space is defined in terms of the individual's perception of his
environment.

The emergence of the humanistic movement

.

The influence of

Lewin's work on contemporary psychological theory and practice is

manifested in the T-Group movement as well as what has come to be
referred to as the Third Force in psychology, the humanistic ap-
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4

proach.

Although Lewin was not responsible
for the inception of
the training mo vement-Tgroups, encounter groups, sensitivity

groups-a large number of
tion for it.

his ideas provided a theoretical

founda-

One fundamental concept is the
notion that each in-

dividual reacts to his own world in
a unique way and in order to

understand him it is necessary to begin
from this unique point of
view.

This notion, frequently labeled
phenomenology

,

basis for Carl Roger's (1951) client
centered therapy.

is also the

The human-

istic movement is characterized by its
concern with the individuality of man and the development of his
potential

efforts, i.e. self-actual ization

.

Humanistic psychologists are

typically phenomenological and it is Lewin
is

through his own

's

early theorizing that

responsible for this orientation.
In addition,

Snelbecker (1974) states that this new movement

or school of psychology emerged because of

a

conviction that no ex-

tant psychological theory was adequately describing the whole, nor-

mally functioning human.

It emerged in reaction to established aca-

demic psychology, as some psychologists came to feel that academic
and applied psychology were not dealing adequately with man's ability to think, experience feelings, and determine his fate.

4

Both

The current usage of the term "humanistic" psychology seems
both of which bore
the title "Toward a Humanistic Psychology."
Hadley Cantril wrote
one in 1955 and Abraham Maslow the other in 1956.
The first issue
of the Journal of Humanistic Psychology appeared in 1961. Shortly
thereafter, the American Association for Humanistic Psychology was
initiated at the initiative of Maslow and Anthony Sutich.
(Bugental,
to stem from two papers v/hich appeared in ETC

p.

147)

.

,
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the over-emphasis on "rigorous"
research methods and the reliance

on animal subjects were criticized.

In addition,

psychoanalysis

was criticized because some of its
principles tended to characterize man in "mechanistic" terms and
because its fundamental notions

were based on studies of emotionally
disturbed rather than emotionally healthy people.

In the 1960's,

humanistic psychology emerged

proposing a more "genuine science of man"
(pp. 480-481).
Some of the basic notions of humanistic psychology
have been
drawn from those who have focused on personality
theory and clinical

psychology theory.

The theory and research of several persons

have been influential in the development of the movement
and no one
central figure has dominated.

Some cite Abraham

H.

Maslow as the

founder of humanistic psycholoqy at mid-century and identify Toward
a

Psych ology of Being (1962) as one of the key writings.

Charlotte

Buhler (1971), in her 1970 address as president of the International
Invitational Conference on Humanistic Psychology, stated that humanistic psychology has deep roots in Western philosophical thinking.

She notes the relevance of concepts from European existentialism
and the contributions of several psychotherapy theories.

Rollo May

(1967), in Psychology and the Human Dilemma , supports the orientation of a science of man by choosing as a basis for psychotherapy
an image of man derived from existential

philosophy.

Others who

have contributed directly relevant principles and concepts would

include (but not be restricted to) Carl Rogers, Gordon

Arthur Combs, James

F.

T.

W.

All port,

Bugental, Karen Homey, Kurt Goldstein,

I
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Ench

Fromn, and Clark Moustakas
(Snelbecker, pp. 480-482).^

Wandersman, Poppen. and Ricks
(1976) succinctly summarize
the humanistic approach to the
study of man.

there is no one type of humanism
that
represents the humanistic approach. The
humanistic approach has been influenced by
a wide
variety of philosophical and religious
thouoht
and only in the past few decades has
made efforts to become a humanistic psychology.
What
IS clearly common to all humanistic
thought is
an insistance on a human model for
a human psychology which is distinct from models which
account for animal or mechanical behavior.
Humanists study man as a conscious agent with
feelings,
ideals, and intentions, and believe that these
factors are crucial to the understanding of behavior.
Such a view of human beings has led to a
concern with human growth, personal fulfillment,
and self-actualization.
(p. 19 )
•

.

.

.

.

Humanistic approaches to psychological thought provide theoretical guidelines to effective practice.

The next section will

examine the educational application of humanistically based psychological principles.

Educational Applications of Humanistic
Psychological Principles

Contemporary learning theories
is

.

The purpose of this section

to consider the interface between humanistic psychology and edu-

Psychologists involved in the movement are called by many
names--personal ists humanists, self-psychologists, phenomenologists,
perceptual psychologists, transactional ists and existentialists.
,

,
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cational practices.

With humanistic psychology
providing

a

philosophical position and a general
orientation, the application
of learning theory as defined by
the Gestalt-field theorists
will
be examined.

The discussion will focus on the
main concepts and

principles which have been developed
to conceptualize learning

processes in the humanistic tradition.

Although all issues in psychology cannot
be neatly categorized in terms of a basic dichotomy, as
Allport (1955) suggests,
.

virtually all modern psychological theories
appear oriented

toward one of the two polar conceptions"

(p.

7).

This is reflected

in contemporary learning theories represented
by the S-R condition-

ing theorists (behaviorists) of the Lockean
tradition and the

Gestalt-field theorists (phenomenologists) of the Leibnitzian
tradi tion.

Basically, the difference between the two main, current
theories of learning is the S-R (stimulus-response) conditioning

theorists interpret learning in terms of changes in strength of
hypothetical variables called S-R connections, associations, habit

strengths, or behavioral tendencies; Gestal t- field theorists define
learning in terms of reorganization of perceptual or cognitive
fields or systems.
For behaviorists or conditioning theorists,
learning is a change in behavior.
It occurs
through stimuli and responses becoming related
according to mechanistic principles. Thus, it
involves the formation of relations of some
sort between series of stimuli and responses.
Stimuli--the causes of learning— are environmental agents that act upon an organism so as to
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cause it to respond or to increase
the
probability of a response of a certain
class or kind.
Responses--effects--are
physical reactions of an organism to
either external or internal stimulation.
For Gestalt-field theorists, learning
IS a process of gaining or changing
insights,
outlooks, expectations, or thought' patterns.
In thinking about the learning
processes of
students, these theorists prefer the term
person to organi sm psychological envi ronment
to physical or biological envi ronment
and
interaction to either action or reaction.
Such a preference is not merely a whim; there
is a conviction that the concepts person,
psychological environme nt, and interaction are""^
highly advantageous for teachers in describing learning processes.
They enable a teacher
to see a person, his environment, and his interaction with his environment all occurring at once;
this is the meaning of field.
(Bigge, p. 11)
,

,

With the selection of one of these frameworks, the approach
to education and to the design of instruction would be quite differ-

Defining characteristic features of the selected phenomenologi-

ent.
cal

position as it relates to instructional or learning theory will

reveal

those differences.

Humanistic psychology and learning

.

Application of humanis-

tic psychological approaches to education have been attempted since

the early 1960's at practically all

levels of education.

Some human-

istic psychologists have provided concrete presentations of their
ideas and have given specific indications of their educational objec-

tives and methods.

Despite some variations, practically all agree

that we act as we do because of the way we perceive ourselves and
the various situations in which we find ourselves.

tures commonly found are:

Four basic fea-
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1.

Behaving and lea rning are
products of perceiving,

2.
Behavior exists in and can,
therefore, be dealt
with in the present.

^

heaUh'a„Ta^Jtua"lzr??:„'^
Much of a person's behavior
is the result of his
conception of himself.
(Combs, 1962, p. 67)
4.

True learning, according to many
humanistic psychologists,
involves and pervades the total
person rather than dealing with
some fragmented, reductionistic
version.
True learning experiences
are those which will enable the
learner to discover his own unique
qualities.

There is a concern with the growth
of the person in

whatever direction that person chooses or
values.

Self-understand-

ing to better make choices about
one's own direction for growth

and creativity as a means of fulfillment
are central concepts.

Learn-

ing in this sense is becoming.

Acknowledging the central role that schools have in
our
society, humanists claim that educators have

a

major responsibility

in helping students to become more fully
developed persons.

Educa-

tion should foster one's sensitivity to feelings and
to the feelings

of others.

It is far more important for the student to learn how

to find new knowledge and to cope with a changing world than
it is
to study facts.

(Snelbecker, pp. 483-484).

Various humanistic psychologists have explored the educational

implications which can be derived from their particular point of
view.

The contributions of Carl Rogers, Abraham Maslow, Arthur Combs,
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Robert Blume, and Donald Snygg have
been selected to illustrate
specific educational practices based
in the general orientation of
the humanistic approach.
Carl

Rogers'

principles of human behavior

.

One humanistic

psychologist whose views on education have
been frequently sought
and extensively applied is Carl

R.

Rogers.

Rogers has devoted

a

major part of his professional life to clinical
work in an effort
to understand and be of therapeutic help
to specific individuals.

His background as a clinical

psychologist, as opposed to working

with animals in laboratories, provided the experience
from which
he developed his various theoretical

positions.

Rogers envisions

the procedures and the process of therapy as serving as
a model for
the procedures and processes of education.
In Client-Centered Therapy

(1951), Rogers presented nineteen

formal principles regarding human behavior.

As a forerunner to his

approaches to educational practices, the principles are based on
his assumption of man's ability to adapt and his propensity to grow
in a direction that enhances his existence.

All

learning from

The nineteen principles

a

phenomenological viewpoint.

are concerned with

of Rogerian phenomenology include:
1.
Every individual exists in a continually changing
world of experience of which he is in the center.

The organism reacts to the field as it is experienced and perceived.
This perceptual field is, for
the individual, his 'reality.'

2.

The organism reacts as an organized whole to this
phenomenal field.
3.

4.
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The organism has one basic
tendency and strivto actualize, maintain, and
enhance the experiencing organism.

5.

ing:

6.

Behavior 1s basically the goal
-directed attempt
organism to satisfy its need as
experienced
in the perceived field.
Emotion accompanies and in general
facilitates
such goal-directed behavior, the kind
of emotion
being related to the seeking
versus the consummatory
8.
aspects of the behavior, and the intensity
of the
emotion being related to the perceived
significance
9.
of the behavior for the maintenance and
enhancement
of the organism.
7.

The best vantage point for understanding
behavior
frame of reference of the individ-

IS from the internal
ual himself.

A portion of the total perceptual field
Gradually
becomes differentiated as the 'self.'

As a result of interaction v/ith the environment
and, particularly, as a result of evaluational interaction with others, the structure of self is formed-an organized, fluid, but consistent conceptual pattern
of perceptions of characteristics and relationships of
the '!' or 'me' together with values attached to these
concepts.
10. The values attached to experiences and the values
which are a part of the self-structure, in some in12.
stances are values experienced directly by the organism, and in some instances are values introjected or
taken over from others, but perceived in distorted
fashion as if they had been experienced directly.

As experiences occur in the life of the individual,
they are either (a) symbolized, perceived, and organized
into some relationship to the self, (b) ignored because
there is no perceived relationship to the self-structure,
or (c) denied symbolization or given a distorted symbolization because the experience is inconsistent with the
structure of the self.
11.

Most of the ways of behaving which are adopted by the
organism are those which are consistent with the concept
of self.
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instances, be brought
organic experiences and needs
which have
nnt been symbolized.
not
Such behavior may be inconstructure of the self! but in such
inswp^^^
nstances the behavior is not 'owned'
bv the indiv-

!ho,.? t

14. Psychological maladjustment
exists when the organism denies to awareness significant
sensory and
visceral experiences, which consequently
are not
symbolized and organized into the Gestalt
of the
self-structure. When this situation exists,
there
IS a basic or potential
psychological tension.

16.

adjustment exists when the concept
of the self is such that all the sensory
and visceral
experiences of the organism are, or may be,
assimilated on a symbolic level into a consistent
relationship
with the concept of self.

Any experience which is inconsistent with the organization or structure of self may be perceived
as a
threat, and the more of these perceptions there
are
the more rigidly the self-structure is organized
to
maintain itself.
17. Under certain conditions, involving primarily
complete absence of any threat to the self-structure, experiences which are inconsistent with it may be perceived, and examined, and the structure of the self
revised to assimilate and include such experiences.
18. When the individual perceives and accepts into one
consistent and integrated system all his sensory and
visceral experiences, then he is necessarily more understanding of others and is more accepting of others as
separate individuals.

19. As the individual perceives and accepts into his
self-structure more of his organic experience, he finds
that he is replacing his present value system based so
largely upon introjections which have been distortedly
symbol ized--wi th a continuing organismic valuing process
(Milhollan and Forisha, 1972, pp. 99-115)6

—

^For an indepth treatment of these nineteen principles, see
From Skinner to Rogers:
Contrasting Approaches to Education, Chapter 7, "The Process of Learning: Rogers' Phenomenology," pp. 98-115,
Milhollan and Forisha, 1972.

I
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All of these principles are
concerned with learning from a

phenomenological viewpoint:

( 1 )

the development of the
individual's

sense of reality. (2) the internal
forces that cause action, and
(3) the development of self-concept.
Roger's view of human nature

reflected in these principles lead
next to

a

consideration of the

Bducational implications.
£a_r1

Rogers' prop osals for education

lieves that "only

a

.

Rogers (1959) be-

tremendous change in the basic direction
of

education can meet the needs of today's
culture"
3oa.l.

for our educational system must derive from

j^erized

(p.
a

200).

The

society charar-

by change , not tradition; by process
not rigidity

Within

.

this system must be developed a climate conducive
to personal growth
in which innovation is not frightening and
creative capacities are

nourished.

The end point of our educational system must be the

development of "fully functioning" people (Mil hoi Ian and Forisha,
p.

116).
In

Freedom to Learn (1969), Rogers outlined his proposals

for education.

One of the fundamental ideas expressed was that

teaching is not of interest nor an important process to Rogers, but
that the students'
is

learning is.

The only valuable kind of learning

that which involves self-discovery, self-appropriated, and self-

initiated learning.
Rogers postulates that the goal of education.
must become the facilitation of change and learning.
By this view, the only man who is educated
is the man who has learned how to adapt and change,
who realizes that no knowledge is secure, and that
only the process of seeking knowledge gives any
.

.
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basis for security.

Only from an interperlearning is facilitated,
will arise true students,
real learners, creascholars, and practitioners,
the kind of individuals who
can live in a delicate but ever changing balance
between what is
presently known and the flowing,
moving, changing problems and facts of the
future.'
(Milhollan and Forisha, p. 117)
The facilitation of learning is not
the same then as teaching.

It does not rely upon the skills
of the leader nor his scholarly

knowledge.

It does not rely upon curriculum
planning nor the use of

audiovisual aids.

It does not depend upon lectures nor
oral

A facilitator of learning is primarily

a

reports.

living resource that can

only function in an interpersonal relationship
with the learner.
is

It

the relationship which is of prime importance in
the educational

setti ng.

Drawing from his personal experiences as well as from his

psychotherapy theories, Rogers has identified some assumptions and
principles for facilitating experiential learning.

First, he assumes

that all persons have a natural inclination to want to learn and that
they will continue their motivation to learn throughout their life

unless conditions stifle such

a

desire.

The main idea is:

"Human

beings have a natural potentiality for learning" (Rogers, 1969,

p.

157).

Students will only really learn and retain personally relevant things.
Instead of focusing on the organization of subject matter, the real

concern should be with those experiences which make it possible for
the student to integrate the new information as part of himself.

Rogers assumes that experiences which call for drastic changes in
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self-perception should be avoided and
that change can only come
about in an emotionally supportive
climate (1969, p. 159). Rogers
questions that learning should be

a

passive process with the instruc-

tor in the role of dispensing
information and providing reinforcement.

He assumes that learning optimally
occurs "when the student

participates responsibly in the learning
process" (1967,

p.

42).

He further states that experiential learning
will be facilitated

when self-criticism and self-evaluation are
primary, and evaluation
by others is of secondary importance"

(1976, p, 43).

Finally,

throughout his writings runs the assumption that
experiential learning can be attained only to the extent that the
student is involved

as a major decision maker throughout the process.

For Rogers, education must be changed so as to "free curio-

sity; to permit individuals to go charging off in new directions

dictated by their own interests; to unleash the sense of inquiry;
to open everything to questioning and exploration;

to recognize

that everything is in the process of change" (Rogers, 1969,

Abraham Maslow's hierarchy of needs

p.

105).

Another humanistic

.

psychologist who has depicted the humanistic conception of education
as being so different from conventional

notions that it demands fun-

damental changes is Abraham Maslow.

his own words, what he has

to offer teachers

In

is:

... a new conception of learning, of teaching,
and of education.
Stated simply, such a concept
holds that the function of education, the goal of
.--is ultimately
education--the humanistic goal.
the self-actualization of a person, the becoming
fully human, the development of the fullest height
.
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that the human species can
come to.
In a less
technical way, it is helping the
person to be-

197^

^^

?53)

Totally rejecting the behaviorists^
tabula rasa

,

this view

conceives of the human being as having
an essence-a real self to
be discovered and actualized.

A human being is not a passive
clay

to be shaped, controlled, and
modified by external agents.

self must be sought for and uncovered.
ian conception of instincts,

The

It also rejects the Freud-

positing instead the conception of basic

needs that must be gratified (p. 152).
Moti vation and Personality (1970), Mas low
examines the

question of human need in considerable detail.

He asserts that

man's behavior is motivated primarily by his level of
need satisfaction.

In an attempt to formulate a theory of human
motivation for

the individual as an integrated and organized whole, he
arranoed

five basic needs in

a

complex, interrelated hierarchy according to

their primacy in human existance.

Chart 2, "Maslow's Hierarchy of

Basic Human Needs," identifies the five levels as physiological,
safety, love and belonging, self-esteem, and self-actualization.

Those who wish to promote

a

person's growth from one level

to another should concentrate on meeting the current needs of that

person.

Expecting people to perform when lower level needs are not

being met leads only to unhappiness and frustration.
The first four levels Maslow calls "D" or deficiency needs.
This person is striving for fulfillment of

hunger or social response.

a

felt deficit such as

Gratification will bring about

a

kind

of calm or satisfaction.
feel

After gratification, what
most people

IS a vague craving for
"something more."

Haslow classifies

these needs as "B" or being
needs-needs for becoming more integrated, challenged, and individualized.

The first level physiological needs
for sustaining life
are so primary that until people
have enough to eat, for example,

other things are irrelevant.
vative and reproductive.

The physical needs are self-preser-

At the second level, the need for psy-

chological safety and security make people
want to be secure in
their person and to know that the future is
predictable.

of change, there is
and uncertainty.

a

Suspicious

need to reduce tension from conflict, injustice,

If love and belonging needs are not fulfilled
at

the third level, there is a tendency to resort
to self-defeating or

attention-getting behaviors.

There is

a

need to feel part of some

enduring group where there is acceptance, love, and respect.

When

these conditions are satisfied, love and respect can be more easily
given to others.

Achievement of self-esteem is the fourth level need
low's system.

in Mas-

The need is to be liked and regarded as valuable and

competent by others.

As awareness of self-worth grows, there is

less dependence on others' judgments.

The fifth level need func-

tions best when the four lower levels of need are being satisfied.
"It is a striving for self-development, integration, autonomy, stim-

ulation and challenge.

It involves reaching out, often in risky ways

to move to higher levels of satisfaction and growth"
p.

7).

(Brammer, 1973,

"The self-actualizing level helps explain behavior that is
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CHART 2

MASLOW'S HIERARCHY OF BASIC HUMAN NEEDS*

To do what you must do to
become fully yourself. To
develop your own individuality.

Respect and liking for self
and others.
Strength competence; Freedom and deserved
fame.

Membership, Acceptance, Belonging, Feeling loved and
wanted.

Protection from physical or
psychological threat.
Fear
and anxiety.
The need for
order and structure.

Food, water, shelter, etc.

ing

,

Ingalls, John D., Andragogy:
*From:
1973, p. 23.

Concepts for Adult Learn-
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not explained by deficiencies
in need satisfaction”
(Branmer, 1973,
pp.

6-8).

O perationalizing Maslow's thenry

The needs theory has im-

plications for the educational setting
and can be operationalized
in the schools.

In an article titled, "Educational
Applications

of Humanistic Psychology," Dennis Romig
and Charles

C.

Cleland

(1972) presented certain characteristics of
a school and then sug-

gested specific and systematic examples to
assist in translating

Maslow into the classroom.^
For Maslow, they state, the crucial component
of every edu-

cational

system is its goals.

Much of Maslow's philosophy is re-

lated to his concept of the self-actualizing person.

"To the ex-

tent that it (education) fosters growth toward
self-actualization,
it is

'good'

the school

is

education" (Maslow, 1968,

197).

p.

to facilitate the students'

The first task of

attempts to have basic

needs met while at the same time teaching them how to meet their
own needs.
For example, physiological needs can be met by having class-

rooms designed so that food, water, and restrooms are all easily

accessible.

Through the introduction to

a

variety of foods, stu-

dents can gain an appreciation of many cultures and "a sense for

lower-order needs that simultaneously promote security and invoke

^The authors found the various hierarchical needs, even the
so-called "lower order" needs, were in true Maslowian interpretation
somewhat difficult to translate.
For example, food can be directed
both at physiological need satisfaction and the self-actualization
of a given child.
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a

wonderous curiosity of life" (p.
335),
The esteem need is met by the student
achieving competence

in various tasks and skills and
through deserved praise by others.

Learning tasks can be structured so they
are neither too easy nor
too hard to ensure success.

As students are taught how to evaluate

their own ability, opportunities can be provided
to encourage self-

structuring levels of difficulty.

The teacher can protect esteem

subtly by fostering praise among students and limiting
criticism.
The fulfilling of these areas of basic need is crucial in
furthering growth,

(p.

336)

A second area of goals for the humanistic school, as proposed
by Romig and Cl el and, centers more specifically around promoting

self-actualization.

According to Maslow, all people are composed

of a unique inner core which is based upon heredity and experiences

during the first few years of life.

One explanation for the rareness

of self-actualizing individuals, Maslow hypothesizes, is that this

core of potential is basically weak and easily suppressed.

Teachers

can help prevent suppression by encouraging divergence and by avoiding harsh, personal criticism.

Students can be given the opportun-

ity to evaluate their own performances with the teacher providing

additional feedback.
In viewing the internal

and external control of the behavior

of the student in the classroom, Maslow would be more in favor of
an increasing emphasis on internal control.

Teachers need to be

aware of the different ways they can make learning rewarding, as
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opposed to the solitary use
of external rewards
such as gold stars
or grades. External
reinforcement, unless It Is
Internalized, Is
successful only when there Is
an adult around to
dispense rewards.
The purpose of a humanistic
school Is to teach students
how to
meet their own needs and find
rewards and pleasures.
And finally, attention needs
to be focused on the painful
side of growth.

Maslow (1962) has stated,
"Growth has not only

rewards and pleasure, but also
many Intrinsic pains and
always will
have" (p. 120).
The teacher In the self-actualizing
classroom will
need to be sensitive to the
students' growth and to the fact
that

encouragement and protection may be
necessary (pp. 333 - 339 ).
In summary,

Maslow (1968) claims that humanistic
psychology

provides a new philosophy of psychology
and of education that de-

mands

a

change in direction rather than

our present practices.

a

mere improvement over

He characterizes educational

practices

found in the typical classroom as inadequate
and inappropriate
for today's students.

He contends such practices merely bring

about superficial learning and do not begin to
develop the "higher
nature of man."

Arthur W. Combs and the personal istic education of teachers.

Another expression of the humanistic movement can be found in the
theories of perceptual

psychology as advanced by Arthur W. Combs.

Perceptual psychology is conceived of as both an expression of the

humanistic movement and the beginnings of

a

science through which

will come a fuller understanding of the nature of persons.

Percep-
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tual

psychology is then both

istic movement.
a

a

product and a process of the
human-

The goal of perceptual psychology
Is to provide

frame of reference for the
understanding of the whole person.

Its basic postulate states;

"All

behavior, without exception. Is

completely determined by, and pertinent
to, the perceptual field
of the behaving organism" (Combs,
Richards, A., Richards, F., 1976,
p.

xi).

The chief spokesman for the personal i
Stic education of teachers has been Combs.

He sees the teacher primarily as a
human

being trying to actualize himself and whose
primary goal is to
help his student develop as

becomes

a

a

fully functioning person.

Teaching

process of facilitating each individual's discovery of

himself and the means necessary to increase that
understanding.

Stressing the unigueness of each individual--of each teacher
and
each learner— each transaction is

a

stance one does not presume to teach

special event.
.

From this

The teacher in the role of

facilitator provides an environment characterized by diversity
and malleability.

The curriculum is not pre-set and learning activ-

ities organized in advance.

Rather the teacher helps the student

reflect on himself and negotiates goals with him (Nicholson, 1976,
p.

72).

Combs is highly skeptical about the struggle to identify

common teacher competencies.

He prefers to emphasize the personal

character of good teaching with each individual developing his
repertoire in his own way.

I

.

.
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A good teacher is primarily
a unique personality.
If good teachers are unique
individuals, we can predict from
the start that
the attempt to find common
uniqueness would
be unlikely to get results.
A good
teacher is first and foremost a
person and
this fact is the most important
and determining thing about him.
He has competence
to be sure, but not a common
set of competencies like anyone else.
(Combs, 1969,
.

p.

6)

Because individuals are striving to
fulfill themselves in
the best way possible, they are
filled with energy that expends

itself on self-maintenance and self-enhancement.

Combs sees this

drive having tremendous implications for
education.
Its existence means it is not necessary
to
motivate people--a problem we have often struggled with.
Knowledge of this innate drive
changes the whole structure of the educative
process from that which our ancestors felt was
essential.
The task of the teacher is not
one of prescribing, making, molding, forcing.
The role of the teacher is that of facilitator,
encourager, helper, assister, colleague, and
friend of his students.
(Combs, 1969, p. 16)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Thus, the teacher has to develop the capacity to engage in
a

helping relationship.

Since teaching depends on making contact

between two participants, the primary competency becomes the ability to understand one's self and to learn to understand others

(Nicholson, 1976).
Combs and the facilitation of learning
the 22nd ASCD Annual

.

In an address at

Conference in 1967, Combs talked about learn-

ing and the facilitation of learning in environments which are

constantly changing.
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We are, in my view, faced with an entirely
new situation in education where the goal of
education
is the faci 1 i tation of change
and learning.
The only man who is educated
is the man who has learned how to learn;
the
man who has learned how to adapt and change.
Changingness , a reliance on process rather
than upon static knowledge is the only thing
that makes any sense as a goal for education
in the modern world,
(p. 2)
.

.

.

.

.

Learning thus defined by Combs is the discovery of personal
meaning.

The problem of learning always involves two aspects--"one

is the acquisition of new information or experience;

the other has

to do with the individual's personal discovery of the meaning of

information for him" (Combs, Avila, Purkey, 1971,
learning is learning which makes

havior change.

a

p.

Real

91).

difference and produces

be-

a

The problem of helping people learn becomes

a

problem of moving information into closer and more meaningful

relationships to self (Combs,

^

1971,

In "Learning as Meaning Change"

Basic Concepts for the Helping Professions

p.

93).

in Helping Relationships

,

Combs,

^§1,

:

outline

the elements to be aware of on the nature of meaning and the dyna-

mics involved in changing it.

The most important factors identi-

fied affecting the discovery of meaning and its susceptibility to

change include:
1.

Professionals must deal primarily with causes and not

use symptomatic approaches because the behavior observed is only
a

symptom of what is going on within.

Attempts to produce change

in behavior are likely to be effective only under three kinds of

conditions:

(a)

if the manipulator's goals are short term ones.

I
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(b)

1f the person whose behavior
to be changed can keep his
mind

exclusively on what he is doing, and
(c) if the manipulated behavior
fits the need of the subject.

If the goal of teaching is the
pro-

duction of self-directed persons,
manipulation tends to defeat this
purpose by making others dependent.
2.

A second factor to consider is the
effect of challenge

and threat upon change in behavior.

Psychologists are aware of

two effects of threat upon individuals.

the narrowing of perception.

One is "tunnel vision"

The second is that when

a

—

person is

»

threatened, he is forced to defend the perceptions he
already has.
On the other hand, people feel challenged when
confronted with

problems which interest them and which they feel reasonably
able
to handle.
3.

Learning occurs in the process of solving problems.

Teachers need to assist individuals in confronting problems and
to facilitate them in the search for solutions.

search is not so much

a

Encouraging the

thing to be taught as a process to be re-

leased.
4.

Learning is an active process.

Until

the learner does

something with information, it is unlikely to affect him in any
important way.

The value of action has important implications for

both the permanence of learning and the commitment of the learner.
5.

For effective change in behavior, it is necessary that

learners have continuous opportunity to observe the consequences
of their acts, i.e. receive feedback.

Without feedback, new mean-
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mgs

are unlikely to be further stimulated.
Knowledge of results

that are the most useful to the
learner are self-evaluations.
6.

Responsibility is learned from being
given responsi-

bility, from being given the opportunity
to test the consequences

of one's acts in
7.

a

safe atmosphere.

It takes time to discover meaning.

There is

a

maximum

speed for the discovery of meaning and the
best clues are provided
by the learner.

Discovery of meaning comes about through

of increasing differentiation of experiences.

a

process

This usually occurs

in a series of steps in which one differentiation
is followed by

another until the new event is learned or its personal
meaning
discovered (Combs, et
Blume and Snyqq:
ing Combs'

1971, pp.

103-120).

designing humanistic programs

Reinforc-

.

perspective are Robert Blume and Donald Snygg.

In an

article titled, "Humanizing Teacher Education," Blume (1971) listed
a

series of assumptions he believed were basic to teaching and

learning.

These approaches could be applied in designing humanis-

tic programs.
1.
People do only what they would rather do (from Freud).
That is, people behave according to choices they make from
among alternatives they see available to them at the moment.

Learning has two aspects:
(1) acquiring new information, and (2) discovering the personal meaning of that
information.
Information itself is useless. Only when
individuals find the link between specific information
and their own lives are they able to put it to use.
2.

.

3.
It is more appropriate for people to learn
cepts rather than many facts.

a

.

.

few con-
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Learning is much more efficient
if the learner
first feels a need to know
that which

4.

is

to be learned.

?!J®.^P®cific item of information, and no
speci
fic skill IS essential for
effective teaching

7.

.

6.
People learn more easily and rapidly
if they hel
make the important dec isions about
their learning.

P

People learn and grow more quickly if
they aren •t
afraid to make mistakes. They can
be creative only if
they can risk making errors.

Objectivity is a valuable asset for a
researcher,
but it is not very useful for workers
in the helping’
professions, such as teaching. What is needed
instead
IS the opposite of objectivity—
concern and caring.
10. Jack Frymier has said,
As
we want students not only to
know about cold, hard facts, but to have some
'hot feelings about hard facts.
We must produce teachers who
have developed strong values about teaching.
8.

'

11.
9.

Teachers teach the way they have been taught
the way they have been taught to teach. ...

— not

Pressure on students produces negative behaviors,
such as cheating, avoidance, fearfulness, and psychosomatic illness.
Students tend to become more closed
in their interpersonal relationships when they are pressured.
Teachers would be more effective if they were selfactualizers.
(pp. 146-148)
Donald Snygg, who co-authored in 1949 with Combs the first

statement of perceptual psychology, has developed

a

cognitive field

model of learning that is applicable to both learning and problem

solving.

As a pattern for promoting learning from the point of

view of the perceptual psychologist, he offers

a model

that is

a

modification (in cognitive field terms) of one proposed by Cronback
(1954) (Avila, Combs, Purkey, 1975,

p.

104).

Assuming the validity

of the steps in the proposed cognitive field theory, he suggested
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teachers and curriculum planners can draw
the following implications:
1.
The primary function of the teacher is to
help the
students to discover problems that demand
their personal
attention.

The teacher arranges a situation in which the
student
have a better opportunity to solve his problem
without direct instruction.
2.

will

3.
The validity of our concepts and our perceotions can
only be tested by acting on them.

4.
An act which does not achieve its expected result
automatically causes a change in the behaver's perceptions of the situation provided he is able to see the
result.
In learning, the important evaluation is the
one made by the learner. There is a need for greater
cooperation between students in selecting and defining
problems, for more situations where individual interpretations can be put to the test of action, and for the
provision of facilities, materials, and resources to
make this possible.
5.
Generally the change in the learner's perception
of a situation is in the direction of increased awareness of details and in breaking the total problem into
a number of sub-problems and related steps until he
can relate the situation to a model or concept he has
already developed. Optimum learning takes place in a
situation which allows the learner to test his ideas
under conditions in which the results are immediately
apparent.

Perceptual field theory suggests that the optimum
level of difficulty is one which allows the student to
win success after difficulty,
(pp. 106-110)
6.

Operationalizing the humanistic movement

.

Having traced the

historical and psychological development of the humanistic movement
and having outlined the educational implications, reference will be

made to some sample educational situations in which these procedures
have been operationalized.

The ideas have been tested out at all

levels and in a variety of situations.
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In general,

the whole more open, informal
approaches to the

education of children are based in
this philosophy.

(Bussis and

Chittenden. 1970; Walberg and Thomas.
1971; Bunker, 1975; Kohlberg,
1972; Hosston, 1972).

Bunker identifies the open classroom
as one

where:
A teacher is as concerned with the
children's
physical, moral, and emotional needs as with
their cognitive needs. We envision a place
in which decisions are shared; a place
in which
teacher and child set goals and plan activities
collaboratively, select materials together, and
solve management problems cooperatively.
In this
room the teacher is helping children to uncover
their strengths, to establish personal standards,
and to recognize and record their growth toward
mutually arrived at goals.
In this classroom children are taught to trust
and rely on themselves and to interact more effectively with others. The teacher in this classroom
is helping children to become less dependent on
others for their learning and to become more effective and independent self managers whose increased interdependency with others is strengthened
by successful experience in group living and problem solving.
The open classroom, in which an individual teacher and child contribute to the ends and means of
the child's learning, is such a place,
(p. 26)

One useful resource in this area is Lillian Weber's (1972) description of the efforts of her work in the Open Corridor Program in

New York City.
In

Freedom to Learn , Rogers (1969) spends

a

considerable por-

tion of the book describing self-directed learning situations at

three different levels--a six grade classroom (Shiel, 1966), sophomores in college (Bull, 1966), and
1959).

a

graduate level class (Appell,

In "Bringing Together Ideas and Feelings

in Learning"

(1975),
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he tells of "seeing with his
own eyes"

programs at the Immaculate

Heart system of Los Angeles and an
inner-city school in Louisville,
Kentucky responding toward self-directed
change

John
scribes

a

D.

Ingalls' ^dragogy:

(p.

47

).

Concepts for Adult Learning de-

process for developing an adult education
program based

on the humanistic perspective.

The andragogical process is describ-

ed as:
* a way to learn directly
from our experiences;
* a process of reeducation
that can reduce social

conflicts through inter-personal activity in learning groups;
* a process of self-directed
learning from which we
can continuously reassess our own learning needs as

they emerge from the demands of the changing situation.
(p. 11)

Ingalls reported that andragogy has been applied successfully
in Europe,

England, and South America.

In America,

pioneers in the

movement are Professor Malcolm Knowles of Boston University and Ingalls, who supervised fourteen five-day residential workshops given

over

a

period of

a

year in the United States and Puerto Rico.

A five-year study of educational change and school improve-

ment was conducted by IDEA, the Institute for Development of Educational Activities, in Southern California.

Eighteen schools from

eighteen school districts were formed into the "League of Cooperating Schools"

to help the schools to help themselves.

The projected

outcome was to help them realize that their success was due to their
own efforts and abilities and not to outside expertise; that is, to

become self-renewing schools.

This school -based effort to cope more
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productively with certain problems in
educational improvement is sum-

marized in a series of documentary films
and extensively discussed in
detail

in the following volumes:

Mary
Bentzen and Associates. Changing Schools:
Magic Feather Principle N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, 1974.

The

,

Carmen M. Culver and Gary J. Hoban, eds., The Power
to
Change:
Issues for the Innovativ e Educator, N.Y.* McGraw-Hill, 1973.
John I. Goodlad, The Dynamics of Educational Change
Toward Responsive Schools N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, 1975.

:

,

David A. Shiman, Carmen M. Culver, Ann Liebermann, eds..
Teachers on Individualization: Th e Way We Do It, N.Y.:
McGraw-Hill, 1974.

Kenneth A. Tye, Jerrold M. Novotney, Schools in Transition:
The Practitioner as Chang e Agent, N.Y.: McGraw-

mil,

1975.

Richard C. Williams, Charles C. Wall, W. Michael Martin,
Arthur Berchin, Effecting Organizational Renewal in Schools
A Social Systems Perspective N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, 1974.

:

,

Exemplary programs in teacher education

.

Two exemplary pro-

grams that illustrate how the spirit of humanistic education can be

operationalized in teacher education can be found in the New Elementary Program at the University of Florida and the Integrated Day

Program and its component, the Inservice Growth Program at the University of Massachusetts.
In the

winter of 1969,

a

committee in the College of Educa-

tion at the University of Florida developed a new program for the

training of elementary teachers and placed it in operation along
side the more traditional existing programs.

The program was designed

to implement many of the principles discussed by Arthur Combs (1965)

.
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Bi

Professional Educa tio n of Teachers

.

NEP was an especial
ly

unique experiment as it began from
basic research, expanded to

a

theoretical position, was placed in
operation, and subjected to
the process of research evaluation.

Early results of this experi-

mental program are detailed in the
March, ig74 issue of Educational

Leadership

.

In general:

the experimental program appears to be
successful in
producing a different kind of teacher. This
teacher
seems more flexible and self-confident.
He also appears to have different perceptions about the
nature
1. the
of
educational process.
He believes in an active,
problem-centered, experimental classroom. He also
sees motivation as primarily intrinsic rather than
extrinsic,
(p. 516)
As a part of the Designs for Effective Living Cluster
at the

School of Education at the University of Massachusetts, the
Integrated

Day Program lists the following shared commitments:
4.

Learning Through Experience
The goal is to create institutional means for a reality based education for undergraduates, graduates, and
inservice personnel
2.
Learning Throughout Life
The goal is to create models for open-ended education
for all involved in the education process--from students and paraprofessional s through administrators,
parents, and community leaders.
3.
Learning to Change
The goal is to enable school programs and institutions
to adapt through continuous self-renewal for the needs
of the future.

Creating a New Design for Higher Education
The goal
is to evolve an institutional model for a
This means undertaknew design for higher education
ing reality-based research evolving from experience in
on-going programs and in developing new programs. A
success oriented approach and a demand for building
.

I
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on strengths are integral elements.®

The Integrated Day Program is
described by A.

B.

Schumer in

her doctoral dissertation. An Educational
Change Model:

Xnservice

Continuum , as

a model

teacher education approach.

of

a

Preservice -

preservice/ inservice linked

The study documents three years during

which the program was designed, implemented,
and evaluations begun.
The program is committed to the ideal of helping
learners at all
levels become more self-directive and self-managing.

Learners ac-

quire skills in cognitive, physical, and affective
domains through
active, formal, and informal learning experiences and shared
decision making processes.

Both preservice teacher education and staff

development activities occur on campus and in the field.
A component of the Integrated Day Program, the Inservice

Growth Program was started in 1970.

In a case study of the program

(Welles, 1975), a clear picture is presented of the aim, activities,

and experiences the inservice teachers and university staff planned

cooperatively.

The program shares with the Integrated Day Program's

operations the goal of changing educational environments for children through the life-long process of teacher education.
To meet this goal, the students and staff have been framing

and refining a set of beliefs about learning and staff renewal de-

rived from the research and experiences of the humanistic movement

g

Designs for Effective Learning Cluster 1976 Program
From:
Information brochure. School of Education, University of Massachusetts.
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(Bunker, 1970, 1974, 1976).

As evidenced by the review of the
lit-

erature, these beliefs are not new nor
original.

Some have begun

to be used successfully in educational

What

settings.

js^

new is

the selection of a particular set of
beliefs about learning and

then structuring learning experiences and
acting consistently in

concert with those beliefs.

When this is done with the following

system, a humanistic orientation to all educational
programs--

including staff development— can be attained.

This

was

the pro-

cedure followed in the inception and development of the AmherstPelham Secondary Staff Development Project.

Beliefs About Staff Renewal

Participants should be actively involved in solving
real problems.
People learn to do what they do. Learning takes place when people receive data and have an opportunity to interact with those data. Rogers, 1969,
1975; Combs, 1969; Snygg, 1975; Blume, 1971; Combs, Avila,
and Purkey, 1971; Combs, Richards, A. and Richards, F.,
1975.
1.

Participants respond positively to the opportunity
to work from their strengths.
People are more effective
when they feel good about themselves.
Success is built
2.

upon success.
Rogers, 1969; Maslow, 1968; Combs, Avila,
and Purkey, 1971; Blume, 1971; Snygg, 1975.

Participants seem better able to apply new learnings,
refine their skills, and continue growing as they get
feedback and support from others. Human support systems
encourage movement toward renewal. Rogers, 1969, 1975;
Maslow, 1968; Combs, 1969, 1965; Combs, Avila, Purkey,
1971; Combs, Richards, A. and Richards, F., 1975.
3.

Participants should be involved in decision making
about the design, implementation, and evaluation of their
Shared decision making increases involveown programs.
Rogers, 1975, 1969; Combs, 1965, 1971; Blume, 1971;
ment.
Snygg, 1975.
4.

I
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Participants' needs must be met.
In order to
higher order needs (cognitive,
self-actualiziia'?^^?
^
(physiological,
security,
Ini
5.

'^^^ers, 1951; Maslow,
196S
1968, Combs, Avila, and n®
Purkey, 1971; Blume, 1971.

benefit from self-initiated and
inservice.
People are their own instrulllll for growth; they
ments
do not sabotage their own pro1975; Maslow, 1968, 1970; Combs,
1965, Combs, Avila, and Purkey, 1971;
Blume, 1971.
^

Thus far, the basis for an effective
staff development pro-

gram derived from the current knowledge
about inservice education
and learning theory has been explored.

constructing one?

But, how would one go about

What would it look like?

A review of the liter-

ature reflects that at the present time there are
no programs on
record which incorporate all of the elements identified.

Probably,

no one program ever will, as staff development needs
to serve local

purposes.

There will probably be few opportunities to build new

programs from scratch.

Progress will come in encouraging institu-

tions to examine assumptions, eliminate barriers to change, and to

move forward wherever possible to new ways of address! no the issues.

Summary

This chapter has presented

a

review of the literature in the

areas of inservice education and humanistic philosophy and psychology.
The review included an historical analysis built around

concepts that have helped shape inservice education,

a

a

series of

delineation

of the current status of inservice education defining key issues and
problems, and recommendations for changing traditional practices.

.
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Literature related to the works of humanists provided

a

rationale

for an approach to learning upon which new staff
develooment programs could be based.

Chart 3, "Steps Toward More Effective Staff Development,"

summarizes key issues and potential solutions identified in the

literature on inservice education.

Chart

3

Steps Toward More Effective Staff Development

Away From

Toward

a lack of teacher involvement
in planning, implementing, and

1.

evaluating programs.
a deficiency approach with the
focus on remediation of teacher
weaknesses.
2.
6.

3.

pre-planned designs.

including teachers in self inflated, self-designed professional
growth programs.
1.

focusing on the strengths of
staff, discovering and utilizing
competencies
2.

developing heuristic designs;
relating programs to priority needs
as perceived by participants.
3.

4.

a lack of cooperation and
continuity between preservice and
inservice programs.

4.

program instructors lacking
5.
appropriate skills and a reliance
on outside consultants.

presenting programs as part of
5.
an overall staff development plan.
Offering school based programs with
teachers teaching teachers.

program focus on the teacher
as a "solo practitioner."

forming teams, task forces, committees, support groups, and other
cooperative arrangements. Providing
for group maintenance and group processes

establishing preservice/inservice continuums.

6.

.

N

l
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7.

a lack of

systematic evalu-

ation.

planning for evaluation of
programs and individual components and sessions.
7.

8.

inadequate incentives.

8.

9.

required attendance.

9.

10.

inappropriate program activ-

encouraging use of reward
systems other than monetary and/
or credit collection.
Encouraging use of learned skills and
ideas.

ities.

11.

common activities undertaken

volunteering.

10. relating programs to teachers'
daily problems; providing for active roles for participants; dealing with fundamental issues and
problems of a practical, concrete
nature.

by an entire group.

11. providing for individualization of programs.

12. a failure to provide adequate
resources.

12. providing sufficient time,
finances, and leadership.

The above can be classified as the immediate concerns and
issues that must be addressed in making inservice programs more viable and

relevant.

Making these changes--or as many as are feasible--will alter

programs for the better.

Successful programs will tend to have more of

these attributes than less successful ones.
However, the question of commitment to professional growth
goes deeper than the question of released time, financial reimbursement,

evaluation, and/or individualization.
important, for they are.

That is not to say they are not

But, those concerned with the re-conceptual iza-

tion of inservice and the development of comprehensive programs must look
to defining the WHY and HOW of programs as well as to the WHAT

.

The author

recommends the tenets of the humanistic movement as summarized in Chart 4
to provide this conceptual framework.

.
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Chart 4

Humanistically Based Belief System

1.

Away From

Toward

2.

learning defined as the giving
and receiving of information.

1.
learning defined as the discovery of personal meaning; people
receiving data and interacting with
that data.

a focus on failure and deficiencies; evaluation used in a
negative sense, threat provoking.

2.

working from people's strengths;
building in success; allowing for
experimentation and meaningful failure.

6.
3.

a solitary approach to learning; teachers in isolation feeling alienation.

3.

4.

decisions made by top level
administrators.

4.

5.

needs of the staff not being
taken into consideration.

5.

focusing on the mastery of
some relatively stable subject
matter and methods of teaching.

6.

In

developing human support systems

to encourage movement toward renewal

increasing involvement through
shared decision making.

facilitating meeting lower order needs and higher order needs
leading to self-actualization.
focusing on the development of
staff as self-directed autonomous
learners.

addressing the issues identified in the literature on inser-

vice education and in examining the tenets of the humanistic movement,

direction is provided for
of staff development.

a

comprehensive, reconceptualized paradigm

Presented for consideration in Chapter III is

process model which provides

a

design framework for

based staff development program.

a

humanistically

a

I

.

CHAPTER

III

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMHERST
SECONDARY STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Introduction
This chapter focuses on an historical description
of the

inception and development of the Amherst Staff Development
Project.

The purpose of this chapter is to suggest what

a

staff

development program congruent with the research and experiences of
humanistic psychologists and educators might look like.

The Amherst

project represents the efforts of one school district to desion
process model that would reflect

a

a

reconceptualization of inservice

education
When presenting an historical description of an educational

reform such as the re-conceptualization of inservice education, it
it important in considering application of procedures or replication

of the model that factors endemic to the local situation be isolated.
Characteristics peculiar to each community, school staff, and student
population need to be identified.

Although broad educational goals may be much the same across
the country, each school district and each school within a district
\

have unique problems and needs.

American education as it exists al-

lows each district to adjust its goals and objectives and its means

for achieving them to its own particular situation.

Examining models

for ideas and insights that are transferable or adaptable to the
100
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local setting will

result in individualized programs.

The first section of this chapter is

a

description of the

setting and factors peculiar to that
setting which have implications for the project.

Included are

a

description of the community,

the administrative structure of the
district, program features of

the Amherst secondary schools, characteristics
of staff and students,

and the negotiated procedures and policies
of the professional association.

The second section provides
the Amherst project.

a

description of and analysis of

Recorded and analyzed are the major incidents,

events, and decisions describing the inception and development
of
the first year of the project from June, 1975 to June,
1976.

An

historical narrative provides a month by month record of the develop-

ment of the project.

The analysis sections focus on relating events

to a belief system about learning and learning environments congruent

with the research and experience of humanistic psychologists and educators.

From this model

a

set of goals/purposes and

a

set of guide-

lines are presented that can be used in designing programs for effective staff development.

Historical Descriptive Data

The community
in Amherst,

.

The Amherst-Pel ham Regional School District

Massachusetts is located in the Connecticut River Valley

ninety- two miles west of Boston and twenty-seven miles north of

Springfield.

The four member towns of the regional school district

are Amherst, Pelham, Leverett, and Shutesbury.

Population of the

,
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towns as established by the 1974
census is as follows:

Amherst

Leverett

(includes university and college
students who consider Amherst
home)

11,354

(without students)

1,005

Pel ham

937

Shutesbury

489

Amherst
small

22,267

is a small

middle income residential town.

farms and limited commercial

While

activities exist in all four

communities, predominately the population is involved either
directly or in support of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst
College, or Hampshire College.

These institutions are located

within the geographic confines of Amherst with Mount Holyoke College and Smith College nearby.

Of the total system's population

55.8 percent have one or both parents affiliated with the university or area colleges.

No industry of any significance exists in

any of the communities.
Total enrollment for the school district for the 1975-76

school year was 3,564.

This population is served by four elemen-

tary schools located within the town of Amherst and another in

each of the three outlying towns.

All

K-6 schools feed into the

district's one regional junior high school
regional senior high school

(grades 10-12).

(grades 7-9) and the

The rural setting

necessitates bussing of students to both the elementary schools
and the secondary schools.

The high school was built in 1956.
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When the junior high was built in
1969 it was constructed within
a

block of the senior high so the
buildings would constitute vir-

tually one campus and there could be
chers, and facilities.

a

sharing of students, tea-

Enrollment for the 1975-76 school year

included 1,577 elementary school students,
1,036 junior high school

students, and 951 senior high school students.

Per pupil cost aver-

age for the high school was $1,360 and for
the junior high school
$1,275.

The administrative structure

.

In the spring of 1974, a

new Superintendent of Schools was hired following the
resignation

of the former Superintendent.

It was an in-district promotion as

the new Superintendent had been associated with the Amherst
schools

for fifteen years.

The district has a Management by Objectives^

approach to evaluation and each year the Superintendent forms

Management Contract with the School Committee.

a

The 1974-75 contract

began:

Following a decade of steady growth in pupil
population, school facilities and programs and
with the start of the leadership of a new Superintendent it is vital to evaluate the total administrative structure of the Regional and Union
school districts.
The Superintendent will therefore, with the
cooperation of the Administrators and School Committee and with outside consultant assistance as
determined by him, evaluate the current administrative staffing pattern including position designations, relationships, and job descriptions
to determine its efficiency and effectiveness.
(Frizzle, 1975, p. 1)
.

.

^Management by Objectives is an individualized performance based
evaluation system.

I
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To assist the new Superintendent with
these tasks two consult-

ants were selected from the New England
School Development Council-

NESDEC.

They examined the operations of the
system and the functions

of all administrative personnel.

Because staff responsibilities had

not been clearly delineated previously.
NESDEC began by describing
the administrative structure.

Chart

5

illustrates the relationship

of administrators to the Superintendent and their
relative positions
to each other as determined by the salary schedule
structure in 197475.

Chart 6, Administrative Structure 1975-76, reflects new proposed relationships to the Superintendent and new relative positions

of staff to each other.

It was designed to define the basic func-

tions of each administrator and reflect the lines of responsibility

and authority.

It cut drastically the number of people who would

report directly to the Superintendent.

Another change in structure reflected

in Chart 7,

involved

the formation of a K-12 Curriculum Committee which was to address

system wide curriculum concerns.
In addition to the structural

changes the consultants also

identified eleven problem areas that needed to be addressed.

Number

4 read:
4.

A program of training for the extension and improvement of staff competencies is all but non-existent.
(Frizzle, p. 3)

Under the proposed management structure specific assignments
for district personnel were offered as a solution:
.

.

.

the PPS Director and Secondary and Elementary
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CHART

5

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 1975-76
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CHART

7

K-12 CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 1975-76

Chairman
Instructional Development &
Services Administrator

PPS

Coordinator

Secondary
Education
Director

Elementary
Education
Director

Representative of
Secondary Department
Heads
3

3 Representatives
of Elementary

Curriculum
Coordinators
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Directors are given the direct responsibility
of providing the training and assistance
needed
for their staffs.
The Instructional Development
and Services Administrator is responsible
to
assist them. Whenever the Team determines a
particular system need should be addressed
through some training program these persons will
be responsible.
Administrative training would
be the responsibility of the Superintendent.
These clear, functional lines replace a lack of
clear responsibility in this area.
(p. 26)
The School Committee authorized implementation of the new

management structure and assigned responsibilities for
trial

a

two year

period.

Characteristics of the school staff

.

The two hundred fifty

teachers including special subject teachers, guidance counselors
and librarians employed by the Regional Schools in the 1975-76
school year received their training in 109 colleges and universities

across the country.

Nearly 60 per cent of this diverse staff have

advanced degrees from thirty different graduate schools.

The average

degree experience level is between seven and eight years at the Master's
degree level.

There are approximately thirty-five to forty new teachers

hired each year and in 1975 one-third of the new staff had worked for
the district in some other capacity.

The average age of people who

joined the staff that year was thirty-one.

There were sixty-seven

staff members assigned to the senior high school and seventy-five to
the junior high school.

(Frizzle, 1976)

As identified in the "Amherst-Pelham Schools Teacher's Position

Guide" (Fitzgerald, 1972) the major responsibilities of the teaching

staff include:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Instructional Planning
Classroom Management
Guidance and Counseling
School Organization and Administration
Professional Development
School -Community Relations

The teaching staff is instructed under Professional
Develop-

ment to:
a)

Engage in appropriate studies and activities to
improve professional competence, maintaining a
thorough understanding of philosophy and principles utilized in district programs.

b)

Work with immediate supervisors to utilize a
cooperatively planned approach to pursuit of
individualized professional development objectives.

c)

Remain sensitive to and actively involved in
attempts to solve educational problems on the
state and national levels,
(p. 1)

Characteristics of the student population

While in this edu-

.

cationally minded community the focus is on getting students into
college, like many comprehensive high schools Amherst Regional

is

seeing an increase in the number of students in the broad category
of "general curriculum."

Studies by the guidance department reflect

an increasing number of students electing to enter the employment

market upon graduation.

The number of students who attend formal

post-secondary educational institutions has had
in recent years as

indicated in Table

1.

a

tendency to decrease

However, significant numbers

of graduates, 63 percent in 1974 and 74 percent in 1975, do continue

their education upon graduation.
It is estimated that approximately 5 percent of the student body

terminates its education before graduation and

9

percent of the students

1
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have been found to need special attention.

TABLE

(Heffley, 1976)

1

SURVEY OF GRADUATES

AMHERST REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
1965-1975

Number of Graduates
Four Year Colleges
Two Year Colleges, Nursing,
Mi sc. Schools
Military
Married
*Employed
*Travel
and/or deferred
*Undecided educational plans
Deferred Educational Plans

1975
275
59%

1974
240
50%

1973
262
52%

1972
204
55%

1971

15%
IV/

13%
3%
2%
23%
3%
6%

11%
2%
1%
25%
4%
6%
*6%

17%

26%

h%

1%
1%

-

20%
V/
4%
*2%

*3%

2%
22%

248
52%

1965
164
45%

15%

27%
5%
4%
17%

5%

2%

1%

Zh%

In the eighth grade and tenth grade students are tested annually

to determine the level of achievement in basic skil ls--reading, mathe-

matics, language mechanics and reference skills.

Being aware that test

interpretation is a complex activity and many factors are operating in
the environment which influence results, generally Amherst students

(average IQ 110) are currently scoring above grade level.

They appear

to be achieving at grade level expectations with the exception of

language mechanics and mathematical computation.
In a report. Study on Alternatives

,

published by

a

staff and

student committee in 1974, between 10 to 20 percent of the secondary

no
student body were found to be exhibiting behaviors
symptomatic of
serious problems of adjustment to school,

(p.

5)

During an interview with the Director of the High
School

Guidance Department in September, 1976, the following
factors were
identified as having contributed to changes in the student
population
since the late 1960's.
(1)

There used to be more uniformity. Now, there
is more disorientation due to greater diversity
reflecting rapid changes in the community.

(2)

There has been more influx of college-relatedmembers in the community.

(3)

The population has changed socio-economical ly.

(4)

Student rights and responsibilities have had
an impact on the definition of teaching.

(5)

Standards and life styles have altered and/or
expanded.

(6)

Increases in the size of the school population
have made personal identification more difficult
for individual students.

Program features of the Amherst secondary schools

Since 1965

.

the Amherst secondary schools have been identified as, and conceptualized as, an ungraded 7-12 system based on achievement grouping which

was meant to lead toward attainment of individualized instruction

(Fitzgerald 1964, 1969, 1971).
who qualify to:

(1)

The ungraded program permits those

test out of a course, (2) complete

a

course

early, (3) enroll at a local college, (4) take a course by independent

study and/or (5) graduate early.
"phases."

Table

2

Achievement groupings are labeled

provides phase descriptions as defined in the

Ill

school's 1974-75 Program of Studies.

TABLE

2

PHASE DESCRIPTIONS

Phase
1

Description
Designed for students needing special assistance.

2

Designed for students needing an emphasis on
basic skills.

3

Designed for students with an average background of achievement.

4

Designed for exploration in depth.

5

Designed for students with a superior background
in achievement and self-motivation.

X

Unphased or ungrouped courses.

Based on achievement students may work at different levels in

different courses, place themselves higher or lower than the recom-

mended levels and/or change levels during the year.

9

In the 1974-75 school year a study group comprised of adminis-

^An extensive two year study on phasing was conducted in 1966-68
by a team of consultants associated with the School of Education at the
See The Amherst Ungraded Secondary Schools
University of Massachusetts.
An Evaluation Report Volumes I and II , Pippert, Ralph R., Zimmer, Jules
M. and Fredrickson, Ronald H., Amherst, Massachusetts, 1968.

,

s
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trators, teachers, parents, students, and School Committee represen-

tatives was formed to study phasing.

Their findings, published in

1975 in Study on Phasing in the Regional Junior and Senior High

School

,

indicate that what may currently exist in Amherst is

a

situation of mainly interclass achievement groupings rather than
pure non-graded approach.

In the

a

"Recommendations for Action" sec-

tion of the report the following are recorded:
(6)

Regular in-service work for all staff--with particular
focus on new staff--needs to be established and maintained on all aspects of student course selection and
expectations. This process is seen as being essential
if the commitment of a changing staff to the concepts
of student grouping and instruction is to be maintained
and annually examined.

(7)

Concentrated in-service focus on the individualizing of
instruction should be established for the secondary
staff.
Teaching methods in most classrooms appear to
be designed to meet group needs as opposed to individual
student needs. The secondary staff should be supported
in developing new strategies to match individual methods
and materials with individual students,
(p. 73)

Performance based instruction became another component of the
educational processes in the secondary schools.

A paper titled,

"Objectives and Philosophy Teacher's Guide #2" written by the Superintendent in September, 1964, strongly dedicated the school district
to the individualizing of instruction.

It mandated that all

depart-

ments, curriculum committees, and individual teachers produce courses
that these
of study for all aspects of their instructional program and
and audioinclude specific objectives, learning activities, references,

visual material.

Support via an ESEA Title III $200,000 grant over

a
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three-year period permitted employment of one-third
of the teaching
staff for work-study coordination and curriculum
development.
was emphasized that the construction of objectives
was

a

It

major task

of the summer projects.

At the same time the concept of resource centers was
adopted
by the school
(1)

system.

The development of these centers was meant to:

provide a place for student initiated experiences,
(2) increase

facilities for use of programmed materials and similar aids, and
(3)

coordinate various learning materials with the regular school curriculum.

The introduction of these centers clearly facilitated the inde-

pendent study program and increased student options.
In May,

(Reynolds, 1972)

1968 the superintendent introduced a proposal for ini-

tiating differentiated staffing into the school system.

The tradi-

tional staffing design was deemed inefficient and it was stated dif-

ferentiated staffing would facilitate the individualizing of instruction.

(Fitzgerald and Frizzle, 1968)
In

1970 a Title III project, the Performance Objectives Program

(POP), was funded for $48,102.

was

.

The general purpose of the project

.to utilize performance

objectives, an accountability pro-

gram, and program budgeting to create a curriculum building process

that would offer maximum support to relevancy of instruction for individual students, community involvement, efficient use of resources,
and adaptability of school operations to a changing environment."

(Reynolds, 1972 pp. 73-74)

Included within the proposal were provi-

sions for in-service training for staff in writing performance objectives.
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Currently at the junior high level special programs and
services include

a

Learning Community which consists of one hundred

seventh and eighth graders and

a

team of four teachers.

Each of the

teachers is a specialist in one of the four academic subjects
science, social studies, and English.

— math,

Students leave the community

for physical education and elective subjects.

The focus is to pro-

vide an interdisciplinary approach to course content and to assist
in the social

and emotional growth of each student.

The IPC, In-

dividualized Program Center, assists students who have special educational or adjustment problems within the junior high school.

In-

dividual assistance is provided by a director, an aide, individual

tutors, and consultants from the University of Massachusetts.

An

Alternative Learning Environment for disruptive students has been
established to begin during the 1976-77 school year.

Students whose

special needs exceed those which can be addressed in the regular
school setting will be provided an alternative educational experience
in an area separate from the junior high facility.

Curriculum features at the high school include the ALPS program.

The Alternative Learning Program permits students to propose

their own activities to meet individual course and department goals.
The work is conducted under the supervision of a faculty advisor

^^For a comprehensive examination of junior high programs inEvaluation Study--Amherst -Regional
cluding the Learning Community see:
June, 1976.
Massachusetts,
Amherst,
Junior High School ,

,
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and may involve academic activities, volunteer
service, vocational

exploration, or work experience on or off campus

Other features

include a laboratory nursery school on campus as part of
the Child

Study Program and

a

model office program which allows students to

perform in a simulated office setting.

A "school within a school"

program will be implemented in the fall of 1976.

A program primarily

for tenth graders has been designed to provide students with extra

academic and personal support.

A team of teachers will work with one

hundred or more students for the major part of the day.

Opportunity

will be provided for students to make important suggestions about

their learning environment.
The professional association

.

The Amherst-Pelham Teacher's

Association has negotiated with the School Committee the following
policies and procedures relating to the professional growth of staff.

They can be found in sections 4131-4131.6 "Professional Growth and
Improvement" in the Negotiated Policies Handbooks, 1975-1976

.

The

teacher is responsible for presenting evidence of having met the
professional growth requirements.

Policy 4131.4 states the teacher

shall report to the administrator each course completed or credit

earned.

Failure to give evidence of satisfactory growth and improve-

ment can result in denial of
for participation in:

(1)

a

salary increment.

Credits are granted

college course work and (2) non-college

Extending
^^An analysis of the ALPS program is provided in:
of the
Study
A
School.
High
Amherst
Individualized Instruction at
Massachusetts
Amherst,
StudyT
Work
and
Alternative Learning Program

WF^.
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credits as described in section 4131.2.

Policy 4131 lists the pur

poses of the program of professional growth:

(Policy 4131)
The purpose intended to be served by expecting
regularly and orderly attention to a program of growth
and improvement includes:
(a)

Bringing to each teacher insight and perspective
of the purpose of education in our society.

(b)

Bringing to each teacher a sense of participation
in a total educational project.

(c)

Bringing to each teacher an awareness of the gains
made in the understanding and importance of subject
matter.

(d)

Bringing to each teacher knowledge and experience
in new teaching methods and use of teaching aids.

(e)

Keeping alive the excitement of learning.

Participation in a program of Growth and Improvement
be expected of each teacher beginning with the second
year of employment,
(p. 7)
shall

(Policy 4131.2)
'Teaching Personnel--Professional Growth and
Improvement Non-College Credits'

Participation in the following areas shall constitute evidence of satisfactory growth and improvement activity through other than college courses.
I.

Workshop or in-service training courses:
a.

Credits may be allotted by the School Committee
upon the recommendation of the Superintendent, and
shall be based on course content and the time and
work involved.

b.

Credit shall be allowed only upon receipt of evidence from the person in charge of the workshop or
course of satisfactory participation in, and completion of, the work assigned.

:
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II.

Curriculum revision study group:
a.

Up to 1.5 credits may be allowed by the Superintendent, subject to review by the School Com-

mittee.
b.

III.

IV.

Credits shall be allowed on an individual basis
as recommended by the head of the department or
curriculum committee chairman involved, again
subject to review by the School Committee.

Contribution to
ference:

a

professional organization or con-

a.

Up to 1.5 credits may be allowed by the Superintendent, subject to review by the School Committee.

b.

Satisfactory evidence shall be presented to show:
1.

Service as an officer.

2.

Service as chairman of a regularly functioning
committee.

3.

Meritorious committee work.

4.

Outstanding effort in the interests of
fessional conference or meeting.

a

pro-

Publication:
Up to 3 credits may be allowed by the School Committee
upon review of the material published.

V.

Approved travel
Up to 1.5 credits may be allowed by the School Committee
upon receipt of a brief written report of the professional
advantage gained as a result of previously approved travel.

VI.

Critic teacher:
1.5 credits per intern or practice teacher except where
critic teacher receives a salary differential for working
with such.

VII.

Service on an Evaluation Team for another school:
be
One credit for each four-year improvement period will
allowed by an Evaluation Team.

i
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VIII.

Service as Department Chairman or Subject
Coordinator
or Curriculum Committee Chairman:
One credit per year will be allowed for
service in
these capacities.

IX.

Independent growth programs:

Credit allowed will be determined by the School
Committee upon recommendation of the Superintendent
and
Department Chairman or Principal after the Committee
has reviewed the program.

(Policy 4120.2)

Whenever a teacher is required by the School Department
to attend an inservice or training program beyond the regular
working day, except as agreed upon in a negotiated policy,
such teacher will be paid at the rate of $3.50 per hour.
(p.

6)

Other related sections (Appendix A) are:
(1)

Requirements for holders of Bachelor's and Master's
Degrees (4131.1) and Advanced Degree holders (4431.3)

(2)

Explanations of the waiver policy (4131.5)

(3)

Requirements for individualized growth programs (4131.6)

Summary:

Descriptive Data

The following are summary statements of the distinguishing

characteristics of each of the areas described above.
(1)

Community--Amherst is a small, residential educationally minded community.

(2)

School District--Four elementary schools, one junior
high and one high school comprise the Amherst School
District.

(3)

Administrative Structure--A new structure with clearly
delineated lines of authority and responsibility was
developed by the new superintendent in 1975.
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(4)

Staff A stable, diverse, experienced
group of
teachers staff the secondary schools.

(5)

Students--Over 70 percent are college
bound with
a trend developing toward an
increase in the numoers of students seeking employment
immediately
upon graduation.
Educational consciousness reflected
in high SAT and CTBS scores.
School related problems
found in 10 to 20 percent of the
student population.

(

Programs While the schools are less innovative
then
they were ten years ago they continue
efforts to engage in problem-solving directed toward
self-identified problems.

6)

Professional Association--A relatively traditional
approach in negotiated policies and procedures with
professional growth and activities tied to salary
while offering some range of choice in the kinds of
activities acceptable for credit.

(7)

These are the local factors which were influential in the inception and development of the Amherst Secondary Staff Development
Project.

Implications they have for this project will be discussed

in the historical

narrative which follows.

The descriptive data

should also be useful to those considering application and replication of the project.

The Amherst Secondary Staff Development Project

Chronology of events and analyses

.

Chronologically the in-

ception and development of the Amherst Project is divided into the

following phases:
Phase

I

Phase

II

Phase III

Preplanning

June, July, August 1975

Planning Group Formation and Beginning Steps

September, October,
November 1975

Assessment Processes

December, January,
February 1975-76
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Phase IV

The Change Over

March, 1976

Phase V

Finalizing Tasks and
Next Steps

April, May, June 1976

Each section of the chronology of events describing
the
proj’ect is analyzed in relation to the following
set of beliefs

about learning identified in Chapter

I

and Chapter II.

work as underlined in each statement will be used as

The key

a

referent for

that belief in the analysis sections.
(1)

Participants should be acti vely involved in solving
real problems.
People learn to do what they do.

(2)

Participants respond positively to the opportunity
to work from their strengths
.

(3)

Participants seem better able to apply new learnings,
refine their skills, and continue growing as they get
feedback and support from others.

(4)

Shared decision making increases involvement.

(5)

Participants' needs must be met.

(6)

Participants will benefit from self-initiated and selfdirected in service.

Phase I:
Preplanning
June, July, August 1975

Beginning steps

.

The formal inservice and staff development

program within the school district had been under review and discussion for some time.

Following the implementation of the Title III

Performance Objectives Program (POP) in September, 1971 formal inservice programs within the system had not existed.

Teachers were

left to their own devices to take either university courses or to
use one of the options offered through the professionally negotiated
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policies to gain credits.
The responsibility within the district
for inservice had

rested traditionally with the Superintendent
of Schools.

As a

result of the revised management plan,
responsibility for secondary

inservice and staff development was to be shifted
to the Director
of Secondary Education on July 1, 1975.

In

preparation for the shift

of responsibility the Director contacted several
staff members for
input on this issue.

Because the district had not been effective in

providing program options nor had earlier efforts been successful,
the Director was open to considering changes.

were exploratory in nature.

These early discussions

Areas of weakness were identified and

methods to build in success, to provide the necessary support, and to

meet district needs were explored.
Workshop for in-service growth

.

At the same time these discus-

sions were underway, a course called "Workshop for In-Service Growth"
8691 was being offered at the University of Massachusetts during the

summer session.

The course description read:

Workshop is especially designed in response to
the needs of in-service teachers and administrators
who assume responsibility for staff development and
in-service work in their schools. Teams of teachers
and administrators from the same school work as Growth
Teams to assess needs, plan staff development activities,
Seminar focuses on
and evaluate growth in the field.
exploring the literature and research related to staff
development, designing staff development strategies,
implementing the strategies in the field, and evaluatParticipants spend two
ing the growth which occurs.
weeks on-campus and one week at their home sites. Teams
document their processes and submit an article for publication to a suitable professional journal.

1
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The course as described sounded
as if it would be appropriate
to the situation, could be advantageous
to the author personally,

and would be useful to the work in
the district.

Upon discussing the

course and potential benefits that might
ensue with district personnel,
the author enrolled in the workshop.

The class began on Monday, July 7,

1975 and met daily from 9:00 AM to noon.

An additional week was to be

spent working on site.

Membership included:

(1)

a

team of three teachers and an admin-

istrator from an Amherst elementary school
(2)

Amherst secondary schools (3)

a

a

teacher from the

team of five teachers from the Welles-

ley School District (4) two nurses from Belchertown State
Hospital

and Monson State Hospital (5) the director of some day care centers in

Springfield and (6) two graduate students who served as Resource
Persons to the Wellesley and Amherst School Districts.

A team from the

Amherst secondary schools was not formally enrolled in the course but
a planning team was formed to assume responsibility for the district

staff development/inservice work.

The team consisted of the Director

of Secondary Education, the High School Instructional Director and
two teachers.

One staff member (the author) served as liaison between

the district and the university.

Much of the work was accomplished

on site in the district.

The following description of the activities and learning ex-

periences which occurred throughout the course proved to have the

most value personally and to have direct transferability to the
project.

-

They included:

.
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(1)

Exposure to the research and literature
related to
opportunities to interact
with the data in a variety of ways.
-Reading such works as (1) "In-Service
Education:
The State of the Art," Edelfelt, R.
(2) Helping
Relationships , Combs, A., et. al.
(3) Experiments
^-Education, Marshall, S. (4) "How to~Diagnose
Group Problems," Bradford, et. al
(5) In-Service
Education NSSE - 1957 Yearbook.
,

.

(2)

-Reflecting upon the readings through writing
journal and group discussions.

a

-Groups and individuals generating lists of needs
and goals.

Opportunity for a mutual exchange of ideas and problems
with class members.
-Defining and practicing leadership and facilitative
skills.
(3)

-Sharing responsibility for creating and maintaining
a warm, supportive environment--both physical and
intellectual

-Sharing of strategies developed.
-Giving each other positive feedback and suggestions.

Opportunity to examine

a set of beliefs about staff
renewal and to begin to generate a personal set.

-As a group, building and refining the following set
of assumptions which was based on observations, experience and research.
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

In order to deal with higher order needs, lower
order needs must be met.
People are their own instruments for growth; they
do not sabotage their own projects.
Learning takes place when people receive data and
have an opportunity to interact with those data.
Readiness for growth is built by focusing on
peoples' strengths.
Helping people uncover possible next steps facilitates their growth.
People are more effective when they feel good
about themselves.

I

.

.
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(7)
(8)

Human support systems encourage
movement
toward renewal
The aim is to help others (and self)
become
more self-directing.

-As a group, building the following
list of competencies
of an effective facil itator or helper
based on observation, experience and research.

The effective facilitator
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)
(4)

.

.

.

states goals/expectancies/parameters clearly,
allows others to draw own conclusions.
withholds own judgments to allow others to
self evaluate.
builds on others' strengths.
helps others see next steps.
helps others clarify goals/directions/values/
needs by asking questions.
accepts (but does not necessarily agree).
provides opportunities for successful stretching (dissonance/barriers/tension)
uses another's energy system (self as instrument),

Opportunity to observe the instructor as a model who
acted consistently with a set of beliefs about staff
renewal evidenced by the atmosphere created and the
way the learning experiences were structured.
-Feedback provided daily through written responses to
journal entries submitted by each class member.

-Continuously asking clarifying questions to help group
and/or individuals focus.
-Use of positive reinforcement to participants through
encouragement and focusing on strengths and avoiding
use of the negative.

-Provided resources for participants based on their
stated needs.
-Helped participants attach personal meaning to data.

-Allowed cooperative planning with class members as to
when activities would occur and which activities would
be included.
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(

5

)

Opportunity to define goals and
strategies to use in
developing plans for the secondary
schools staff development in Amherst.
-Using Kurt Lewin's force field approach
to problem
solving.
(Appendix B)
-Sharing of projects by teams.
-Attending and participating in a presentation
on
decision making models and communication
skills.
-Examining the Guba-Clark framework and "Levels
of
Use" paper.
(Appendix C)
-Working independently and working with other
teams.
-Sharing of readings and discussions centering on
contracting and group processes.

^vision unfolds

.

Stimulated from the interaction with par-

ticipants in the workshop, from reading and reflecting on
the literature, and from taking the first steps to develop plans for

a

new kind

of inservice education, a vision of what might be possible began
to

unfold for the author:

teachers assuming leadership roles and teach-

ing each other; teachers discussing what they had learned from an ex-

perience and not how many credits they had accumulated; teachers attending courses voluntarily; teachers participating in small group,

individualized, and classroom related activities; teachers and administrators working together so direction for professional growth does not
come from "above;" teachers eagerly signing up for courses for which
they had indicated a need; and teachers sharing professional growth

experiences through demonstrations, discussions at faculty meetings
and newsletters.

With the vision came

answered might provide

a

a

series of questions that if

means to avoid the mistakes of past inservice

efforts.

What would a school based staff development program look like
that

.

.

I
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teachers In the planning, implementing
and evaluating of their own
professional growth?
(2)

assessed and met the needs of
teachers?

(3)

provided resources such as time and
leadership?

(4)

met staff needs as well as district
needs?

(5)

differentiated experiences for different
teachers?

Would a program based on the beliefs
of the humanistic

perspective be possible?

Would participants

(1)

become actively involved in solving real problems?

(2)

respond positively if given the opportunity to work
from their strengths?

(3)

apply new learnings and grow if they received positive feedback and support?

(4)

become involved in shared decision making?

(5)

benefit from self-initiated and self-directed inservice?

What methods and strategies could be employed to ensure
these things happened?
Among the very personal questions the author had were:

Would this project become too complex or too complicated for the
staff to manage?

What would be the consequences if the project

failed?
Initial planning sessions

.

The "Workshop for Inservice

Growth" provided the impetus, the vision created

questions indicated

a

possible direction.

a

framework and the

When the workshop ended

first efforts were made by the author to make

a

match between the dis-

cussions that had been occurring at the district level and the course

.
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work.

Copies of handouts and articles
were shared with various administrators and teachers.
Informal discussions were held
about the

articles and the experiences and
learnings gained from the workshop
to determine what the level of
interest might be among staff and what

could be expected in the way of
administrative support.

Following these sessions the author set
an initial formal

meeting for July 29, 1975 with the Director
of Secondary Education
to develop specific plans for initiating
an inservice growth program

for the district.

During the meeting current articles and books
were

reviewed, a list of possible program goals was
generated, roles were

clarified, a force field analysis was completed, and
possible strategies
for initial implementation of the program were
suggested.

They developed

the position paper which follows here which describes these
items in more

detail

"A Position Paper on Staff Development"

(1)

—

Resources Copies of articles and other resources
be made available for review for all staff.

will
(2)

General Goals
include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

— Possible

goals for the program could

Involving teachers in the planning and implementation of inservice growth.
Increasing the effectiveness of all participants.
Providing means for self-evaluation.
Developing the interpersonal growth of teachers
and administrators.
Changing patterns and methods of directing learning experiences.
Improving utilization of educational resources.
Providing feedback about the effectiveness of
teaching and administering.

1
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(h)
( 1 )

(j)
(k)

(3)

Improving teacher-student relationships.
Improving staff relationships (special
focus
on junior-senior high interaction).
Providing opportunities for discussing
and
sharing ideas.
Providing opportunities for continuous
growth
and extension of competencies.

Role Clarification-Responsibilities will
be as follows:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The Director of Secondary Education will be
ultimately responsible for the program. He will
write a charge for the planning group, allocate
resources, and review program progress.
The author will serve as a member of the planning
group acting as a facilitator for the development
and implementation of the program. The facilitator will:
(1) ensure structure is present.
(2)
arrange the facilities, distribute the materials,
and perform services.
(3) seek to have the group
define its goals, outline its activities, determine the direction discussions take with respect
to goals, and draw its own conclusions.
(4) keep
communication channels open by asking clarifying
questions, asking for a restatement, a definition
of terms, or a summary.
(5) seek facts, opinions,
and examples in order to clarify thinking and
evaluate conclusions.
(6) pull ideas together in
order to show their relationship.
(7) stimulate
others' activities by giving approval, encouragement, and recognition for parts played.
(8) actively listen.
seek
to
determine
progress
(9)
made.
(10) withhold judgment to allow for selfevaluation.
(11) attempt to ensure equality of
membership.
The Instructional Director of the Junior High School
will serve as a resource person for the facilitator
and the planning group.
A planning group composed of interested teachers
and administrators will institute the program.
Part of their function will be to prepare and administer a needs assessment and to address such
issues as:
(1) What should be done at the local
building level and what should be the relationship
of this program to system-wide programs?
(2) What
individual differences among teachers can tDe identified in setting up inservice programs?
(3) What
is (or should be) the relationship between inservice
participants?
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(4)

Factors Affecting the Establishment
of an Effecti ve
Program
An analysis of factors within the
schools which

might affect the establishment of an effective
program
was started and the following were deemed
as potentially

influential.
(5)

(See page 130)

Strategies in Using the Results of the Force Field
Analysis
Initially the focus will be on:
(a)

Transforming the verbal administrative and
staff support to active support by:
(1)
having key administrators commit themselves
to development and implementation of an inservice program through their MBO contract.
(2) selecting a planning group of staff and
administrators who express a firm commitment
toward the program.

(b)

Alleviating time and commitment pressures by
granting release time to participants.
Incentive for becoming a member of the planning
group might be enhanced by granting one day
in September, two days in October and onehalf day in November, December, and January
or as proposed by the planning group.

(c)

Clarifying decision making procedures and
communication systems by having the administration write a charge for the group spelling
out policies and procedures and having the
group react to it making additions and corrections as needed.

(d)

Ignoring past inservice experiences (particularly 766 last year) and not identifying this
staff development program with such earlier
efforts.

(e)

Inviting between eight and twelve staff members
to participate in the initial sessions and then
making provisions for additional staff input as

interest develops.
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"Force Field Analysis"

The following forces have been ranked as forces
driving toward the goal— institution of a "helpful" inservice program— or of forces restraining the goal from
being attained. This is based on past events. The higher
the number, the stronger the force is operating.

Restraining
-3

-2

-

-1

****

********

********
**************
***
********
**************

Driving +
+1

+2

***
Staff Support
Admin. Support (verbal) ********
Admin. Support (action)
Inservice Experiences
District Policies & Priorities
***
Curriculum Days

Faculty Meetings
***
Community Resources
**
University Resources
Time (Real or Imagined)
**•*
Leadership
Commitment Pressures
76612
Decision Making Procedures
Communication Systems
Budget

This Force Field Analysis is an adaptation of Kurt Lewin's
problem solving process. The idea is to identify factors in the environment that can either affect the project negatively or positively
and to estimate the degree of the effect. One or more factors are
selected for emphasis and strategies are developed for either building on the positive elements or turning negative factors to positive
ones.
See "Frontier in Group Dynamics: Concept, Method, and Reality
Kurt Lewin,
in Social Science, Social Equilibria and Social Change."
Human Relations I , No. 1 (June, 1947), pp. 5-41.

^^Massachusetts State Law Chapter 766 became effective on
It is a far-reaching, comprehensive, and complex
September 1, 1974.
law designed to respond to the educational requirements of all children
with "special needs" from age three through twenty-one.
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(f)

Potential

B
®

Developing a beginning time framework
to
include the following key dates:
(1) By
the third week in September the planning
group would be formed.
(2) By December 1,
1975 budget needs would be identified.
(3)
Presentation of any programs would be in
the spring of the year.
Once the planning
group convened, a more explicit time table
would be constructed.

pl anning

group members

.

A second meeting was set

to be held in late August at which the planning team
would determine
a

process for selecting members of the planning group and identify

such members.

During the initial planning session the only criterion

that had been discussed was that the number of participants should
be between eight and twelve people in order to have a workable group.

At the second meeting additional criteria were established.

There

should be:
balance between members from the junior high
and the senior high.

(1)

a

(2)

representation from the Amherst-Pelham Teacher's
Association, the administration and from as many
departments as possible.

(3)

involvement of department heads on a volunteer
basis only because of their heavy commitments
to other projects.

(4)

a

(5)

involvement of staff members who had not been
actively participating in projects the last few
years.

(6)

involvement of staff members who might have an
interest in the project or who could bring special
skills and strengths to the project.

balance between male and female participants.

A list of potential participants evolved that contained twenty-

two names.

There were eleven from the junior high and eleven from the
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senior high and eleven males and eleven
females.

Table

illustrates

3

the departmental representation.

TABLE

3

POTENTIAL PLANNING GROUP MEMBERSHIP

Department

Junior High

English
Mathematics
Guidance
Foreign Language
Reading
Industrial Arts
Social Studies
Science
Administration
Physical Education
Home Economics

Senior High
1

1

1

1

2

2
1
1

3

(1

Learning Community)

1

2

1

1

(1-APTA)

1
1

The thought was to let the list stand at twenty-two and to

extend an invitation asking each to join the project.

From this

larger number there would probably be between eight to twelve members who would commit themselves to the task.

Analysis of Phase I: Preplanning
June, July, August 1975

A firm groundwork had been laid during the summer prior to

the 1975-76 school year.

Staff participation in course work at the

university helped give focus to the work in the district.

Observing

and participating with teams of other people who were also developing

inservice projects was beneficial.

The author's hope was that

a

com-

prehensiveness, heretofore not evidenced, could be attained if planning
and strategies were based on the research and literature, and the shared
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experiences and observations of
others.
Thus, from the very first stages
of the project, planning team

members sought to act in concert
with the selected belief system.

All

activities, meetings, and experiences
were planned to be consistent

with

a

set of beliefs derived from the
research and experiences of

humanistic psychology and of effective
educators.
R elationship of

Mief

system

.

In the

major events, incidents, and decisions
to the
section which follows, the data are analyzed

as they relate to the preplanning stages
of the project; each belief
is used as a

is,

will

filter through which major events can be examined.

That

if the belief is, "Participants' needs must
be met," then evidence
be presented which supports the translation of
that belief into

practice.
(1

)

Active Learning
-The author shared resources from the university
inservice growth course with district administrators
and teachers allowing them to become actively involved
with new data.

-With the assumption of responsibility for inservice education, the Director of Secondary Education
sought input from a variety of staff members. The
focus was on past and current practices in inservice
education within the district and the personal meaning
it had for staff.
-The author and the Director of Secondary Education
used the force field analysis approach to problem solving to identify positive and negative forces operating
in the district.
-The planning team defined and listed possible
project goals relating these efforts to the information
provided in the literature on inservice education.

.
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(2)

Needs

-Possible program goals stated
by the planninq
their perceived needs of the
staff
-A released time provision was
included to help
relieve pressures on the staff.
(3)

-The potential planning committee
was formed to
include a diversity of representation
to meet the
needs of all staff.

Support and Feedback
-A team of an administrator, facilitator/teacher
and a resource/teacher was formed to
develop initial

-The potential planning committee was conceived
as a support system whereby members could
look to each

other for assistance and counsel.

(4)

-The instructor from the university course provided personal and professional support during the
course work and in subsequent meetings with district
personnel
-The workshop teams from other school districts
and other institutions provided a temporary support
system for the facilitator/teacher.

-Administrative support for the project was demonstrated through providing release time for the project
staff.

Strengths
-The roles as assigned and clarified for the planning team, i.e. facil itator/teacher and resource/teacher
were based on the identified strengths of the individuals.

-Potential planning committee members were selected
for the wide range of abilities they could bring to the
project.
-The administration expressed faith in the abilities
of the teaching staff by including them in the initial
phases of the project and by accepting their suggestions
and ideas.
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-Planning team members indicated

willinanes^
to continue to contribute to
the project
(5)

a

Shared Decision Making

exploratory talks teachers were asked
for
from the administration indicating
that not
all decisions would be made
at top levels.
inni.t
input

-Both informal and formal planning
sessions ineluded teachers and admi nistrators
sharing views and
ideas.

k
by

possible program goals was generated
the planning team rather than the
administration.

-Decisions as to who would participate on
the
planning committee and the criteria for
selection
was made by the planning team.
(6)

Self-Direction
-The planning committee was allowed to set its
own goals rather than having them imposed.
-As teachers began to assume new roles on the
planning team, they had the opportunity to learn
and practice leadership skills.

-The staff began to informally assess areas of
their own needs and interests.

Phase II:

Planning Group Formation and Beginning Steps
September, October, November 1975

Initial communications

.

A packet of materials was put to-

gether that included some background information and some short syn
opsis of the research and literature about inservice referred to
earlier.

Also included were the general goals that had been identi

fied, the force field analysis, and a time framework.
In short,

(Appendix D)

it was a comprehensive coverage of the planning that had

I
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preceded throughout the summer.

The packet was distributed
to the

twenty-two potential planning
group members and to six
additional
staff members for input and
reaction.
Two of the six wrote lengthy
responses and asked to be able to
join the group. A personal
letter
was written by the Director of
Secondary Education inviting all
prospective members to attend a meeting
on September 23, 1975 to disCUSS the proposal.
Initial meeting of the p otential
planning group

.

The first

meeting was considered crucial to the
success of the project and so
it was very carefully planned by the
team.^^

The intent was to struc-

ture the meeting and activities to reflect
the selected set of beliefs
and to act consistently with the belief
system.

The meeting was planned

to last an hour and was to be held after
school from 2:30 PM to 3:30 PM.

Since after school meetings are frequently difficult
for staff members
in terms of being tired after an already filled
day and the pressures

of having to plan for the next, the planning team wanted
to show appreci-

ation

for attendance by creating an atmosphere that would be comfort-

able and relaxed and yet where it would be clear there was

a

purpose

in attending and a task to be accomplished.

A room was selected at the junior high school rather than an

administrator's office, to convey the message that this would be

13

a

Due to an administrative position change the team now consisted of the Director of Secondary Education, Instructional Director/
resource person and the facil itator/ teacher (the author).
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shared venture.

With an eye to meeting the
participants' comfort

needs, chairs were arranged in
small groups, coffee and tea
were
ready, and ice cream with freshly
sliced peaches was set out.

A

variety of articles, books, and handouts
on staff development were
placed on display.

The facilitator personally greeted
each partici-

pant to help create a sense of belonging
and the administrator was

charged with serving the refreshments to help
identify his role as
a

member of the group and not the leader.

In about ten minutes

everyone was sitting with a small group of fellow
staff members
chatting and being refreshed.

Sixteen potential members had re-

sponded to the initial overtures.

The administrator, facilitator,

and resource person circulated among the small groups
and distributed

agendas for the meeting.

The group was then asked to form one large

circle and to focus on the first item on the agenda.

The Director

of Secondary Education answered questions about the purpose of the

meeting and presented his charge to the group.

In that charge he

gave some background information about the district's inservice efforts, spoke of the roles and responsibilities of the people involved,

including his own, and delineated the factors affecting the establish-

ment of an effective program.

He stated that after reviewing the

literature and through discussions with various staff members he realized that any program would not be successful without a broad spectrum

of teachers involved in the planning.

He stated flatly he would accept

anything the planning group recommended.
financial ones.

The only restrictions were

His function after he introduced us would be to review

1
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the progress of the group and to
allocate resources.

Following this presentation the large
group was broken into
two small groups.
a

People were assigned to groups so there
would be

mixture of junior high and senior high
teachers.

The small group

tasks identified on the agenda included
addressing the following questions:
(1)

What have been your personal experiences in
inservice programs?

(2)

What were positive experiences for you?
were not positive?

(3)

What factors can you identify that made the
difference?

Which

Discussion flowed easily as various members related their
experiences.

Generally it was far easier to cite negative experiences

than positive ones.

"Disasters we have known but not necessarily

loved," stated one participant.

Some of the reasons given for this

included:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Meeting at the end of the day
Required attendance
People talking "at us"
Large group meetings
Not learning things from each other
Not equal to university credit
Educational methodology very different from what
we are trying to achieve
POP inservice workshops a bad experience generally.
Too repetitious

Positive aspects included:
(1)
(2)

(3)

.

Having outside speakers
Getting to know other staff members
Offering options and variety (POP)
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An experience related by one
of the participants summed up

the feelings and experiences of
many of the group members;
spring of 1974. A new
law (766) was going into effect
on September 1st,
and the school officials wanted
everyone to know
what It was all about. The staff of
the entire
school system
was packed into the high
school auditorium after school one day.
Several
outside speakers described the new law and
a
pamphlet was distributed. And that was it.
That was our inservice training.
I
don't think
I recall
a single thing that was said that day.
I remember distinctly
thinking that this new law
would never affect me. Obviously, this was an
unnecessarily unfortunate experience, and I
wonder how many others were turned off by what
has turned out to be a far-reaching and exciting
1

.

.

.

law.

(Tulonen, 1975,

p.

3)

During this first session the potential planning group
also

generated

a

list of guestions they felt would need to be addressed

in subsequent meetings.
(1)

How will we get people to attend who have been
turned off or "lost" through negative experiences?

(2)

How can we equalize the value of inservice with
university offerings? That is, can we grant university credit for inservice programs or can we
negotiate equalization through professional growth
and improvement?

(3)

How can we prevent overlapping of district inservice
and university offerings?

(4)

How can we build in
first venture?

a

guarantee of success for our

(5)

How can we focus on
exclude K-6?

a

7-12 program and still not

(6)

How can we build in choice and flexibility?

(7)

Should we have tight themes?
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(8)

How can inservice fit in with
MBO-Management
by Objectives-contracts?

(9)

Should we eliminate the term inservice
and
substitute staff development?

(10)

How can we tie inservice to our daily
work?

(11)

How can we best determine the needs of
the staff?

The Amherst Secondary S taff Development Planning
Group meets.

The next meeting was planned to be an all day
session on Friday,

October 3, 1975 at the Center for Instructional
Development at East
Street from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM.

Again the planning team took great

care in structuring the session to be sure it would reflect
consistency

with the belief system.

Administrative support was provided in the

form of release time to participating staff.

Teachers could make ar-

rangements for classroom coverage using substitutes, aides, interns
or other teachers.

A comfortable, neutral meeting place away from

the school setting was selected.

This would help to ensure equality

of membership and participants would not be interrupted in their

activities.

The planning team constructed an agenda based upon the

suggestions of the group from the first meeting.

By having shared

in setting the agenda participants would become actively involved in

dealing with real problems and issues which they had generated.
The agenda plus notes from the first meeting were distributed
to all of the original twenty-two potential members.

was given an opportunity to indicate

continuing interest or to with-

This was not to be an imposed administrative

draw from the project.

assignment but rather

a

At this time each

a

volunteer effort where participants could
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exercise self-determination and
self-direction.
I

The choice was:

do not wish to be included
in this project

I ^-jsh to be
included but am unable to attend
this meeting

I

will be there

Another opportunity for self-direction
was provided as participants were invited to bring any staff
development related materials they wanted to share.

Individual needs would be met as each

selected materials and resources to bring
and more opportunities for
interacting with new data and information would
be available.

Twenty-two staff members attended the all day
session.

Every-

one who had attended the first meeting
returned plus eight members

who had not and one new member who had recently
heard about the pro-

ject and wanted to attend.

Three members had indicated via the

check-sheet that they did not wish to be included in the project.
(None had attended the initial meeting either.)

This group of

twenty-two eventually became the official Amherst Secondary Staff

Development Planning Group.
As participants arrived they entered an environment that had

been carefully prepared by the facilitator/ teacher and the resource
person.

Even though the group was fairly large the planners opted

for personal

introductions rather than name tags.

set the tone and create a relaxed, warm atmosphere.

This would help
The facilitator

made sure everyone had the opportunity to meet anyone they did not
know, to chat informally with each other, and to enjoy

a

cup of coffee.

1
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The room had been arranged with
tables and chairs in
to facilitate interaction among
the participants.

a

large rectangle

Lists of comments

and questions raised at the first
meeting had been posted to enable
the group to review its previous
work.

The sense of building on

tasks already accomplished would hopefully
enhance group members feeling good about their contributions.

The agenda for the meeting was

It read:

9:00

-

10:30

Discussion Session

Follow-up of first meeting
10:30

-

10:45

Coffee break

10:45

-

11:45

Discussion continued.

11:45

-

12:30

Lunch (provided)

12:30

-

2:30

Work Session

2:30

-

3:00

Progress Review

-

Sharing

Next Steps

A general introduction and review by the facilitator and re-

source person started the formal part of the session.

Although they

had served on the planning team and had set up the meeting, the in-

tent was to become equal members of the group once meetings were

underway.

This would provide the opportunity for the group to be-

come self-directing and provide for opportunities of shared decision
making.

So once the material was reviewed and questions were answered,

the group was invited to add any additional personal experiences or

comments to the posted lists of positive and negative aspects of inservice education.
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Participants were

a

little reluctant to join in
at first but

quickly realized no one was going
to lecture them.

Various members

began to assume responsibility
for the group's direction and
the
lists began to grow.

Added to the positive side were:

Utilization of our staff expertise and
competencies
Time needs to be provided

Balance of input

Don't get into old molds
From a discussion of the positive and
negative aspects the

following questions arose:

(1)

If these are the things that make

inservice education ineffective and inefficient how
can they be

avoided in planning?
ful

(2)

If these are the things that make a success

inservice experience, how can they be incorporated in planning?

The need for another list became evident to the group.

group members began to record

project could be based.

a

One of the

list of assumptions upon which the

It included:

Teachers should be included in the planning and implementation of programs.
Programs should meet needs and interests as identified
by teachers.
You don't learn anything unless it has meaning for you.
Growth is a choice.
The next question that arose was what was meant by the term

inservice education.

The group decided there was a need to agree

upon a definition that would meet our specific needs and suit our

identified purposes.

Various members suggested that the term inser-

vice was too narrow and had many negative connotations.
up an image of a locally administered program, usually

It conjured
a

single sub-
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ject workshop.

The term, staff development, was
suggested to pro-

vide a broader conceptual base and
to incorporate broader areas of

concern dealing with comprehensive
programs of professional growth.

Active learning was taking place as
members contributed information
and listened to others'

ideas and suggestions as a "redefinition"
of

inservice education was formulated.
at re-definition read:

When posted the first attempt

"Inservice is to facilitate the individual

and collective professional growth of the
secondary teachers of the

Amherst-Pelham Regional School District."
At this point physiological needs took precedence and
the

group took a coffee break.

Throughout the break participants con-

tinued to interact with each other in small, informal groups giving
verbal support and encouragement as well as reflecting on the real

problems and issues that had been raised.
Following the break participants divided themselves into two
groups to discuss the list of eleven questions that had been developed

during the first meeting.
6 and 7 and the

One group chose to address questions 2, 3,

other would focus on

1,

4, 8,

10, and 11.

Self-direc-

tion was evident as each member chose, according to interest, the

set of questions to work on and as each group selected

recorder, and a method to address the issues.

a

leader, a

The facilitator and

the resource person became members of the groups and participated on

and equal basis with the others.

Some beginning thoughts recorded in the groups included:
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GROUP
(2)

1

How can we equalize the value of
inservice
with university offerings? That is,
can
we grant university credit for
inservice?
(a)
(bj
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

(3)

How can we prevent overlapping of district inservice and university offerings?
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(6)

Clock hours are appropriate to consider
Negotiations of contract is a possibility
All pieces of inservice do not warrant
credit
Possibility of 5-college credential izing
Devise a mechanism which will allow district
credits to have the same value as college
credits
Classroom teachers are teacher trainers

Incorporate other institutions into district offerings.
Distinguish between Professional and
Personal Growth
Awareness--Assessment
If overlap— take advantage
If they don't overlap and worthwhile then
offer

How can we build in choice and flexibility?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Contract system— MBO?
Course work (college)
Individual--Self-determined
Large group
Programs originated in the school district
Time
Information exchange
-prior planning
-central location for information

(7)

Should we have tight themes?
(a)
(b)
(c)

Mechanism which communicates what system
goals are?
Probably not
Annual themes from teachers
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GROUP

2

Group Two chose not to respond to
the questions in sequence
and was most interested in number
ll-"How can we best determine
the needs of staff?"

Feelings about the question ran deep
and there

was very real concern over the issue
of needs as evidenced by the

fact that none of the other questions
was addressed.

This group

spent all its time talking about needs, sharing
personal meanings
and personal needs they felt had not been
met.

Comments and sug-

gestions included:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)

Redesign staff meetings to increase
communication among staff members
Need to increase staff communications
Need to identify areas of strengths
and weaknesses in an atmosphere of
sharing and supporting
Task-oriented groups could bring
out strengths and weaknesses
Problems related to inter-personal
relationships--communication appeared
to be of high priority
Provide help in time management skills
Provide a line to outside institutions
as resource
Need several modes of dealing with
this problem

The discussion began to reveal that many of these issues
were very complex and would require
in-depth study to find solutions.

a

good deal more research and

However, these preliminary dis-

cussions had value providing focus for exploring concepts and allowing members to discover personal meanings.

One suggestion:
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Responses to Communication

The planning group had scheduled

a

Need<;

"Work Session" following

lunch during which time it was envisioned the larger group would

break into smaller working groups to formulate plans for and/or to
begin acting upon suggestions from the morning session.

Smaller

groups would enable more active interaction with the data and be

more functional in terms of completing tasks.

However, before this

could happen one of the participants raised the question, "Why was
chosen to be a participant in this project?"

I

Because of the reaction

of the group to the question, it was obviously an issue that had

bothered others and needed to be resolved before moving on to the

work session.
While there had been criteria developed for selection of the

membership and invitations to participate had been based upon them.

I
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this information had not been shared
with the group.

Comments in-

dicated that some were obviously uneasy
about their roles.

The

facilitator explained each criterion and
that each participant had
been selected on the basis of having
met One or more criteria.

It

was further explained the intent of the planning
team had been to

try to formulate

a

group of between eight to twelve people who would

commit themselves to improving inservice in the
district.

To deviate

from the agenda to deal with the group's immediate
need to discuss
this issue was consistent with the set of beliefs.

The discussion

was open and positive and everyone seemed satisfied there
was no

hidden agenda.

It was emphasized that it would be the individual

decision of each member to volunteer to continue with the group.
This was not to be interpreted as an administrative assignment.

Following the resolution of this issue and preparatory to
the work session, the groups began to report on their discussions
of the assigned questions.

When Group One began discussing question

three the distinction between what could be considered professional

growth and what could be considered personal growth became
of serious controversy.

a

matter

A wide split in philosophy became evident

when the more liberal viewpoint that it was not possible to separate
personal from professional growth clashed with those who felt that
the only inservice of concern was professional growth that was di-

rectly related to the current job.

A definite schism developed and

several people became adament about their positions.

There was much

weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth--a most unexpected turn of
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events.

Some felt the project was beginning
to self destruct.
Several members of the group sensed
what was happening and

began to assume some responsibility for
the group by using their

facilitative skills.

The facilitator and other group members
helped

the group refocus and find direction by
asking such clarifying ques-

tions as:

"What is happening to the group right now?"

"What state-

ments or behaviors have been helpful to the group
process?
ful?

"What are our goals?"

unhelp-

The group came back to task with

a

deeper understanding that there were wide ranging
viewpoints within
the membership.

The mild fracas helped clear the air and helped the

group establish some ground rules.

Participants agreed that in future

discussions all members would need to practice active listening skills
and to focus on the strengths of individuals and their contributions.
It was

important that all voices be heard and that members not feel

pressured to rubber stamp items with which they were not comfortable.
As expressed by the facilitator, differences reflected positions

held by other staff members not involved in the project and some sort
of consensus was needed if the results were to be representative and

meet staff needs.

The dissonance and tension created by the situation

had value in providing an opportunity for the growth of the group.

Ownership and responsibility for the self-direction of the
group was evidenced as the group next acted upon
of the members.

a

suggestion by one

A logical next step would be to formulate a set of

objectives for the project based upon the re-definition, statement
of needs, and assumptions.

These could be put into

a

formal

proposal

l
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and submitted to the Director of Secondary
Education.

The sugges-

tion was eagerly accepted and working
together the group developed

five possible objectives and a rationale
for each.

The ideas were

recorded on newsprint in rough draft form and
later refined by

another group member.

The first efforts read:

"Staff Development Project Objectives"

(1)

Allow the staff to use a variety of options to
demonstrate professional growth: college courses,
individualized learning, teachers instructing other
staff.

Too often professional growth is determined by
very limited criteria.
If one takes two courses the
requirement is met of adding six credits within the
established period of time (in Amherst it is four
years).
But how much does one actually grow? Many
courses in education require only perfunctory attendance or attention to pass. Teachers need to be provided with the opportunity for real professional
growth.
(2)

Recommend a mechanism for granting credit for both
formal and informal learning experiences competency
based credit, liaison with college and school district, tuition waivers.

—

If a system wishes to have different methods
for determining professional growth, it must have
a mechanism to grant credit.
Someone has to determine the value of an experience that one wishes to
substitute for formal course attendance. Plans need
to be formulated to explore the possibility of working in conjunction with the universities in the area
so that university credit may be granted for inservice
experience in the school district. There are many
problems with this idea not the least of which is
money.
Colleges want money for their credits. This
being the case, there's also a possibility of revising
the requirements in the school district policies to
bypass the necessity of obtaining a specified amount
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of credit to show professional
growth.
In either
case. It might be possible to work
the process into the individual evaluation of each
teacher.
In
this way, teachers confer with the
administrator
responsible for evaluating them and decide on
a
suitable method of determining professional
growth.
Already in Amherst teachers help set the goals
and
objectives for themselves in the management by
objectives evaluation process.
(3)

Advertise and inform teachers of available staff
development options* central clearing-house for
information, newsletter.
Few programs are successful if no one knows
about them.
In fact, inservice training often
fails because not many people know what's going
on or what the system hopes to accomplish.
A
special room should be established for staff development.
With a special room, teachers could
know exactly where to get information, meetings
and planning sessions for future workshops could
be held there, and the newsletter would have a
base of operations.

(4)
(5)

Provide for input of teachers in determining
goals and themes of staff development programs:
elect teacher advisory group, annual needs assessment, catalogue of potential staff development
offerings, individual contracts for staff development.
Every year the teachers elected to the staff
development group could organize an assessment to
provide for input from the staff.

Establish procedures for peer training:
teacher
strengths analysis, sharing of needs and resources.
This objective recognizes that there are many
qualified people on the staff willing to share
their knowledge and strengths. Why invite "outside
experts" to perform staff development services when
one has qualified people in the system already?
And they have the added advantage of knowing the
staff, being aware of limitations or, conversely,
knowing how far they can go.
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As the meeting ended various
members expressed satisfaction

at having accomplished some
meaningful tasks.

The facilitator made

the suggestion that everyone
reflect upon the day's events and
sub-

mit in writing any comments or
proposals to be considered for the
next session.
Following meetings could then be based
upon the
group's perceived needs of tasks.

Many participants stated they

looked forward to continuing on the project.

with the belief system the group had:

working on

a

real

(1)

In acting

consistently

been actively involved in

problem that had personal meaning,
(2) begun to

develop a support system as feedback was received
from others, (3)
been involved in shared decision making, and
(4) begun to identify

with the project and to act in

a

self-directing manner.

The Monday morning following this meeting each participant

received

a

personal note written by the facilitator which expressed

thanks for the work accomplished.

If participants respond positively

to the opportunity to work from strengths, then feedback in various

forms which focuses on these strengths is necessary.

The notes men-

tioned the particular contributions that person had made during the
session.

One representative note read:

Dear

,

I wanted to tell
you how much I enjoyed
working with you on the project last week.
I
found it very exciting work and particularly
valued being able to interact with peers in a
manner I had not experienced before.

We accomplished a great deal and have uncovered some complex and interesting problems to
address.
Your suggestion to write a formal pro-

1
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posal was particularly helpful
to the
process as you are probably aware from
the reception given it by the
group.
Your ability to ask clarifying questions
at crucial points is a highly desirable
skill in work like this.
I

look forward to seeing you next time.

Plan ning group reviews initial definitions and goals

the next two

.

During

weeks several people submitted proposals and
suggestions.

The team edited the comments, collated them into

distributed them to Planning Group members.

a

"working draft" and

(Appendix E)

A short

meeting was scheduled for October 17, 1975 so participants
could react
to the proposals.

Those members who were interested and available

would convene Friday after school from 2:30 PM to 3:30 PM.
Again the environment and physiological needs of the participants were considered by the planning team so as to continue to act
in concert with the belief system.

The reading teacher had volunteered

her room and assisted in arranging it to facilitate communication.

Coffee and tea were made and fresh apples, cheese slices and crackers

were placed on the table.
coffee to make.

A problem arose in determining how much

Holding a meeting on

a

Friday afternoon with attendance

voluntary made the number who might appear

a

question mark.

When six-

teen of the possible twenty-two members arrived for the meeting on a
late Friday afternoon the planners realized the efforts to work from
the belief system were taking effect.

This was reinforced when one

staff member said, "You don't know what it means to drag yourself over
to a meeting and walk in and see those apples!"

\
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Having had the opportunity to read, reflect
on. and submit

suggestions for changes in the proposal the group
came to consensus
easily.

The overall goals and each item in the draft
were addressed

by the entire group working together.

The group decided that both

the needs of the school district and the needs of the
staff become integral parts of the staff development program and that this
be reflected in the overall goal.

Both personal and professional growth were to

be considered and a credential izing procedure would be
developed later

to clarify details.

The remaining sections of the working draft were

accepted without changes.

Two additional objectives were to be added;

one to be concerned with an evaluation procedure and the other with
budget, time and space components.

The amended goal for the proposal now read:

Staff development is to:
(1) facilitate the individual
and collective, personal and professional growth of secondary staff in the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District,
(2) implement school district policies and priorities, and
(3) provide opportunities for staff to fulfill the required
professional growth requirements defined in the APTA policies.
Personal Growth: Any aspect of Staff Development which is
of interest to a staff member, and may or may not be related
to a person's professional duties in the Amherst-Pelham
Regional School District.

Professional Growth: Any aspect of Staff Development which
is directly related to or involved with a person's professional duties in the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District.

There were tasks to be accomplished that did not require the

entire group working together so sub-groups were formed to refine
the objectives and activities.

Members volunteered to work on those

areas in which they had the most interest.

Recorders were to send
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notes from the sub-groups to the planning team
to be collated for the

next all day meeting which had been scheduled for
November 20, 1975.

Communication with the staff
group progressing at

a

.

With the work of the planning

satisfactory rate, this seemed an advantageous

time to communicate more formally with other staff members
about the
project.

To develop wider based support for the project, staff needed

to be kept informed and feedback sought.
all
a

The planning team felt that

staff needed to be involved at various stages rather than having

completed product "laid upon them."

This process would have been

little different from having the administration present the staff

with a fait accompli and would have been inconsistent with the belief system.

Providing an opportunity for shared decision making

should increase involvement and more learning could take place as

people received the data and had the chance to interact with the
data.

All

staff should have the opportunity to feel some ownership

in the project.

The planning team felt the communication could be accomplished
in two ways.

First, a handout was prepared and distributed to all

Department Heads at the regularly scheduled November meeting.
included:

(1)

all

It

of the background information--resources, goals,

role clarification, time framework, and selection of the planning

group and (2) the tasks that had been accomplished to date--questions

considered, assumptions stated, goals, definition of terms, and objectives.

(Appendix F)

Questions raised by the chairmen were answered

and there was a general sense of approval with the focus the Planning

Group was taking and the results they had achieved.

I
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The second part of the communications
plan involved having
the chairmen share this information
with their departments and to

provide time at their next department
meeting for

member to:

a

Planning Group

(1) give a progress report on the work of
the sub-groups

and (2) present a process for soliciting
input from staff.

Prior

to the November 20th Planning Group meeting
each member was assigned
to attend a department meeting to make a
presentation and to gather

data.

Not only would this facilitate communication but it
would pro-

vide the chance for the Planning Group members to exhibit
and practice

their leadership skills.

Status needs for the group members could be

met through the presentation.
The procedure decided upon for gathering data about staff

needs was to encourage all staff to respond to the following open-

ended question.
Imagine the Amherst-Pelham Regional School
District is facilitating a staff development program.
Imagine the program actively in operation
and meeting the needs of the staff.
Look at the
situation and write down those things that you
see which indicate that the needs of the staff are
being met.

Through the use of an open-ended questionnaire the planning
team felt they would receive responses that had more personal meaning
for the respondents.

The responses should be more varied and creative

than had the staff been requested to answer a check list devised by

the team.

This would provide for the process of shared decision mak-

ing as each respondent now became responsible for offering suggestions

for the design of a program which would include elements each deemed
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Important.

The responses would also provide

a

check on the accuracy

of the Planning Group's perceptions
to date.

How each Planning Group member
structured the situation was
left to the individual so as to foster
self-initiation.

It could be

done collectively or individually, verbally
or in writing.

portant thing was to make contact with

a

The im-

wider range of staff members

to communicate the Planning Group's
activities and to gain insights

about staffs' perceived needs.

^vision of

th e draft proposal

.

Eighteen members attended

the all day meeting on November 20, 1975 which was
held at the Center
for Instructional Development at East Street.

The planning team again

took great care to prepare the environment to meet the needs
of the

participants.

Comfort needs were provided for through arrangement

of the room and refreshments for the coffee break.

(In addition to

the refreshments provided, one of the members--unsol icited--brought
a

contribution of homemade bread.

This indicated that some people

were beginning to assume responsibility for the group and were willing to assist in meeting physiological needs.)

Resource materials

were easily accessible and lists and charts had been posted.
Copies of a rough draft proposal were distributed to the group
members.

The work of the sub-groups plus the initial definitions and

goals had been compiled into a rough draft (Appendix G) as had been

suggested at the October meeting.

The main task for the group was

to react to and/or revise this draft.

The overview to the proposal reflected the group's intent and

contained the following recommendations:
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"Overview"

Whereas the need for continual growth and
renewal of staff
district, the individual staff member has
devices to satisfy requirements
as Identified in negotiated policies.
Staff development programs
n the past frequently fell short of
their goals because of the
lack of a comprehensive and systematic framework
that included
planning and meaningful input by staff.
In an effort to correct
this situation the Staff Development Planning Group
recommends the
following:
1.

A two year plan be developed which will:
A.

B.

Facilitate the professional growth and development of staff in meeting district requirements by:
(1)

Improving the local school district's
communication with institutions of
higher learning to aid staff in attaining college credits.

(2)

Increasing the opportunities for staff
participation in options provided by the
district by utilizing local personnel in
administering and teaching programs; developing programs to meet present and
future district and staff needs; and increasing educational resources--both materials and personnel --within the district.

Provide support for the personal growth and
development of staff.

2.

The current Staff Development Planning Group will
continue working with the Director of Secondary
In the spring
Education for the 1975-76 school year.
of 1976 a Staff Development Advisory Group will be
formed to work with the Director of Secondary Education and the Instructional Directors to incorporate
In the spring
staff development into the MBO process.
of 1977, the program would be evaluated to determine
the possibility of hiring a full time or a part time
Staff Development Coordinator.

3.

During both years the focus of the process would be to
individualize inservice instruction offering what is
needed, to whom it is needed, when it is needed.
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Most of the time that day was spent on
revision and rewording
of the draft proposal.
line.

The group went through the proposal
line by

It was a long and arduous task but
all

suggestions were heard

and considered and many members expressed
pleasure over the results.

Among the major changes were the addition of
the following activities:
(1)

Establish a procedure for granting staff development
credit through

the staff evaluation process.

(2)

Explore the use of the office of

Continuing Education to provide clerical support for programs.

Annually assess staff concerns.

(4)

(3)

Provide for outside evaluation

of the project and for a mechanism for continuous feedback from par-

ticipants involved in programs.

Each member had been involved in

the decision making process about the design of the proposal.

The

concensus of the group was that it addressed identified needs and
was a proposal that realistically could be implemented.

The re-

vised proposal was ready to be submitted to the Director of Secondary

Education for his review.
At this point the proposal was clearly identified as
ary staff proposal.

Questions from the group ensued.

mentary people resent not being included?
going to be forced upon them?

There was

a

second-

Would the ele-

Might they think this was
a

need to begin communicating

with the elementary administrators to inform them of the work of the

Staff Development Planning Group.

The Director of Secondary Education

assumed responsibility to make them aware of events at the secondary
level and to explore the possibility of including a K-6 component at

some later date.
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Other activities that day included
an explanation of

master schedule by one of the group
members.
one could be developed for use as

a

a

He illustrated how

part of an evaluation procedure.

A sub-group was formed to begin work on
one.

Responses that had been obtained to the
open-ended question

from the department meetings were presented
late in the day and
could not be dealt with at any great length.

The group was pleased

to find that the responses verified that staff
concerns meshed with

the concerns of the planning group.

The Junior High Social Studies

Department found their responses had fallen basically into three
categories and presented their data illustrating this.
areas were content, structure, and climate-style.

The three

(Appendix H)

Table 4 includes sample items that were included in each category.
The format was adopted by the planning team as

categorizing the responses from the other departments.
step would be compiling the data gathered in

a

means for
The next

form useful for con-

a

structing a needs assessment instrument.

Analysis of Phase II:
Planning Group Formation and Beginning Steps
September, October, November 1975

With the preplanning complete and planning group members

identified, work on the project could begin in late September.
two initial meetings indicated that there was

a

The

great deal of in-

terest on the part of the staff in the topic inservice growth.

Most

could easily identify and describe experiences that corroborated the

TABLE 4

JUNIOR HIGH SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT
RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONNAIRE

Content
I.

II.
III.
IV.

Teaching Basic Skills
Class Discipline
Curriculum
Management

Structure
I.

II.
III.
IV.

Volunteer Attendance
Meeting Needs of People Involved
Teachers Teaching Teachers
Credential izing

Cl
I.

II.

III.

imate-Style

Support Group for Teachers
People Getting to Know One Another
People Feeling More Competent

1
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literature and research that much of
what is done in the name of
inservice education is not effective.

They could articulate their

needs and were willing to try to develop

address those needs.

a

comprehensive means to

The following statement by John Goodlad
(1975)

exemplifies their spirit:
It is a belief in the necessity for
human-kind to shape its institutions and
destiny and that it indeed does so for
better or for worse. There is a further
belief that, given open choice, human beings want a voice and a reasonably free
hand in creating their environments and
that the process of doing so brings personal growth and satisfaction--and autonomy within restraints of what has been
created.
(p. 149 )
.

.

.

A willingness to put effort into creating a new environment
in which change could occur developed in part because of the adminis-

trative support and trust in the staff.

Being told that whatever

they came up with would be accepted helped shape that spirit.

different times various staff members said that

At

in this situation

they felt what they had to say would be listened to and they would
have a contribution to make.

"Generally speaking, the bureaucratic

structure of existing agencies will not allow for the factors of high
risk-taking, sanctioned freedom to fail, and delayed gratification

which will be required to attack meaningfully the conceptual, personnel, and organizational

impediments to effective planned change in

education" (Goodlad,

82).

p.

Group were willing to take

a

Both the administration and the Planning
risk.

The administration was willing to

turn responsibility for shaping district inservice over to the staff
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and the staff was willing to risk failure
In trying to bring about
a change.

Another factor which contributed to the spirit
of the group
was their awareness of the time and care the
planning team put into
the meetings.
for.

Physical, social, and intellectual needs were provided

While the "coffee pot" and accompanying assorted refreshments

might not have been quite as crucial to the efforts as the
"tea urn"
is to the British teacher centre, their importance cannot
be over-

stated.

14

The feedback to group members verbally and through memos

and personal notes carried the message— "Your efforts are valued."

Accepting and acting on group member's suggestions and doing so en-

thusiastically was also

a

positive factor.

The crisis that arose over the "personal growth" versus

"professional growth" issue turned out to have several benefits.

While at the time it had been
in

a

difficult situation to work through,

retrospect it can be seen to have value from the aspect that from

the dissonance and tension there resulted a stretching of group members making them more accepting of others views and gaining respect

John Goodlad (1975) had

for diversity.

project in which he was involved.

".

a

similar experience on

a

He relates:

the focal point of every centre is the tea urn.
Without this there would certainly be no teachers and so no centre"
(Thornburn, p. 54).
.

.
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The drama of human beings of professional
experience and preparation trying to work out
their personal needs within the framework of
a mission-oriented institution is fascinating.
There necessarily are accommodations, adjustments, adaptations, and compromises to be made.
Making these advance the mission while still retaining personal integrity and some individual
autonomy poses a never-ending series of difficult decisions.
It is a humbling experience
in which everyone ultimately is revealed to
have clay feet and each person probably comes
to examine himself or herself at last.
(p. 99)

Communication efforts focused on keeping appropriate staff
informed of events at the most opportune times.

Rather than wait-

ing until the project was completed, information was given out and

input sought at various stages.

Department Heads, staff members,

and other administrators were kept informed through memos, handouts,

presentations, and discussions.

Invitations were extended several

times for staff to join the project and no volunteers were turned
away.

Beginning steps for the project came to

a

close with

a

variety

of tasks having been accomplished and membership in the Planning

Group remaining at a high level.

Participants who had worked enthu-

siastically through their coffee breaks and come to meetings on Friday afternoons prepared to move into the next stage of the project--

staff needs assessment.

Relationship of major events, incidents, and decisions to the
belief system

.

The following illustrates the relationship of the

major events, incidents, and decisions occurring during the beginning
stages of the project to the selected set of beliefs about learning

1

.
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and learning environments.
(1)

Active Learning
-Small group structures were provided
to allow
for more interaction and involvement of
the participants which would increase learning opportunities.

-The Planning Group generated its own lists of
questions, goals, and assumptions becoming actively
involved in solving real problems.

-Participants had many opportunities to learn
from each other in discussions and in listening to
other's ideas and suggestions.
-The planning team always provided opportunities
for question and answer sessions.

-Opportunities were provided for Planning Group
members to write, read, and reflect on resource
material
-A variety of resources--articles, books, speakers,
charts, handouts--were available and shared at all
meetings.

-Planning Group members had opportunities to react
to memos, reports and drafts of proposals.

-A variety of structures was used to allow participants to work on the proposal. Opportunities were
provided for individual, small group and large group
sessions.

-The Planning Group was actively involved in revisinteracting with

ing and rewriting the final proposal
the data and with each other.
(2)

Needs
-Social needs of the membership were provided for
by arranging meeting rooms to facilitate communication and interaction.

-Physical needs of the participants were met through
finding comfortable meeting rooms and providing food
and beverage.
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-Provision was made for staff to meet each
other informally and to share experiences thus
helping to create a sense of belonging.
-A variety of resources provided the opportunity to satisfy cognitive needs to learn more
about inservice education.

-Status needs of the participants were met by
providing recognition for tasks accomplished
through personal notes and statements and identification of the project membership to the school
corranunity.

-As group members gave presentations to the
Planning Group and at department meetings their
status needs were met.

-Social needs were met by personally introducing members to each other and providing time for
social interaction.
(3)

Support and Feedback
-The administration underwrote the expense of
the additional planning group members supporting
the effort financially.

-During meetings Planning Group members accepted
ideas and suggestions for consideration.

all

-Group members gave positive and encouraging
statements to others during formal and informal
sessions.
-Memos containing such statements as "We certainly appreciate your enthusiasm for undertaking this task." were sent by the planning team
to Planning Group members.

-Feedback about the project was supplied to all
staff members and administrators.
-Previous work done by the Planning Group was
always posted or mimeographed for immediate feedback.

-The administration supported the participants
by providing release time.
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-The administration supported the
project
by indicating a willingness to
accept the
decisions of the group.
(4)

Strengths
-Personal notes were sent by the facilitator
to group members focusing on personal
strengths
and contributions.
-The facilitator looked for specific strengths
in the individual members and commented on
them
in group meetings and to individuals.

-Group members became discussion leaders and information gatherers at department meetings.

-Group members expressed satisfaction with the
completed tasks and with their personal contributions.
(5)

Shared Decision Making

-Participants assisted in selecting meeting times
and in planning agendas.
-Deviation from planned agendas as determined by
the group allowed for discussion of such questions
as
"Why was I chosen to work on this project?"

—

-The Planning Group decided which sub-groups should
be formed and upon which tasks each should work.

-Sub-group members set their own schedules and their
own agendas for meetings.
-The Planning Group adopted procedural suggestions
from individual members as the formal proposal was
being revised.

-The Planning Group decided how and when information
would be shared with the rest of the staff. They also
decided upon a method for gathering data.

-The entire staff became a part of the decision making process concerning the design of the program including elements they deemed important through responding
to an open-ended questionnaire.
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(6)

Self-Direction
-Participants were not assigned by an
administrator to the project and had the
choice of continuing with the group or
withdrawing.
“P^'^tici pants brought and shared resources
with others.

-In forming small groups to work on tasks,
individuals determined in which group to participate, selected chairmen and recorders, and
determined methods for proceeding.

-Leadership roles were assumed by various group
members during meetings.
-Participants chose to meet on their "own time"
and not only during the released time which had
been provided.
They were also willing to meet at
inconvenient times.
-Discussion leaders structured the role they would
assume and the methods they would use to share information in department meetings.
-Group members volunteered to be reporters, to
share rooms, and to share food.

Phase III: Assessment Processes
December, January, February 1975-76

Official district adoption of the proposal

.

The Secondary

Staff Development Proposal as revised by the Planning Group was sub-

mitted to the Director of Secondary Education.

With some minor

changes in wording it was accepted by the Director, the Secondary

Administrative Council, and the Superintendent's Council.
Director sent

a

Planning Group.

The

copy of the final version to each member of the

Attached was

a

letter of appreciation for their
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efforts and
of the year.

a

copy of the master planning schedule for
the remainder
(Appendix

I)

The master schedule

.

A sub-group had worked on the develop-

ment of the master schedule which was based
upon the objectives and
activities listed in the proposal.

Because the proposal was to be

shared with people in the district other than those
directly involved
in the developmental

stages it was decided to also include the events

that had occurred in the months preceding December.

The picture

would then be complete for the first year of the project.

Chart 8

illustrates the activities posted on the Master Schedule for July,
1975 through January, 1976.

A budget

.

A proposed budget for $3000 was prepared and submit-

ted with the proposal to the administration.

The monies were suggested

for workshop consultants and resource persons, to acquire incidental

resource texts and materials, and to provide minimal support in printing, postage, and travel costs.

There was no line item in the school's

budget for inservice at the secondary level.

This was a particularly

critical point at this economically depressed time.

Not only were no

new budget line items being added, many were being considered for
removal by the School Committee.

language program was under attack.

The entire elementary foreign
The Superintendent's Council

initially felt it could not support the additional monies.

When a

plan was devised to combine some of the monies budgeted for Research
and Development Funds with the inservice allotment it was much more

palatable to everyone.

So staff development/inservice education be-
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came a line item and $2,200.00 was
budgeted for the 1976-77 school
year.

Staff resource rooms

.

Another means of support to the pro-

ject was obtaining the Staff Development
Resource Rooms at the

junior high school and the high school.

This idea had grown out of

one of the first objectives the group had
written.
for staff development would provide

a

A special room

base of operations.

Few pro-

grams can succeed if no one knows about them and
if no one knows

where to get information.

People had also expressed

a

need for

place where staff counseling could be conducted and where

letter could be prepared and distributed.

increasingly crowded and space was
very fortunate to obtain the rooms.

a

a

a

news-

Both schools have become

problem.

Thus, the group felt

Although not large enough to

hold meetings or workshops in, both were centrally located and had

space for bulletin boards and shelves sufficient to the immediate
needs of the staff.

Communication with the elementary staff

.

The Director of

Secondary Education had been charged with the responsibility of

establishing communication and coordination between the Secondary
Staff Development Project and the elementary schools.

As a begin-

ning step, the group's plans and progress had been shared with the

Director of Elementary Education.

They began to develop plans for

disseminating the information to the elementary administrators and
staff.

I
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Beginning plans for

a

needs assessment

.

A meeting was held

on December 16, 1975 to begin planning
for the needs assessment of

the secondary staff that was scheduled
to be administered in January.

One of the sub-groups had done some preliminary
work exploring methods
and instruments useful

in assessing the needs of teachers.

group process was their suggestion of
in a non-threatening way.

a

A nominal

method for determining needs

The staff meeting was chosen to be the

vehicle for administering the assessment.
The results of the responses to the open-ended questionnaire

administered during the department meetings
examined.

(Appendix J)

in

November were then

From these suggestions the group generated

the following list of possible topics the staff might want to explore.

Adolescent Psychology
Developmental Reading
Book Selections
Sensitivity Training (Stronger Teachers)
Interdisciplinary Sharing
Cultural /Racial Differences
Special Needs
Strategies for Solving Problems
Handling Emotional Differences
Doing Better the Things We're Doing
Awareness of Different Learning Styles
Group Processes in Department Meetings
Teacher Effectiveness Training
Strength Awareness
Curriculum Development
Adjustment of New Teachers
Class Discipline
Staff Relations
Contract Psychology
Student/Staff Interaction
Non-English Speaking Students
Hands-on Courses
Strategies for Enhancing Communication Skills
Strategies to Gain Students' Respect
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Counseling Within the Classroom
Guidance Counselors as Student Advocate
Realistic Potential for Alternative
Educational Systems
Core Process and Staff Communications
Role of Affective Education
Basic Skills--Reading/Writing
A group of three volunteers offered
to take the list and con-

struct a rough draft of a questionnaire
that would be easy to use

during the staff meeting and would provide
the information needed.
A no minal group process

.

The group began to formulate plans

for using a form of nominal group process
to administer the questionnaire.

Initial plans called for the formation of a team
of members

from the Planning Group to go to both the staff meeting
at the junior
high and at the senior high.

This would assure some degree of con-

sistency plus provide for some interaction between the two staffs.
The staff would be divided into small groups and assigned randomly
to one of the small group leaders from the Planning Group.

With

group leaders available to answer questions and offer assistance,
the questionnaire would be filled out during the meetings.

All

staff who attended either faculty meeting would have the opportunity for input into the implementation of the proposal.

would also assure the Planning Group of
cent return of the questionnaire.

a

The process

ninety to one hundred per-

The volunteers who were going to

construct the questionnaire also offered to work out the details for
the process and to write an instruction sheet for use by the small

group leaders.

1
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To help prepare the staff for
the assessment process,

was to be prepared and distributed
to all secondary staff.

would give

a

a

memo

The memo

progress report of the group's work and
would tell of

the intent to come to the staff meeting
in January to explore how
the spirit of the proposal could become
a reality.

(Appendix K)

Copies of the final proposal would be made
available to staff by

placing copies in the Staff Resource Room.

Members of the Planning

Group would be available to answer any questions
staff might have
prior to the meeting.

Refining

a

needs assessment instrument

.

In early

January

using the list of possible topics generated during the
December meeting, the volunteer group worked to refine an instrument.

The first

draft (Appendix L) categorized the topics but upon being tested for
usefulness, the writers of the draft discovered it was not complete

enough and more information was needed.

In addition to knowing which

categories the staff was interested in, the planners felt it would be

desirable to find out which were of highest priority to staff and who
could help in the implementation of meeting the identified needs.

If

this information were not generated now, the process would become

more cumbersome and lengthy.

A return to the staff would be necessary

at a later date to gather additional data.

To avoid this the planners

re-designed the needs assessment questionnaire and converted it into
needs assessment/strength analysis survey form.

(Appendix M)
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The planners assumed from past experience
that staff members

would be reluctant to assert publically that they
had strengths in
certain areas and would be unwilling to volunteer.

By adding three

columns to the original list of categories as grouped on
the rough
draft, this problem might be solved.

The columns were titled:

(1)

Would like to see it happen, (2) Would help it happen, and
(3) Know

someone who could help it happen.

Not only would the form indicate

which needs were of highest priority for the staff but it would also
provide a list of resource people who had either volunteered or had
been volunteered to help.

Plans for administering the needs assessment

.

The group

worked next on structuring the time allotted at the staff meeting
so it would be most productive.
it would be beneficial

agenda.

One of the planners suggested that

if the survey could be the first item on the

This way there would be no interference from an item such

as "lunch duty" carrying over to the project.

The leaders could then

help to set a tone more consistent with the thinking that creating
an environment that was relaxed and non-threatening would help pro-

duce the results needed.

The request to be first on the agenda was

granted by the administration.
Specifically, plans called for the group leaders to arrive
early to set up the rooms to make them conducive to small group work.
This would be
setting.

a

significant departure from the normal large group

Ten group leaders from the Planning Group were selected and

1
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W6r6 to bo sodtod dt d numborod tdblo.
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they would select a number from one to ten at random.

Groups would

thus be formed whereby there would be more interaction among staff—

they would not be sitting with either their department or close
friends.

Physiological needs would be provided for by an adequate

supply of home-made chocolate chip cookies at each table.
As soon as people were settled in their groups

view would be given by the facilitator.

a

brief over-

It would focus on;

(1)

evaluation of the proposal, (2) current status of the project, and
(3)

some suggestions as to the possible directions the project

might take.

The remaining time would be used by the group leaders

to answer questions about the presentation and/or the proposal and
to work with the group to fill out the survey form.

The last steps in the planning process were the development
of a set of instructions for the group leaders and the selection of
the ten to lead the groups.

Seven people who had attended the Decem-

ber 16th meeting volunteered and three others were contacted indi-

vidually by the planners.

This provided the necessary number and also

provided an adequate balance between the staffs.

Then, using the

following guidelines developed by the facilitator most of the ten

practiced administering the questionnaire until they were comfortable
with the procedure.

By having all

ten group leaders follow the same

adminisprocedures, there would be a greater degree of consistency in
results.
tering the questionnaire and this would be reflected in the
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SUGGESTED DIRECTIONS FOR SMALL GROUP
LEADERS"

(1)

Introduce yourself to the group and find
out
who the members of your group are.

Ask for reactions and comments about the
presentation. .Encourage discussion.
Bring with
you a couple of questions to stimulate discussion in case your group is reluctant to
respond
or perhaps you can share a staff development
related experience.
Write down responses.
(3)

Pass out the survey form .
Identify it as the results returned by the staff.
Explain that it is
a working paper and we would appreciate any
additions to the categories or any new categories.

(A)

Explain the form
Suggest the basic idea to keep
in mind is:
"Would you like to see some staff
development training based on these stated concerns?
Would you participate?" Clarify what we mean by
staff development if your group has not already
addressed this in the earlier discussions. That is,
staff development training could take many forms.
Some of these issues might be addressed this spring
in the form of seminars or workshops.
Other issues
could be addressed in other ways at a later time.

(5)

Explain the procedure for filling out the form
Put name on the paper.
Point out the major categories.
Explain the items listed underneath are
possible issues that could be addressed.
Point out
the three columns:
(a) Would like to see it happen,
(b) Would like to help it happen, and (c) Know someone who could help make it happen. Have them check
as many in columns (a) and (b) as they want.
Have
them list names and any additional information they
can in column (c).
Use the back of the paper if
necessary.
Instruct them to circle any of the subcategories they are interested in whether they checked
the major category or not.

(6)

Allow time for people to read the sheet and to answer
questions.

(7)

When everyone is finished have them rank the major
categories on the left side of the paper with their
Share rankings if
first, second, and third choice.
the group desires.

.

.
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(8)

Collect papers and continue discussion until
everyone is satisfied.

Administering the needs assessment/strength analysis
survey.
On the day of the senior high staff meeting with
guestionnaires in
hand, the group leaders arrived early to arrange the room.

Accord-

ing to plan when staff began to arrive the small groups
formed

quickly using the number system.

A brief overview of the progress

of the project was given by the facilitator.
the day's activities was described.
stage.

The major point of

The project was at

a

crucial

A "paper" proposal had been developed and now it had to be

changed into an on-going program.

Everyone would need to assume some

responsibility to make that happen.

The task for the day was to do

an assessment to aid future planning.

that implementation would take

seminars, etc.

— it

There was no prescribed form

could be course work, workshops,

Because the entire staff

ms

being involved at this

stage in the decision making process, feedback provided by the data

supplied in filling out the questionnaire would be provided.
The group leaders began working with each group.

One problem

that was encountered was that no one had been designated to answer
general questions or to check on the progress of the groups.

This

created some confusion but proved to be the only complication and
the only thing that needed to be changed for the presentation at the

junior high staff meeting the following week.

15

^^One of the small groups at the senior high staff meeting had
Two staff members joined the group without
some problems internally.
selecting a number randomly so they could sit together. This group alThe combinso had to wait for the leader who was unexpectedly detained.
group leader
the
which
ation of factors created a very negative atmosphere
group.
the
was able to diffuse with the help of other members of
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A credentia l izinq process

.

During January as one of his

assigned tasks, the Director of Secondary
Education began exploring
the development of a new credential izing
process that would be com-

prehensive enough to meet the needs of

a

more individualized approach.

He began by examining other models,
discussing credits with the local

Continuing Education Director, and sending to the
American Management

Association to get information about Business Education
Units.

Ac-

cording to the negotiated policies mentioned earlier,
the teacher was
to submit a transcript of credits and grades or

a

certified statement

from the instructor of an approved inservice course upon the
completion of such work.
cal

Over the years this had tended to become

task in the Superintendent's office.

a

cleri-

Now the focus was to shift

to staff members petitioning for credit in advance.

Responsibility

for program approval would be assigned to the Director with the Staff

Development Group acting in an advisory capacity to staff.

Records

were to be moved from the central office to the Director's office.
The Planning Group assists with spring courses

.

While not

directly evolving from the Staff Development Project two high school
staff members were planning to offer courses to staff during the
spring.

This was the first opportunity the Planning Group had to

offer support to staff in

a

very tangible way.

They volunteered to

assist with registration and publicizing the courses.

Forms were

distributed, announcements prepared and personnel assigned to the

Resource Center for registration.

I
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Work on the resource centers.

The two major projects of

the Staff Development Planning Group
in February were the
preparation

of the Staff Resource Centers and
the compilation of the data from
the

Assessment/Strengths Survey.

Most of the work on the Resource Centers

was done at the high school because this
was a separate rbom and was

more easily accessible than the shared room
at the junior high.

Dur-

ing the Planning Group meetings staff had
expressed a need for a

space where information could be shared and resources
could be located.
So a small volunteer group's first project was to
paint the entire

room and to obtain some basic necessities such as
and a bulletin board.

a

table and chairs

Finding furniture late in the year when every-

one had already staked a claim was no easy task.

With some scroung-

ing around and some trade-offs and the addition of some plants and
a

silk screen print, by the end of February the room was serviceable.

Support for the group's efforts came unexpectedly from two
sources.

When the Superintendent viewed the efforts he suggested

that some of the professional books located in his office be moved
to the Resource Room.

available to staff.

Here they would be more visible and more easily
So the newly painted shelves soon contained

around thirty current books on education.

The high school librarian

then suggested checking out the professional books from the library
and putting them in the Resource Room.

Results of the needs assessment/strength analysis survey.

They were tabu-

group began to work on tabulating the survey forms.
lated first according to school i.e. whether it was

A

a

response from
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the senior high or the junior high, and then the
results were combined.

The categories were listed according to their rank--a
first,

second, or third choice and to their interest--how many
people chose
that category.

Table

5

presents the combined results.

The topic "Working With Adolescents" was the first priority
and of highest interest for the high school staff and the first

priority and second highest interest of the junior high staff.

Student Management was also

a

concern of both staffs.

The survey

form had provided sufficient data about staff needs and priorities.
All

staff had been involved in this stage of the decision making

process and further efforts to implement programs based on identified
staff needs would be facilitated by using this information.

Information gained from the strength analysis section of the
survey would help assure that volunteer helpers would be working from

their identified strengths.

There were twenty-four volunteers listed

under the category "Working With Adolescents" who offered to "help
it happen."

Twenty-nine beginning resources for one category alone

would certainly aid in planning.
long lists of volunteers.

Other categories also included

(Appendix N)

Analysis of Phase III: Assessment Processes
December, January, February 1975-76

With the Staff Development proposal approved, master schedule

developed, budget submitted and approved, and Resource Room located
and refurbished the Planning Group had tangible evidence that, given
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TABLE

5

STAFF DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT/STRENGTH ANALYSIS SURVEY
SENIOR & JUNIOR HIGH COMBINED SUMMARY

Category

Rank
H.S.
J.H.S.

Interest
J.H.S.

H.S.

Working With Adolescents

1

1

1

2

Teaching Basic Language Skills

2

3

4

7

Alternatives

3

4

6

5

Cultural Pluralism

4

5

(9)

Staff Relations

5

7

2

3

District Issues

6

6

Student Management

(7)

2

3

Teacher Self Evaluation

(9)

5

(8)

(12)

(10)

(8)
1

(10)
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time and support, staff could effectively
function and produce in

new leadership roles.

With a firm foundation laid in the planning

stages the group prepared to move toward the
crucial crossroads of

implementing the proposal.

Assessing the needs of the staff was

a

beginning step.

The

process chosen by the Planning Group for developing and
administering the needs assessment/strength analysis proved
successful.

the staffs' responses to the open-ended question--i .e.

,

Using

"Imagine

the Amherst School District is facilitating a staff development program.

.

."

as a base to begin constructing an instrument was useful.

Input from the staff was assured from the beginning.

The nominal

process, although more time consuming than distributing the question-

naire in staff mailboxes, had several advantages:
1)

It provided for a high return rate and for maximum

input from the staff.
2)

It provided an opportunity for staff to interact
with Planning Group members.

3)

It provided an opportunity for limited interaction
between junior high and senior high staff.

4)

It proved to be non-threatening and many staff and

individual needs were identified.
5)

Many staff members volunteered to help.

Emphasis was placed upon maintaining

a

process between staff and the Planning Group.

two-way communication
Memos, reports, and

presentations at staff and department meetings kept staff informed
of the group's progress.

Copies of the final proposal were made

available to all staff.

Planning Group members were available to
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answer any questions about the proposal or the
survey.
Volunteers from the Planning Group again played
in accomplishing tasks.

a

major role

Small groups worked to paint and furnish

the Resource Rooms and to move in supplies.

Developing and refining

plans for administering the survey and collating and analyzing
the
data were accomplished by other sub-groups.
A credential izing process reform was geared to meeting the

individualized needs of staff.

The support services the Planning

Group was able to offer publicizing and assisting in registering
people for the spring courses were tangible pieces of evidence that
the Secondary Staff Development Proposal was viable.

Relationship of major events, incidents, and decisions to
the belief system

.

During this third phase of the project the fol-

lowing incidents, events, and decisions which occurred are related
to the selected set of beliefs which are based in humanistic psy-

chology and education.
(1)

Active Learning
-Planning Group members were actively involved
in constructing and administering a needs assess-

ment/strength analysis survey.
-Secondary staff members participated in a form
of nominal group process.
-Planning Group members had input in conducting
staff meeting. They focused on structure and
timing.

a

-Leadership roles were assumed by some Planning
Group members as they practiced facilitative skills
during the group data gathering process during faculty
meetings.
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-Group members prepared handouts and communicated with staff not directly involved in
the
project.

-Volunteers learned how to compile and analyze
data from the survey forms.
-There was active involvement in the team planning and implementing of the needs assessment/
strength analysis process.
-There was an opportunity for interaction between junior high and senior high staff members
during the faculty meetings.

-Sub-group members developed
(2)

a

master schedule.

Needs
-The development of a Staff Resource Center was
based on the identified needs of the staff for a
space to share information, provide for staff
counseling, and find resources.
-The survey forms resulted in identifying staff
needs and individual needs.

-Physiological needs of the staff were provided
for at the faculty meetings--rooms were arranged
to facilitate communication, food and beverage
were provided, and copies of the proposal and
other resources were available.
-Data collected from the staff as the result of
using the open-ended questionnaire was used as the
basis for the survey forms.
-Social needs of the participants were met through
the interaction and conmuni cation occurring during
the small group meetings.

-Status needs were met by the recognition given
the group leaders.
-The credential izing process was reformed to meet
individual teacher's needs.

-Information needs of the staff were met by the presentation at the faculty meetings plus the memos and
handouts.
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(3)

Support and Feedback
-Group leaders gave support and
feedback to
each other as they practiced
administering

the

-Verbal and written responses were
directed
to the group leaders from the
staff following
the nominal group process.

-Administrative support came in the form of
letter of appreciation for participating
in
the project.

a

-Examples of written positive feedback in letters and memos from the planning team to the
Planning Group members included:
"The proposal
is an excellent one."
"Thank you for continually
taking the time to help with this project. Your
continued commitment keeps us going."
-Financial support by the administration and the
School Committee came with their approval of the
submitted budget.
-The Staff Development Resource Rooms were organized
to provide a supportive atmosphere for staff.
-The Superintendent and the high school librarian
offered professional materials for use in the Resource
Room.

-Assistance with advertising and registering for
the indistrict spring courses was provided by the
Planning Group.
-The record keeping system was moved from the
central office to the Staff Resource Center at the
high school to improve communication processes with
staff regarding credential izing.
(4)

Strengths

-Volunteers worked on developing the needs assessment, acted as group leaders, and compiled and analyzed
data.

-Staff members identified strengths in self and in
others in response to the survey.
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-Long lists of potontidl "holpors"
woro idontified in the survey.

-Planning Group members felt successful
about
the accomplishment of tasks— the proposal
was accepted, the budget was approved and a master
schedule
was completed.
-Group leaders experienced a sense of accomplishment in using the nominal group process and in administering the survey.
(5)

Shared Decision Making
-The decision to use the nominal group process was
made by the Planning Group.
-The Planning Group expanded the needs assessment
instrument to include a strength analysis section.
-All staff members were provided the opportunity
to have input in implementing the "paper" proposal.

(6)

Self-Direction
-Members of the Planning Group undertook the painting and refurbishing of the Staff Development Resource
Center.

-The sub-group continued to work on its own on the
master schedule, setting meeting times and devising
agendas.

-The group leaders prepared for and practiced skills
to use during the faculty meeting.

-Volunteers developed the needs assessment instrument.
-Planning Group members developed the nominal group
process.
-The Planning Group generated
topics for the questionnaire.

a

list of possible
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P.hase

The Change Over
March, 1976

IV:

Final meeting of the Staff Development Planning
Group

became the change-over month.

Planning Group was just about

.

March

The need for the Staff Development
.over.

In

checking the master schedule

it can be seen that by January the following had been
accomplished:
(1)

A proposal for a Secondary Staff Development
Program had been written and approved.

(2)

A needs assessment/strengths analysis survey
had been administered and resulting data
compiled.

(3)

A master schedule had been developed.

(4)

A budget had been submitted and approved.

(5)

Staff Resource Rooms had been located, decorated and resources had been gathered.

The group would need to meet one more time to:

collected in the assessment process, (2) decide on
selecting members for

a

analyze the data

(1)
a

process for

Staff Development Advisory Group, and (3) to

fill out an evaluation questionnaire.

The group planned to meet the

morning of March 10, 1976 at the Center for Instructional Development
at East Street.

Following the format, which by now was becoming familiar to
the participants, the planning team structured the meeting and the

environment to reflect the belief system.
problems and necessary tasks.

The agenda identified real

The group would work as a team provid-

ing support and feedback to each other and insuring that the results

would be determined by

iTk

a

shared decision making process.

Social, in-
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tGllectudl, and physiological noeds were provided
for.
The first issue discussed at the meeting was
that of the formation of an Advisory Group to replace the Planning
Group.

The group

developed a model that could be used for the 1976-77
school year and
would also be useful for the remainder of the current school
year.
Provision was made for sub-groups to continue to work on tasks
that
had not been completed.

These included:

(2) working on Resource Centers, and

five colleges,

(3)

(1)

reviewing APTA policies,

acting as

a

liaison to

the

exploring the concept of dual appointments, and re-

viewing the use of tuition waivers.

A nucleus of volunteers from the

Planning Group would be solicited to serve for the rest of the year
on the Staff Development Advisory Group.
to be between eight and nine people.

Suggested membership was

Other staff members would be

asked to participate as the need arose.

The proposed model would

be submitted to the Director of Secondary Education with two major

tasks defined.

The first would be to assist in the spring with the

planning and implementation of

program for the staff in response

a

to the results of the needs assessment/strength analysis survey.

second task would be to develop

a

The

process for working during the 1976-

77 year as outlined in the Staff Development proposal.

^Contact would be made with the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College and Hampshire
College all located within a fifteen mile radius of Amherst.
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The next item on the agenda called for

a

review of the results

of the needs assessment/strength analysis survey.

The topic "Working

With Adolescents" had been selected as a high priority by
both staffs.

Since it was getting late in the school year, the group decided
to
channel its efforts and focus on just one area.

To be consistent with

the belief that participant's perceived needs should be met, the selection of the topic "Working With Adolescents" would be a most appro-

priate starting point.

One of the Planning Group members volunteered

to act as the coordinator with three other members providing assist-

ance.

Formation of this spring planning team would provide an oppor-

tunity for the growth and development of leadership and organizational
skills.

The first task would be to contact those staff members who

had indicated on the survey form that they would be willing to help

and have a meeting to determine what people wanted to do.

The shared

decision making process would increase the involvement of those interested in designing a program.
The last item on the agenda was the Evaluation Form.

Each

participant was asked to share his/her perceptions of the Staff Develop-

ment Project.
(1)

real

A sub-group had designed the instrument to find out:

if participant's felt they had been actively involved in solving

problems, (2) what personal meaning the participants attached

to experiences,

(3) what

measure of success had been personally at-

tained, (4) the level of involvement in the decision making process,
(5)

if participant's needs had been met, and (6) what kinds of feed-

back and support had been received from others.

The data would reveal
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the degree to which group members
perceived the planning team had

been successful in planning and implementing

humanistic beliefs.

a

project based on

All members wrote responses to the following

questions:
1.

What were your expectations when you first came
to meetings of the Staff Development Planninq
Group?

2.

Did participation in the group meet your expectations? How?

3.

Could you characterize how much you participated
and why you chose to participate that amount?
If you withdrew could we know why?
If you participated enthusiastically could we know why?

4.

Whose participation had the most value for you?
Why?

5.

What personal meaning did this project have for
you?

6.

What do you think the planning group accomplished?
Are you satisfied with these accomplishments?

7.

Would you be interested in continuing to work with
the group?

The following are some of the evaluation comments made by
the staff.

Other comments are discussed in the analysis section of

Chapter IV.
I
had mixed expectations when the group was first
convened.
I
was excited about the topic of Staff
Development and also about the gathering together
I wondered
of an impressive group of staff members.
whether the work would go anywhere, however, as many
previous staff efforts had "gone down the tube" in
other areas.

.
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Th6 project provided en ongoing group connected
with my job where good interaction skills
were
very much in evidence so the work level was
very
high and very satisfying.
Both task needs and
personal needs were met to a high degree.
I attended regularly and participated
in each
meeting on a fairly active level. The meetings
were conducted in such a way that most contributions of members were heard, appreciated and
seriously considered even if not agreed with.

We (1) completed the task assigned in a creative
way (2) provided a satisfying group experience
for members and (3) allowed junior and senior
high members to get to know each other.

When I joined the Staff Development Planning
Group I expected to meet and get to know members
of the staff, learn what staff development is and
how to implement inservice programs.
I
looked forward to not having lunch duty on the days the group
met.
I
think at first I participated because I knew I
could get graduate credit for doing so but my enthusiasm gradually increased as the year wore on.
I
now find staff development very fascinating and
I
think it is a key to changing schools.

found my involvement a hundred times more beneI
ficial than any course work in staff development
It has made me aware of how people
I've taken.
coming from different points of view can work tothink the planning group put together
gether.
I
I
am proud of it.
a damn good proposal.

Initially I was excited about the project but still
skeptical that the results would not mean anything.
It turned out to be not just another committee— we
I
worked well together and accomplished something.
I
felt
I
part.
most
the
for
enjoyed the meetings
"grew" professionally by contacts with a wide variety
also gained a great deal of reI
of staff members.
spect for my own abilities and those of others. This
is due in part to the fact that the system accepted
our proposal
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was very active in the group.
I
was able to
that happily because my intern (who
covered
my classes) was quite competent.
I
enjoyed the
work because it would mean something. The
belief in our group by the administration was
very
important to me.
I

CIO

"Working w ith Adolescents" planning team

The first week in

.

March the Director of Secondary Education accepted
the recommendations
of the Planning Group for role and structure change.

The coordinator

and planning team for the spring activities wasted no time
in getting

organized.

On March 11, 1976 they sent a memo to the "Potential

Staff Developers" who had expressed an interest in the topic "Working

with Adolescents."
March 17, 1976.

They were invited to attend

The tasks would be:

(1)

a

meeting on Wednesday,

to determine what people

wanted to do, (2) to assess areas of concentration, and (3) to begin
to plan short term and long term programs on the topic.

Participants

were invited to bring along anyone else they knew who might be interested.

Fifteen people attended the meeting and following

a

wide rang-

ing discussion they decided that a questionnaire be devised to explore

possible approaches, materials, and formats.
The coordinator prepared the questionnaire and distributed it
to all those who had signed up.

(Appendix 0)

By March 29, 1976

sixteen people had responded and these responses summarized in Chart
9,

"Results of the 'Working With Adolescents' Workshop Survey" pro-

vided the direction for the planning team and the Advisory Group.
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CHART 9

RESULTS OF THE "WORKING WITH ADOLESCENTS" WORKSHOP
SURVEY
March 29, 1976

These results are an attempt to
staff members are willing to do in the
The collated information received from
visory Group decide in which direction

determine what interested
area of staff development.
teachers will help the Adto proceed.

1.

What areas are you most interested in exploring?
-Home and peer problems in relation to school
-The sub areas of understanding, communication, retionships, school problems, home problems, peer
problems
-Communication between students and adults, values,
home problems, school strategies, survival
-Developmental description
-I would be most interested in "The adolescent at
home and school" and "realistic expectations," but
would participate in "adolescent and peers" as well
-The school, contemporary issues
-The underlying issue of all these concerns is a lack
of significant and constructive communication between
members of our educational community. To solely deal
with other concerns would seriously impair an effort
made in alleviating our problems.

2.

What materials can you bring in (or know of) that deal with this
area--books, films, magazine articles, etc.?
-Teletrainer and model conversations
-The movie "High School" by Fred Wiseman should provide
a foundation for much discussion and sharing
-A.V. Tapes of classroom situations and adolescent views
- Teacher Effectiveness Training by Thomas Gordon
-I have five one hour tapes by psychiatrist Derek Miller
I could dig out this
-Magazine articles are numerous.
material.
-We have some of these things in the guidance offices;
however, we could survey materials offered by Chronicle
Guidance and/or Science Research
-I don't believe resource material should be one of our
Our problems are not centered around a lack of
foci.
information but rather an inability and/or unwillingness
to communicate.

I
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3.

How should the material /information be
presented to the faculty?
idLuicy.
-Small groups and pairs
-Combination small group and large group
-No more than six in each group
-A.V. taping of class situations.
Tape recordings of
classes.
Some type of active participation by group
members in presentation and preparation of materials.
-I think several activities, each with
a different format would give the most exposure to any ideas we come
up with
-Small group discussion is how I work best.
Panel discussions seem to be inappropriate
-Panel would be OK.
Best in small groups, give/take, etc.
-If it is one workshop a large group presentation.
If it'
is a series of workshops then a variety of methods
-Small groups
-My preference is small groups
-Infoi^ation should be distributed to all staff people
and invited to attend follow-up discussion in a small
group format
-Faculty involvement should be of primary importanceThere should be a variety of types of presentations
depending on the individual involved
-Small groups and to only those who wish to be there

4.

What format do you feel comfortable participating in?
-Large group, small group combination
-Small group participant and/or leader, if the groups
are designed to have a leader/facilitator
-Facilitator of any format
-Small group sharing experiences; large group presentations (if I do some of the presenting)
-Small groups, member of panel; could give a large
lecture if needed
-Small groups if at all.
Reason being I doubt anything
constructive will come of the time and effort, therefore my level of participation will probably be low as
there are things I do that accomplish something
-Small groups
-Any format
-I believe a workshop-training model is most appropriate
and effective.
Teachers need to get their feet wet, not
walk around the puddle.

—

-Any format.
5.

What other areas need to be considered?
-Sex-role development, e.g., careers, especially related
to the adolescent
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-All of the areas outlined under "suggested areas"
need to be addressed at some point, however, in
terms of this spring, one area is sufficient to
deal with

-Informational flow of factual info between staff
to offset gossip, pre-prejudice, erroneous expectations, etc., e.g., students whose reputations proceed them!
i.e., "Teacher Lounge Cores"
-I think somehow we have to be concerned with the
social service roles being dumped on us (as teachers).
A support system may be necessary to help us cope with
increased meetings, conferences, paperwork
-Attitude of those being presented to--i.e. the faculty
-How to have something constructive and useful evolve
from the workshops
-What's left?
(good list!)
-In confronting the communication issue, fear and trust
must be actively considered. The administration and
all of us need to address these issues.

One Participant's View

What I would like (personally) to participate in would be seminar/
discussion group which would deal with ways of dealing with common
everyday problems in the school.
I
find that I think of alternative
ways of dealing with students and situations usually when I talk
about them with other staff members (one reason I enjoy cores is
that they start my mind working!)
In talking with teachers about a
particular student or situation I arrive at new ideas and I would
like to see some way of formalizing those experiences so they happen
more of the time for myself and other staff members.
I'm not sure what format would be best to support such a sharing,
supportive group. We would need to provide enough organization so
it does not become a non-productive gripe or bull -session.

Suggested topics:
students suspected of cheating
a)
rough housing/name calling— how much is too much?
b)
dealing with students outside the classroom
c)
positive ways of dealing with students who put
d)
each other down
ways to encourage honesty
e)
ways to help students become aware of their own
f)
abilities
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Analysis of Phase IV: The Change Over
March, 1976

As the initial planning tasks had been completed,
the large

number of people who had been involved in the Planning Group
were
no longer needed.
a

Many benefits had resulted in having maintained

consistent attendance of between sixteen to twenty-two partici-

pants.

While somewhat cumbersome at times for discussion purposes,

more people helped in getting tasks accomplished.

There was

membership from which to choose to form various sub-groups.
project was able to start off with
ferent views.

a

a

wide

The

wide variety of staff with dif-

The final proposal reflected an ability to achieve

consensus on many points.

A broad base of staff became familiar

with the innermost workings of the project.
A smaller Advisory Group was formed to function during the

remainder of the year.

The primary membership came from the Planning

Group with plans to draw from other staff as needed.

Their function

would be to be the organizing force for those tasks which needed to
be completed.

This would also provide an opportunity to test out

the model for the following year.

The needs assessment/strength analysis survey proved its

worth as the "Working With Adolescents" team began planning.

They

had a core group of twenty-two volunteer staff members from which
to draw.

A widening circle of staff was being tapped as resources,

for this group basically consisted of staff who had not yet been in-

volved in the project.

They provided

a

wide spectrum of ideas and
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information as reflected in the workshop
survey results.

The sur-

vey indicated:

p)
(2)
(3)

In

communication was a primary concern
variety of resources was available
participant involvement in small groups,
workshops, or a combination of activities
was the preferred method of operation
a

developing the evaluation questionnaire that Planning
Group

members were asked to fill out the focus was on:

(1) what expecta-

tions had been prior to joining the group,
(2) if being

a

member of

the group had upheld or had changed the expectations,
(3) if the pro-

cesses used had meaning for the participants, and (4) satisfaction
or dissatisfaction with the work accomplished by the group.

Some key

points made in the evaluation statements included:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)

Personal and professional needs of group members
had been met.
Members stated they felt they had been listened
to by the administration.
Many participants had felt pressures from teaching and other commitments even though released
time had been granted.
An opportunity had been provided to get to know
other staff members.
Everyone had been involved and there had been
a good exchange of ideas.
The group had good interaction skills and most
contributions were heard and considered even
if not agreed with.
Many had become aware of others talents and
skills and gained respect for peers.
A minority felt the group was too large and
had become bogged down at times moving too
slowly.
Many members had felt a high sense of accomplishment.

Relationship of major incidents, events, and decisions to the
belief system

.

The major incidents, events, and decisions which oc-

1

.
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curred during March, 1976 are related In
the following section to
the selected belief system.
(1)

Active Learning
-Planning group members learned how to construct,
administer and summarize an evaluation questionnaire.
-The format of the questionnaire dealt with
people's
personal data.

-Having functioned successfully for the major part
of the year, the Staff Development Planning Group
was
able to apply learnings to formulate a model for an
Advisory Group.

-Volunteers were polled by the Planning Group to
gather data to be used in planning possible spring
workshop/ programs
(2)

Needs
-The evaluation statements written by Planning
Group members reflected that both personal and professional needs had been met.
-Social needs were met through the interactions
of the members of the newly formed "Working With
Adolescents" planning group.

-Status needs were met as staff assumed leadership roles as members of the Advisory Group.
-The workshop survey focused on identifying the
needs of potential participants.
(3)

Support and Feedback
-Teams were formed to provide a support system
in analyzing and applying the data collected from
the needs assessment/strength analysis survey.

-Positive comments such as, "We have a good group
of people who have signed up" were included on memos
to participants.

2D0

-Evaluation statements indicated that the
Planning Group members had offered each other
positive feedback and support.
-The proposed structure for the Advisory
Group provided for members to work as a team
throughout the remainder of the year.
-The administration supported the efforts
of the Planning Group by accepting the proposed structure for a Staff Development Advisory Group.
(4)

Strengths
-The formation of the spring planning team
was based on self-identified leadership and
organizational skills.

-The administration expressed faith in the
staffs' abilities by approving continuation
of the project for a second year.
-The tasks accomplished by the Planning Group
generated satisfaction of the membership according to statements in response to the evaluation
questionnaire.
(5)

Shared Decision Making
-The Planning Group designed the model to form
an Advisory Group and a spring workshop planning
team.
-The Planning Group reviewed the needs assessment and chose to focus on one topic.

-The planning team and volunteer staff chose to
prepare and administer a survey on the selected
topic, "Working With Adolescents," as an aid in
decision making in implementing spring programs.
(6)

Self-Direction
-Volunteers from the staff located resources for
the spring programs.
-The survey on "Working With Adolescents" was
initiated by the planning team.

d:
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-Volunteers made up the membership of the
Advisory Group and delineated their roles and
responsibi 1 i ties.
-Each member of the Staff Development Planning Group self evaluated participation.

Phase V:
Finalizing Tasks and Next Steps
April, May, and Junel^

Formation of the Staff Development Advisory Group

.

On April 8,

1975 the Director of Secondary Education sent an invitation to all

staff members to see

a

photographic display which had been set up by

the Staff Development Planning Group.

One of the members of the group

had taken, developed and mounted candid photographs of all who had

participated in the project.

These were posted with evaluation state-

ments about the project attached.

This was a way of providing feed-

back and of sharing information about involvement in the project with
all

staff.

The talents and strengths each member had brought to the

group were emphasized.

The photo board was

a

vehicle to meet the

status needs of participants through the recognition of their efforts.
A second focus was to stimulate wider interest in the project to en-

courage other staff members to become involved.
placed in each Resource Center for

a

The display was

week.

Along with the announcement, the Director sought to involve

more staff in the unfinished tasks.

He stated, "Since the potential

value of the program is a product of the staff work thus far, we hope
to have a good representation for the finalizing tasks.

you can give will be appreciated."

Any support

To facilitate responses sign-up
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sheets were placed adjacent to the photographs.
(1)

Areas included were:

review APIA policies, (2) work on Resource Centers,
(3) five-

college coordination, tuition waivers, and dual
appointments,

(4)

spring programs, and (5) 1976-77 programs.
A temporary Staff Development Advisory Group was formed
from

the list of volunteers.

It included eight members who had served

with the Planning Group, one new member, and the Director of Secondary
Education.

Although the structure and the make-up of the group had

changed, the intent was to encourage efforts to act consistently with
the humanistic belief system.

This group would also actively involve

the members in working on real problems.

Participants would be given

the opportunity to work from their strengths with the group providing
a

human support system.

provided for.

Individual needs and group needs would be

Involvement would continue at

decision making was practiced.

a

high level as shared

Ownership in the project would be en-

couraged as well as self-initiation and self-direction.

An additional

benefit for the functioning of this group was that most of the members
had already been involved in the process for several months.

They

would now be able to apply their new learnings and refine their

developing skills.
Initial meetings of the Staff Development Advisory Group

.

The

first meeting of the Advisory Group was held on April 9, 1975 and the

agenda outlined issues to be worked on by the group.

Implementation

of the secondary staff development model at the elementary level was
the first item discussed.

The Superintendent had indicated an inter-
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est in the development of

a

K-12 model.

The elementary school staff

had received copies of the proposal and following its review
responses
to the Superintendent indicated:

(1)

one school had a high level of

interest, (2) two schools were moderately interested, and
(3) one
school had no interest.

The group suggested that the Superintendent's

Council, with input from the Staff Development Advisory Group, be the

most appropriate place for developing plans as to how the two levels
could be most effectively meshed.

As strategies were developed this

information would be shared with the Advisory Group.

This process

would develop a communication link between the elementary and secondary
segments of the school community via the Superintendent extending the
potential for involvement of all staff.

The function of the Advisory Group was discussed and the group

determined there was a need to continue to explore roles and decision
making policies and procedures.

Suggestions included:

(1)

The facilitator serve as chairman for the remainder
of the year and the group consider involving another
staff member in that capacity the next year.

(2)

The group serve a two-fold purpose by acting as a
liaison/advocate for staff and in an advisory capacity to the Director of Secondary Education.

(3)

A process be developed to assure communication between the group and the Secondary Administrative
Council whereby policies could be developed and
submitted to the Council and whereby advice could
be obtained from the Council.

(4)

The group explore the possibilities of coordination
and role expectations with the Pupil Personnel Services segments of the school community.
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The "Results of the 'Working With Adolescents'
Workshop Survey" were shared by the coordinator.

The Advisory Group suggested

that the coordinator contact the working committee to
determine what

realistically could be implemented during the spring.

Time had be-

come a factor as the end of the school year was rapidly approaching.
The coordinator agreed to send suggestions from the committee to the

next Advisory Group Meeting for final decisions and for determining

what support the group could provide in implementing the programs.
The temporary Advisory Group reconvened on April 27, 1976 and
the meeting began with the coordinator of the "Working With Adoles-

cents" planning committee reporting first.

Because there were only

six weeks left during the school year, their recommendation was that
it would be more effective to wait until

grams.

fall

to implement any pro-

The committee wanted to continue to meet a few times during

the spring to prepare for fall.

Some resource speakers had been in-

vited to meet with them in May.

They agreed to give

a

presentation

of a potential program for staff in consciousness raising on drug

and alcohol abuse and adolescent problems.

The planning committee

would continue to seek current films and other resources that would
be useful

in promoting discussions in workshop or seminar settings.

The Pupil Personnel Services (PPS) Director had been invited
to this session.

He attended and discussed with the group role ex-

pectations and methods of coordination between PPS and the Advisory
Group.

Pupil

Personnel Services had already scheduled

a

series of

three workshops for staff to be held in May on implementing Chapter
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766.

The Director explained some of the background
which had led

to their development and expressed his hope
the sessions would be

helpful to teachers and would lead to further
activities in the fall.

The committee offered some suggestions:

(1)

that the sessions be

voluntary and not mandatory and (2) that participants be
actively
involved and not "lectured to."

A handbook and flyer had been pre-

pared for distribution to the staff and the group offered to react
to them and offer suggestions as to how they could be used most ef-

fectively.

The committee also agreed to serve as

a

staff develop-

ment advisory body for the PPS Director thus expanding their role.
The Director would receive minutes and agendas of meetings and in
the future would attend sessions when appropriate.
A number of topics having to do with future plans was dis-

cussed.

One included the problem of having the group feel comfort-

able with its role as "spokesgroup" for the staff.

Since the func-

tion of the group had changed and the make-up of the group had altered
the members wondered--what would prevent this from becoming "just

another committee?"

What would ensure that efforts would truly re-

flect staff needs and not individual agendas?

The general feeling

was to deal with those issues by acting on them.

And, to act on

them in ways that were consistent with the process the Planning

Group and now the Advisory Group had been util izing--focusing on the
selected belief system.

By continuously informing staff of the pro-

cess and by providing services to meet staff needs as promised, the

concerns might be alleviated.

The group agreed to return to the
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issues at a later date to check perceptions.

As one step the Advis-

ory Group would invite the sub-group that was going
to investigate
the five-college coordination, dual appointments
and tuition waivers
to attend the next meeting to define their focus and
plan next steps.

The role the Advisory Group should take in
renegotiating the

teacher

s

contract so that inservice credits would be recognized as

equal to university credits within the district was
considered next.

The need to examine the position of getting inservice credits
accepted
by other school districts was mentioned.

Because of the complexity

of the issue, the group's decision was to make the sub-group assigned
this task aware of the implications.

year be spent preparing

a

They would recommend that next

statement of policy to be submitted for nego-

tiation the following year.
The Advisory Group also expressed an interest in becoming in-

volved in the fall pre-school orientation activities with secondary
teachers.

The group agreed to recommend to the Secondary Administra-

tor's Council that next year's new teacher orientation be

group run by

a

a

support

teacher.

Exploring university-school district collaboration

.

On April

29, 1975 a meeting involving the staff of the Integrated Day Program

from the University of Massachusetts and staff from the Amherst
School District was held to explore possible connections the two might

make in the area of inservice/staff development.

In the past there

had been relationships between the University and the Amherst schools
on both a formal and an informal

basis.

There was, however,

a

need

I
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for a more consistent kind of collaboration.

The Integrated Day

staff was willing to explore how they might help make things
happen

more predictably.

The focus would be on the elementary level because

there was a prior commitment to people in degree programs and efforts

were already centered at that level.

The secondary staff would have

representation at the exploratory meetings and would be kept informed
of developments as they continued to work through their own sub-groups

investigating closer ties between the secondary schools and the university.

Communication with staff

.

There had been no direct communica-

tion with the secondary staff about the status of the Staff Develop-

ment Advisory Group and the progress it was making.
letter titled "Staff Development Lives

..."

A brief news-

was planned to be

written and distributed to all staff early in May.

(Appendix P)

It would identify the members of the Advisory Group, report on the

status of the "Working with Adolescents" committee, comment on the
Pupil Personnel Service components and the credential izing procedures

being prepared.

Through providing this kind of feedback to staff,

they would be better informed and better prepared to be involved in

making decisions when needed.

More support could be gained for the

Advisory Group's activities if communications were clear and frequent.
Exploring available resources

.

The Advisory Group met next

in mid-May with the main purpose being to examine plans and resources

that were becoming available to staff in

a

number of areas.

Repre-

sentatives of the "five college" committee came to the meeting to
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discuss procedures.

With the Advisory Group they decided their

first step would be to contact people from the University
of Massa-

chusetts who could provide them with information about past
policies
and procedures in the areas of coordination and dual appointments.

Once that information was gained

a

proposal would be formulated

that would reflect district and staff needs.

The proposal would be

presented to the Teacher Education Council at the School of Education.

Work was also continuing with the "Working With Adolescents" volunteer group.

The resource speakers had made

a

presentation and, based

on this, a recommendation was made that they run a workshop in the
fall on adolescent problems.

Finally, a representative of the Second-

ary Administrator's Council reported the concept of teacher involve-

ment in new staff orientation had been approved and the Council was
interested in further exploring methods and means with the Advisory
Group.

Finalizing tasks and preparing for transition

.

Tv/o

meetings

of the Staff Development Advisory Group were needed in June to finalize tasks and provide the way for a smooth transition into the next

year.

The first was held on June 4, 1976 and the "Recommended Pro-

cess for Credential izing Staff Development Activities" (Appendix Q)

prepared by the Director of Secondary Education was distributed.
main feature included the maintenance of

a

The

file of formal staff de-

velopment opportunities to be placed in each Staff Resource Center.
Advanced approval for participation would be indicated on each an-

nouncement or bulletin along with

a

notation of credit to be awarded
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for completion of each activity.

Staff wishing to petition for

staff development credit would fill out a
simplified form in advance
and have the form approved by the Director.

Credit would be entered

in the staff member's record upon receipt
of some indicator of suc-

cessful completion of the activity i.e., transcript
or statement

from the instructor.

Activities of an individual or

a

specific

nature would be detailed in an appendix to the petition and
would
also need to be approved in advance by the Director.

Provision was

made for an informal appeal process through the Advisory Group if
approval were not granted by the Director for

a

proposed activity.

A modified version of the Business Education Unit (BEU) would
be used in determining credit.

Considerations included the contact

hours involved, preparation required, written work or formal presen-

tation involved, and direction of activities for others.

This whole

new process of credential izing had the aim of helping participants
become more self-directed and show more self-initiation in developing

professional growth programs.

Involvement would be increased as in-

dividuals planned and made decisions about those programs.

All

record keeping activity related to inservice and staff development
was to be transferred from the Superintendent's office and centralized instead in the office of the Director of Secondary Education.

An annual report of all members of the secondary staff was to be

sent to the Superintendent and the School Committee.

Budget implications for the various resources were considered.
One of the expenses involved the corporate membership in the New
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England Training Institute.

The group decided that the staff be

polled to determine if there was enough interest
to make the invest-

ment worthwhile.

A minimum of fifteen people would have to
respond

positively.
The mechanism for communication and coordination
between the
K-12 Curriculum Committee and the Advisory Group
by the Director.

v^as

described next

The Instructional Materials Director serving

in

the area of curriculum and curriculum support services worked with
the K-12 Steering Committee to prioritize requests for inservice

training from staff.

The prioritized areas were to be sent to the

Director of Pupil Personnel Service, Director of Elementary Education, and the Director of Secondary Education for decisions on

focus areas and on what courses, workshops, etc. to offer.

The

Directors were then to share information with and seek advice from
the Staff Development Advisory Group.
As the school year drew to a close the Advisory Group held a

final meeting on June 15, 1976.

As they worked to turn the proposal

into reality the group was building upon the firm foundation of the

first year of the project.

The intent was to identify next steps

continuing to focus on the identified beliefs and to act consistently
with those beliefs.

The following items were discussed and recom-

mendations finalized:
(1)

to be submitted
by October
Education
Secondary
to the Director of

Budget— All budget requests were
1,

1976.

.
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(2)

NETI--A list of staff members
who had indicated
an interest in NETI had been
compiled from polling the staff.
While there had been sufficient
interest indicated, group members
recommended
(3) that the Director of NETI be invited to talk
with the Advisory Group in the fall
before investing in a corporate membership.

Elementary Staff Development Status--The
recommendation was made that parallel advisory
groups
(4) be maintained--one at the secondary level and one
at the elementary level.
They could meet together
when necessary.
Later in the year or the following
year the possibility of merging the groups
was to
be considered.

Orientation of New Staff--A lively discussion
ensued
about orientation programs for new staff in
the fall.
The administration extended an open invitation
to the
Staff Development Advisory Group to help.
Several
options were suggested:
Continue to have the Instructional Directors
plan and conduct new staff orientation.
(b) Try a new design.
Select someone to do the
planning and conducting of orientation with
the input from the Instructional Directors.
(5)
(c) Turn responsibility for orientation over to
a teacher.
(d) Assign a teacher to assist the Instructional
Directors in planning and conducting orientation.
(a)

The last option was selected and two teacher volunteers
would be sought to meet with the Instructional Directors
late in the summer for planning.

—

Newsletter A packet of materials was to be prepared
for distribution to all staff in the fall which would
include a summary of the work of the Staff Development
Groups and projections of possible projects. Course
descriptions of fall offerings were to be included as
wel

1

I
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Analysis of Phase V:
Apri

I

,

Finalizing Tasks and Next Steos
May , June 1^76

^

With the planning tasks completed and

a

new administering

structure designed, the Advisory Group worked to
implement the
staff development proposal.

Staff who had already participated in

the project, as well as new volunteers, were sought
to complete the

unfinished tasks.
interest and

a

The photo board display created

a

mild stir of

few names appeared on the sign-up sheets.

A wider

membership on the working groups was still needed and next steps
for the Advisory Group would be to try to attract more volunteers.

There was also
participation.

a

wide gap evident between junior and senior high
At this point much stronger support and

a

willing-

ness to serve was evident on the part of the junior high staff.

Strategies would need to be developed to gain wider representation
for the senior high members.
The ripple effect of the proposal was beginning to be felt.
The stone

— the

proposal --had been cast upon the waters and now the

ripples were spreading throughout the entire district.

Avenues of

communication were being opened at various levels--The Superintendent's Council, Secondary Administrator's Council, Elementary Administrators, Pupil Personnel Services, and elementary staff.

Obviously,

coordination of staff development related activities would need to
be formalized.

Keeping all members of the school community contin-

uously informed of events at the secondary level was essential to
help this happen smoothly.

For example, there would need to be

a
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consistent policy for granting credit and for determining
what types
of activities should be included.

The Amherst Pelham Teacher's

Association represents all staff and could not negotiate
policy for the secondary staff.

a

separate

There would need to be support from

both levels as professional growth policies were considered for
re-

negotiation.

Other ripples included new staff orientation, collaboration

with University of Massachusetts personnel, and exploring the variety
of resources for potential courses, workshops, and seminars to offer
staff.

The tasks were becoming increasingly complex and the ripples

were becoming waves.

Relationship of the major incidents, events, and decisions to
the belief system

.

For the final stages of the first year of the

project the categories below illustrate the relationship between the

major events, decisions and incidents that occurred and the humanistically based belief system.
(1

)

Active Learning
-Members of the temporary Staff Development
Advisory Group had the opportunity to interact
and learn from each other.

-Information and data were shared with the people
planning the elementary components of staff development.
-The Advisory Group learned how to gather resources
for potential staff programs and how to negotiate for
services.

-Committees working on various phases of the project
during the spring reported on their findings.
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-The staff was polled on interest in
joining
the New England Training Institute.
-The Advisory Group was able to interact
with
the Director of Pupil Personnel Services
sharing
information and resources.
(2)

Needs

-Status needs were met by giving participants
on the Planning Group recognition through the
photo display and accompanying statements.
-The "Working With Adolescents" survey identified staff needs/wants for courses and/or workshops.

-Involvement with the New England Training
Institute would be based on identified staff
needs.
-Information needs of the staff were met
through a newsletter, "Staff Development Lives.
and a packet of resource materials.

.

.

-A procedure was developed to allow staff to preplan individual growth programs to meet individual
needs.
(3)

Support and Feedback
-The Staff Development Advisory Group offered to
serve as advisors in support of the Pupil Personnel
Services involvement in staff development.

-The Superintendent sought to expand the model
from a secondary focus to a K-12 model indicating
support for the staff and for the work already
accomplished.
-The newsletter, photo board display, and memos
provided feedback to all staff.

-Suggestions from the Advisory Group through reactions to the flyer and handouts on the 766 May
Workshop provided support and feedback to the Pupil
Personnel Director.

,
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-Representatives from the School of Education
at the University of Massachusetts
offered support to the Amherst School District and
sought
ways for a more consistent means of
collaboration.
-The Secondary Administrator's Council
approved
teacher involvement in new teacher orientation
in
the fall.
(4)

Strengths
-The teacher/facilitator was selected to chair
meetings of the Staff Development Advisory Group
based on leadership and organizational skills.

-The formation of staff working committees was
based upon interest and self-identified strengths.
-The coordinator of the "Working With Adolescents"
volunteer committee exhibited organizational skills
and an ability to work with and communicate with staff.

-Staff members prepared courses to present to fellow
staff members based on self-identified abilities and
knowledge in selected areas.
-Group members expressed a sense of accomplishment
and felt successful completing final tasks and defining next steps.
(5)

Shared Decision Making
-The Advisory Group shared the secondary staff
development proposal with elementary administrators
and staff to provide a basis for future decision
making processes.
-The Staff Development Advisory Group was to act
in an advisory capacity to the Superintendent on

the means and methods of elementary school involvement.

-The function and roles of the Advisory Group were
determined with the administration.
-The "Working With Adolescents" committee with the
Advisory Group and the administration decided to defer courses and programs until the fall.
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-The Staff Development Advisory Group was to
serve as a liaison/advocate to staff and as
advisor
to the Director of Secondary Education.

a

-The administration and the Advisory Group developed
credential izing process.

-The Advisory Group was to serve an appeal function
for staff if questions over credentializing arose.
-The Advisory Group was to make recommendations to
the Director of Secondary Education on K-12 curriculum
related inservice.
(6)

Self-Direction
-Sign up sheets were used to seek volunteers for subcommittees.
-A temporary Staff Development Advisory Group was
formed.

-The Advisory Group invited the Pupil Personnel Services Director to meetings to explore roles and responsibilities.

-The staff located a variety of resources for the
"Working With Adolescents" program.

-The Advisory Group generated interest in getting
teachers involved in new staff orientation.
-The Advisory Group submitted budget requests for
implementation of fall projects.

-Staff procedures were developed for petitioning
for individual projects.
-Staff members planned to share skills and offer
programs to other staff members in the fall.

Summary
This chapter focused on an historical description of the inception and development of the Amherst Staff Development Project.

purpose of this chapter was to suggest what

a

The

staff development program
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congruent with the research and experience of
humanistic psychologists and educators might look like.

results of
a

a

The project represents the

school district's design of

a

process model to effect

re-conceptualization of inservice education.
A description of the setting and factors peculiar to the

setting in which the project was developed were identified.

discussed included:

the community,

(1)

(2)

Areas

the school district, (3)

the staff, (4) the administrative structure, (5) the student population, (6) programs, and (7) the professional organization.

Implica-

tions of characteristics unique to the situation were discussed in
the historical narrative.
A chronology of the major incidents, events, and decisions

described in the project was presented.

The emphasis was upon pro-

cess and the narrative included the methodology and procedures used
for:

(1)

pre-planning and planning, (2) beginnings, (3) selection

of participants, (4) needs assessment/strength analysis, (5) communi-

cation and evaluation.

A set of beliefs about learning and learning

environments was used as the basis for formulating the new design.
An analysis was provided to document practices consistent with the

selected learning approach in support of the new conceptual framework.

Incidents, events, and decisions were related to the stated

beliefs which guided this reconceptualization of inservice.

CHAPTER

IV

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

Staff development is

a

complex process and cannot be

approached in a superficial or simplistic manner.

In this dis-

sertation a reconceptualization of staff development was directed
toward a commitment to humanistic objectives.

The Amherst-Pel ham

Secondary Staff Development Project served as an example of an
approach to inservice in which the components were designed to be

consistent with the humanistic belief system thereby eliminating
many of the weaknesses found in inservice education.
approach

This new

to staff development was predicated on trust in the in-

dividual's ability to determine his/her needs.

Educational change

begins when teachers take control of their own development.

Humanizing staff development

.

Staff development programs

have been disjointed, mostly mass efforts, remedial rather than

developmental.

Most teachers want to grow and will grow if the

emphasis is on growth and not remediation.

Humanizing staff develop-

ment requires the provision of options, alternatives, and choices
within the structure with the expectation that there will be teacher
growth.

An open and supportive environment that expects each teacher

to find the best ways of changing his/her own behavior is most likely

ai8
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to provide better means for solving problems.

Humanizing staff

development is a process of designing learning experiences
cooperatively with the teachers.

Planning involves an acceptance and trust

in the self-direction of the individual

and utilizes many methods,

techniques and materials to provide numerous opportunities for successful learning.

New concepts to guide staff development

.

By using a humanis-

tic conceptual framework and by avoiding those factors which adversely

affect programs, new staff development designs could do
to change education.

a

great deal

While not offering the process model as

panacea to our ills, the author maintains that defining

a

a

belief

system about learning processes as extrapolated from the research
and experiences of the humanistic movement and consistently acting
in concert with those beliefs will

set of concepts.

hasten the formation of

a

new

These would replace the concepts identified by

Edelfelt and Lawrence (1975) in Chapter

I

as adverse forces.

A more

appropriate set of concepts could then guide the future of staff

development processes and programs.

Suggested by the author are the

following:
is to provide
an environment that encourages the learning
and incorporation into oneself the processes

(1) The primary role of the school

of change.
(2)

Learning is an active process requiring interaction with data.

(3)

Curriculum and teaching procedures should be
in continuous development.
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(4) The main business of teacher education is the
development of teachers as self-directed,

autonomous learners.
(5) Teachers

must be involved in the designing,
planning and evaluation of their own professional growth.

(6) The focus of inservice education should be

continuous professional development.
(7) Teachers need the opportunity to assume leader-

ship roles.
Programs of cooperative development
need to balance (or replace) compulsory inservice
education.
(8)

Supervision is helping, consulting, assisting and
supporting.

(9)

Teacher education should be based on
inservice continuum.

(10)

a

preservice/

Intellectual leadership in goal setting and planning
for inservice education appropriately come from collaboration among personnel from schools, teacher organizations, higher education and/or state departments
of education.

(11) The teacher is a group member involved in cooperative

planning.
tasks are best delegated to educators
within a general mandate that recognizes the rights
and responsibilities of both professionals and the
public.

(12) Professional

Applicability and Replicability of the Amherst
Project
Conclusions and recommendations
answer the following question:

.

This section seeks to

In analyzing the major events,

inci-

dents, and decision making processes of the project, what recommendations can be made concerning the applicability and replicability of
the findings for:

(1)

continuation of the project within the case
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district, and (2) implementation of similar projects in other
educational settings?

Empirical data gathered from questionnaires, self-

reports, formal and informal conferences and observations along with

limited statistical data provides the basis for drawing conclusions
and making recommendations.

year and is still at

a

The project just completed its second

very early stage in terms of experience and

availability of evaluative data.
The original questions about the experimental project posed
by the author were:

What would
like that

.

.

a

school based staff development program look

.

(1)

involved teachers in the planning, implementing
and evaluating of their own professional growth?

(2)

assessed and met the needs of teachers?

(3)

provided resources such as time and leadership?

(4)

met staff needs as well as district needs?

(5) differentiated experiences for different teachers?

Would a program based on the beliefs of the humanistic per-

spective be possible?

Would participants

.

.

.

(1)

become actively involved in solving real problems?

(2)

respond positively if given the opportunity to work
from their strengths?

(3)

apply new learnings and grow if they received positive feedback and support?

(4)

become involved in shared decision making?

(5)

benefit from self-initiated and self-directed inservice?
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Evaluative data will be presented which will give evidence
of the successful completion of major objectives.

Analysis of incidents, events, and decisions

.

One source of

data is the interpretation of the project which was described in
detail in Chapter III.

Following are samples from that analysis.

(1) A volunteer pre-planning team of teachers and

administrators worked together during the beginning stages of the project.
(2)

Staff participation in course work at the university helped give focus to the work in the
district.
Input and support from other teams
who were also in the process of developing inservice projects was beneficial.

(3)

Release time was provided to relieve pressure
on staff.

(4) The potential planning committee was formed to
include a diversity of representation to meet
the needs of all staff.
(5)

Committees were conceived as support systems
whereby members could look to each other for
assistance and counsel.

(6) The Planning Group generated its own lists of

questions, goals, and assumptions becoming actively involved in solving real problems.

Participants had many opportunities to learn
from each other in discussions and in listen(10) ing to other's ideas and suggestions.
(7)

variety of structures was used to allow participants to work on tasks. Opportunities were
provided for individual, small group and large
group sessions.

(8) A

(9)

Social needs of the membership were provided for
by arranging meeting rooms to facilitate communication and interaction.

Physical needs of the participants were met through
finding comfortable meeting rooms and providing food
and beverage.
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(11)

Provision was made for staff to meet each
other
informally and to share experiences thus helping to create a sense of belonging.

(12) Committee efforts focused on keeping appropriate
staff informed of events at opportune times.
(13)

Participants assisted in selecting meeting times
and in planning agendas.

(14) Leadership roles were assumed successfully by

various group members.
(15) Staff Development Resource Rooms were organized
to provide a supportive atmosphere for all staff.
(16) Trust in the staff and support for their efforts
was evidenced throughout the project by the admin-

istration.
(17) Staff members prepared courses to present to fellow
staff members based on self-identified abilities and
knowledge in selected areas.

(18) Programs were to be based on the perceived needs of
staff as determined by a nominal group process needs

assessment.
(19) A credential izing process reform was instituted and
was to be geared to meeting individual needs.

Evaluation questionnaires

.

Additional data are provided in

the results of the evaluation questionnaires completed by Planning

Group members at the final meeting in March, 1976.
of personal and professional

involvement and

a

A high degree

high degree of satis-

faction in the group's accomplishment is reflected in these selfreports.
(1)

(2)

Seventeen participants responded to the following questions
What were your expectations when you first came
to meetings of the Staff Development Planning
Group?
Did participation in the group meet your expectations? How?
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(3)

Could you characterize how much you participated
and why you chose to participate that amount?
If you withdrew could we know why?
If you participated enthusiastically could we know why?

(4) Whose participation had the most value for you?

Why?
(5)

What personal meaning did this project have for
you?

(6) What do you think the planning group accomplished?

Are you satisfied with these accomplishments?
(7) Would you be interested in continuing to work with

the group?

The resulting summary statements follow including the number
of times the item was mentioned by respondents.

accomplishment had developed in
having completed a proposal to submit to the
staff and the administration.
(12)

(1) A high sense of

(2)

The meetings had provided an opportunity to get
to know other staff members.
(8)

(3) Many had felt pressures from teaching and other

commitments even though released time had been
granted.
(7)
talents and
peers.
for
respect
gained
(7)
had
skills and

(4) Many had become aware of others'

(5)

Everyone had been involved and there was
exchange of ideas.
(4)

a

good

and most
(6) The group had good interaction skills
even if
considered
and
heard
contributions were

not agreed with.

(4)

(7)

The group was too large and had become bogged
(4)
down at times moving too slowly.

(8)

Personal and professional needs of members had
been met.
(3)

listened to by the
(9) Members felt they had been
administration.
(2)
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There was substantial pride in having been given

a

challenge

by the administration to create a framework for staff
development

programs and having completed the task with the administration accepting the results.

Also ranking high were items relating to the

group and the group process.
a

Several commented that they found this

good opportunity to meet and work with other staff members and

that during this process they became aware of others talents and
skills.

The pressure of time and other commitments were burdensome

even though a majority of the work was completed on school time.

Planning group members self-reports

.

The complete text of

the evaluation statements follows.^^

This project helped me clarify some ideas I
had developed about inservice.
I
feel much more
During the last two months
sure of what I thought.
I have participated less because of outside pressures.
I
wish I had not made the other commitments but I did
it long ago before I knew about this committee.
While originally I thought the group would plan
and run inservice programs I realized that in the time
I
am satisfied with
we had I had expected too much.
what the group accompl ished--good planning, groundwork-only if we keep it alive, however.

first came to
meetings although I wondered if it would be possible
for such a diverse group to put together a truly viable
program without engaging in continued philosophical deFrom what I saw and experienced during those
bate, etc.
sessions I was able to attend, virtually everyone was "involved" in exchanging views, questioning values, etc., etc.
It became quite apparent to all that there were some very
interesting issues at hand and some very direct needs that
People could easily relate to the purcould be addressed.
pose of the group.
I

had very few expectations when

I

^^Three of the statements were included as samples in
Chapter III, pp. 191-193.

.
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My participation was puito limitod primarily
because I became totally involved in collective
bargaining with APIA and did not have the time to
continue
full participation.
Initially when I was able to be involved the project meant for me that I could be part
of
a group that could create a program that
might serve to
make us all better teachers--something which past inservice programs and many outside programs have been
unable
to do for many reasons.
Such a venture would be truly
professional, a label that I happen to be quite fond of
and proud of.
I
feel the planning group accomplished a great deal.
Assuming that the school committee is willing to endorse
the recommendations there is the potential for a truly
outstanding program which would probably do a great deal
toward addressing the needs of individual staff members.
It is most pleasing to note that the proposal is staff
generated and not administratively imposed.

Though I was unable to attend the first meeting, I
heard some positive feedback and chose to attend the second
session.
This was my first participation in a brainstorming session in this district (aside from my departmental
area)
I
felt that the process really bogged down in several
sessions and very little was accomplished.
Probably the
group was too large.
Development and progress seems to
have primarily been achieved in sub-groups.
I
am pleased with the proposal, especially with the
staff needs/strengths survey which will be annually administered.
Hopefully we will see an improvement in our
staff development program. I am not, however, interested
in any continuing participation.
I
did not realize that the SDPG had the broad task of
formulating staff development but thought it was more to
In part I wanted to learn
plan actual inservice offerings.
about functioning at the secondary level and to begin to be
involved.
participated only minimally because meetings were
I
scheduled at the same time when I was scheduled to work
with students.
Personally the project gave me a brief exposure to
secondary level staff and the way that they function in
feel that a comprehensive
I
completion of a complex task.
plan has been developed with clear procedures for teachers

and others input.
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My feelings about the Planning Group
originally were
mixed.
I
had high hopes that it would be able to
make some
changes in the process of inservice in the district
but being reality based I was uncertain what could
be changed in
a short period of time.
The group functioned way above and
beyond my expectations.
It was a group that worked hard to
achieve its goals and the end product is one of which
I
am
very proud.
We made some significant gains through development of the proposal that will be reflected throughout
the
district. We have gained a group of "believers"
I was an enthusiastic participant
and continued to be
through the last meeting.
Facilitating a group of peers was
difficult at first but the group after initial traumas grew
very open and responsive to one another and my role became
less difficult.
I
gained a great deal of respect for staff
members I knew only slightly or not at all. The opportunity
to exchange ideas and opinions and to work together has made
me feel better about the school system in general.

When I first came to meetings of the Planning Group I
was puzzled.
I
had heard so many negative attitudes toward
all other planning groups.
Now, I think the group accomplished
much.
I see some immediate goals being met i.e.
the course
now in progress.
There were concrete plans, outlines and
guidelines drawn from which a group (any group) could function.
I
participated in three planning sessions.
I withdrew
only because of time factors.
So many other demands were being made I could not fit all things into my schedule.
I
got
to meet and share ideas with many people whom I do not think
I would have
known without those circumstances.
I was glad to have the chance to participate and
looked
forward to it. The issues were important. We dealt with
them--some particularly more than others. We made progress.
There really was much ground to cover and a great deal was
accomplished.
Hope we can carry on and not let it drop.
Working with people I respect and enjoy--getting to know
others--for a "community" purpose had personal meaning for
me.
I
withdrew (with much regret) because my job was too demanding and I didn't have the time to participate. Was sorry
couldn't attend consistently.
I

that we designed an innovative approach that asfear that
I
sumes that we as teachers are mature learners.
may so
perspective
different
from
a
operating
policy makers
parI
progress.
our
undercut
they
that
alter our approach
to
right
the
demand
because
I
ticipated enthusiastically
direct my own professional growth.
I

feel
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I
am undecided whether this was an exercise
in
futility or the laying of the groundwork for a
client
oriented approach for staff development in our
school.

I wasn't really sure what
to expect from the project.
know that this topic had met with many negative
feelings
in the past.
Things look good now--there was a lot accomplished.
I
enjoyed the meetings greatly. Some good ideas
were exchanged. At the start I thought I was very much a
part of things, however, after I missed the sessions I came
into a situation I had lost contact with--really didn't know
what was going on at that point. Feel guilty about this but
was too involved with other commitments.

I

Having helped design the agenda for many of the meetings,
guess I was concerned about the results.
Quite frankly I
also expected limited participation by most of the group. The
group turned out, however, to be conscientious, concerned,
vocal and task oriented.
Things were accomplished efficiently
and rapidly and with a high degree of enthusiasm for accomplishing the charge made to us.
I
had a feeling of accomplishment and enjoyed the opportunity of working with a group of highly dedicated people.
I
did a great deal of the paper work and organization of activities.
I

I
expected to plan with others for meaningful inservice
programs and my "special" interest would be P.P.S. The total
process, its makeup (organization) and the pre-planning had
value for me.
It would appear to me that the eventual offerings for in-service, information, etc. will be very worthwhile
to staff.
We made a beginning toward in-service training and
learning a central area for information--an opportunity (vehicle) for all staff to use.
Although there is less and less time for meetings etc.
in my department I would be interested in continuing to work
with the group.

—

hoped there would be more concrete developments concerning an in-service program and the development of a practical
However, the group should have been limited to
program.
(5 from each school) who had indicated an interest in the
can't seem to get over-excited
I
program on a voluntary basis.
also felt
I
about nothing. Many of the sessions were too long.
Some
expounded.
"out-of-it" when the "educationese" was being
"semandiscussed
people like the sound of their voices. Some
Others like to argue and expand on what
tics" too heavily.
others say.
I
hope these remarks are taken as they were intended.
I
kind
this
love
people
do not mean to put down the project, some
did sign up for an in-serI
Sorry, it's not my bag!
of work.
vice course as a result of the project.
I

I

1
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I
am enormously interested in the topic staff
development because I feel that it is the staff
that
sets the "tone" of the learning environment in
the school.
In another way I am a strong believer in the
models we are
for students and all the subtleties (messages) that
transmit themselves whether conscious or not. Therefore, if
we
champion our own growth and development as a staff then we
have a better chance of--understanding/challenging our students so that they may become as much as they can possibly

become.
I
learned a great deal from the various talented individuals in the group.
If pressed, I would say that I
learned most from those members who were most different
from me- -a challenge is my thing!
It was comforting to know that much of what I think
is important in education/learning is important to others.
More specifically communication is where it's at i.e. communication with self, others and the world out there!

When I volunteered to work with the Staff Development
Planning Group I felt that:
(1) I would be able to offer
some experiences that I've had (2) Perhaps a new approach
could be found to deal with inservice needs (3) The group
would use some form of participating decision making process.
All of my expectations were met, however, I was
disappointed at the lack of a sense of urgency that most
people exhibited and the slowness of the process.
The process gave me a chance to say something I felt
it necessary to say; to contribute, and to communicate with
some extraordinary people towards a goal that we could establish ourselves.
In actual fact we did only ground work for the process
I
guess I like to
to come.
It was too slow— but necessary.
We made a first step towards
do things rather than plan them.
changing the traditional Inservice Model— That in itself was
an accomplishment I suppose.

Secondary staff development final report

.

Because of the suc-

cessful nature of the first year of the project, it was continued into
the 1976-1977 school year.

menting.

While

a

The focus shifted from planning to imple-

complete description and analysis of the second

year of the project is beyond the scope of this study, the following
generalizations drawn from the Final Report are included because they
reflect the work of the first year and provide additional evaluative
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data.

Those planning to begin programs or to
change current pro-

grams should find the information useful.

Staff Development Final Report 1976-1977

The complete Secondary
is

included in Appendix

R.

(1) A

Staff Development Advisory Group composed of
volunteer teachers and administrators was formed
to carry out the tasks outlined in the proposal.
A master calendar was developed by the group which
outlined major tasks and deadlines.

(2) The same processes

(based in the belief system)
used during the planning stages of the project
were used during the implementation stages. The
result was an inservice program in which staff were
actively involved at every stage.

(3)

Designing and redesigning the process of setting up
procedures for implementing each aspect of the program
became a major part of the group's activities.

(4) The

Staff Development Advisory Group began work on
the program in the fall of 1977 by matching the results of the needs assessment administered to staff
with instructional programs and by contacting staff
members individually who had expressed special needs.
In addition, specialized seminars and workshops designed by others were supported by the Advisory Group.
Staff meetings were also explored for providing activities of a general nature that would be useful to the
entire staff. A course catalogue was prepared and
presented to the staff.
During the courses assistance
was offered to instructors and participants as requested.
In all there were eleven courses with more than eighty
secondary staff members of a possible 140 either teachOf the eleven
ing or participating in the program.
courses, nine were taught by district personnel, one
by a university professor and one by a consultant.

(5)

The committee discovered that as the year progressed
too many tasks had been taken on and therefore determined that the first priority would be the running of
inservice course programs (i.e. assessing needs, negotiating and publicizing courses, monitoring progress
and evaluating results) and meeting individual staff
members perceived needs. Other tasks which had been
identified during the planning year (the newsletter,
the resource rooms, and college coordination) were
given lower priority.
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(6)

In a self-evaluation of their year's
work as a
committee, the Staff Development Advisory Group
made these statements:
(A) Regularly scheduled
meetings would make personal scheduling problems
easier.
Both the group and the individual were
frustrated when conflicts caused people to arrive
late and to leave early.
(B) An isolated meeting
place was important.
(C) Given the shortness of
most meetings, it was important to begin promptly
so as not to get too rushed.
(D) Having the group
determine the agenda for most meetings was very
successful.
(E) Although the group was small (nine
members) and often felt they left too much work for
the chairman, there was a general good feeling about
the work done and the working of the group together.
"We enjoyed our task and each other."

(7) At the end of the

year the faculty of the two schools
completed an evaluation of the year's staff development programs. The results briefly summarized are:
(A) The needs assessment seemed to work for those who
participated. The scope and variety of needs listed
helped the staff and they appreciated having their
needs followed up with courses.
(B) The once-a-semester
catalogue was a great help in providing people with an
opportunity to plan their time and to choose among alternative offerings. The clear explanations and the
spelling out of time commitments were especially valuable.
Staff members were frustrated when two courses
of equal interest were scheduled to meet at the same
time or when a course was withdrawn due to a lack of
participants.
(C) The evaluations given with most
(D)
courses provided a means for expressing feelings.
Ongoing information provided was appreciated.
(E) Most
staff members felt they would use a university registraIndividual staff
tion procedure if one were offered.
members would also like the committee to consider helping with tuition waiver policy, negotiating university
credit for our courses, using curriculum days for staff
development, giving interns staff development credit,
and sharing information of university courses and instructors.

The results of the evaluations (number six and number seven)
will

form the basis for the Advisory Group's work during the 1977-

1978 school year.
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l^w teacher orientation program

Another aspect of staff

.

development in which the Staff Development Advisory
Group was actively involved was the new teacher orientation
program.

Two

teachers from the Advisory Group volunteered to work
with administrators in planning and implementing

a

new type of orientation.

The Advisory Group was available to offer suggestions and
to react
to their proposals and programs.

The goals of the program were to

help them adjust to a new teaching situation.

Part of the goal was

to provide support for each new staff member going through a period

of adjustment.

New staff identified their needs and the planning team con-

ducted appropriate activities based on their requests.

This was

in contrast to the predesigned programs of other years.

New staff

were encouraged to participate in the direction of the program.
In

evaluating the program (Appendix S) the new teachers and the

planning team offered the following recommendations:
(1) Continue with similar form, organization and
information as this year.
(2)

Minutes of each orientation session should be
written and distributed to the new teachers.

(3)

Orientation should be designed to meet the different needs of staff familiar with the school
district as well as those unfamiliar with the
district.

(4)

New teachers should have unscheduled free time
to deal with all of the information generated
by orientation.

(5)

Time for staff introductions within each school
should be provided (not just the new teachers
standing up in a faculty meeting, but the veterans
introducing themselves as well).
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(6)

The structure and atmosphere of the
sessions
should be designed to give support to the

group.

(7)

It should be determined before the
orientation
session what administrative information will
be
communicated and new teachers should be asked
what additional information is needed.

(8)

Department Heads and experienced teachers should
be involved on a voluntary basis in the orientation process.

(9)

Informal question and answer sessions should be
an integral part of the sessions.

(10) Meeting time should be flexible and depend on
the nature of the meeting.
(11) Careful

scheduling of meetings should occur to
avoid any conflicts.

(12) Meetings should be more frequent than once every
two weeks and should be concluded before the end

of the first marking period.

Based upon these recommendations, the Advisory Group ex-

pressed an interest in continuing and improving upon the process
for the following year.

Completion of major objectives

.

In

summary it can be stated

that the data reflect the Amherst Secondary Staff Development Pro-

ject has been successful in:
(1)

involving teachers in the planning, implementing
and evaluating of their own professional growth.

(2)

assessing and meeting the needs of teachers.

(3)

providing resources such as time and leadership.

(4) meeting staff needs as well
(5)

as district needs.

differentiating experiences for different teachers.

And, a program based on the beliefs of the humanistic perspec-

tive was possible.

Participants:
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(1)

became actively involved in solving real problems.

(2)

responded positively given the opportunity to work
from their strengths.

(3) applied new learnings and grew as they received

feedback and support.
(4)

became involved in shared decision making.

(5)

benefited from self-initiated and self-directed
inservice.

Continuation of the project in the case district
dations to the Amherst-Pelham School District as

a

.

Recommen-

result of the

project are as follows:
(1)

Continue to employ teachers and administrators
on advisory and working committees.
Focus on
helping teachers assume leadership roles.

(2)

Provide for follow-up studies to document the
continued development of the project.

(3)

Continue to focus on opening up communication
processes--teacher to teacher; teacher to administrator.

(4)

Continue to provide support in terms of released time and consider increased financing
Possibly seek funding
of project activities.
sources to augment the limited district funds.

(5)

Focus on involving members of the staff who
have as yet not played an active role in the
process.

(6)

(7)

Begin to involve students, the community and the
School Committee more to further understanding
and gain increased support for the project.

Explore using different times for conducting
Find the most appropriate and efactivities.
fective times, not always after a long school
day.

.
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(8) Make a better connection with the MB0--

—

Management by Objectives process to ensure
the program is truly individualized.
Explore with universities developing a preservice/inservice continuum at the secondary

(9)

level

Recommendations for application or replication

consideration is:

.

The next

What implications does this project have for

school districts who wish to change or to improve their inservice

efforts?

First

a

cautionary note.

This model has been identified

as a process model and as such strategies alone are really of

secondary importance.

This does not discount the need for rational

strategies but they must first be placed in
framework.

a

proper conceptual

While broad educational goals are much the same, each

school district and each school within a district has unique prob-

lems and needs.

This historical description of an educational

reform— development of

a

comprehensive program of inservice educa-

tion--can be read for ideas and insights that are transferable or

adaptable once factors endemic to the local situation are isolated.
No two staff development programs will be or should be the same.
In addition to the guidelines suggested in Chapter III

to make in-

service more effective, the following recommendations for application and/or replication are:
( 1 )

Have staff members work in teams whenever possible

vide training in leadership skills and group process skills

.

Pro -

.

Interaction with others increases both depth and breadth of
thinking.

Many experiments have indicated that individuals do not

I
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think at the highest levels of their
potential when and if they think
alone (Froberg, 1971). The responses
an individual makes to the
Ideas of others, spoken or not, bring
about growth within the partici-

pating individual.

together as
(1)

a

Listed are some reasons why staff should
work

group.

They are able to identify or limit a common
problem more readily and accurately.

(2) They are more selective in determining the
methods to be used in searching for the an-

swers.
(3)

They are able to analyze the various points
of view relating to the problem.

(4) They are able to be more objective in evaluating a program while it is in motion.

(5)

They are able to be more objective in evaluating how they themselves are growing.

(6)

They are able to make changes in the program
as the need arises.

(10)
(7)

They are able to share information.

(8) They create an atmosphere of interest and

understanding.
(9)

They are able to determine those personal
problems that prevent progress.
They are able to put into effect those decisions which are made.
(Froberg, 1971
p. 15)
,

(2)

The possibility of implementing new staff development

designs rests heavily on the teachers
and the expected role changes

'

understanding of the program

.

Gross, Giacquinta, and Bernstein (1968) identified four
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barriers to an organizational innovation
dependent on
vice training program.
(1)

a

new inser-

Their proposed innovations failed
because:

Teachers lacked a clear understanding
about
the new role they were to play
they
did not have a clear idea of the
performance
expected of them.
.

.

.

(2) Teachers lacked the necessary skills and

knowledge to carry out the new instructional
package.
(3)

The organizational arrangement of the school
in the form of school schedules, assignment
of teachers, was incompatible with the innovative program.

(4)

Teachers lacked the required materials and
equipment to implement the new program.
(Sobol, 1971, p. 13)

The roles of both administrators and teachers will be changing.

Welles (1975) notes that although many administrators make

efforts to develop democratic structures, school systems as
still

function in an hierarchical fashion.

a

whole

While inservice programs

should participate in changing organizational habits, they must
also realize the impact that administrative attitudes and behaviors
have upon classroom teachers.

Edmunds (1966) elaborates:

Another factor with considerable weight lies
in the area of 'functions and roles' which we
associate with the educational position we hold.
A teacher may be quite hesitant about suggesting
there is a need for a faculty meeting because, in
terms of his understanding of his role perimeter,
this is a function of his school principal.
Because of this extrapolation from his self-identified hierarchy of function and role, the teacher
may also feel that any suggestions for in-service
teacher education would originate with the princiConversely, a prinpal and not with the teacher.
cipal may feel that by virtue of his position, any
in-service programming ideas should come from him,
and thus regard himself as a manipulator of people
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(3)

to get them to do what he desires,

complexity of

dressed eventual ly

35)

^ or^ time

Do no^ undertake too many things

aware of

(p.

but

issues which will need

^

^

.

Froberg (1971) provides some useful beginning suggestions:
(1)

Have as simple an organizational structure
as possible.

(2)

Avoid becoming involved in complex and longterm projects until they have become more
stable in their development because evidences
that tangible progress and worthwhile achievements are taking place, are the most effective
stimulants to continuous growth and pursuit of
knowledge and understandings.

(3)

Begin with those problems that worry, disturb
and irritate the personnel.

(4) Start where the personnel
(4)

are, and give them

time.
(5)

Maintain flexibility.

(6)

Be content with small

beginnings.

(7) Move step by step into more complex problems.
(p. 14)

Select

^

philosophical and psychological basis for your

work and utilize what is known about learning to improve the processes of inservice growth

.

Constantly check to see that behavior

consi stently reflects these underpinnings

.

While this study was based upon beliefs rooted in the humangrounded in
istic tradition, it is possible to structure programs

other theories.

The kinds of processes used by

a

staff for its own

degree with which
professional growth will be greatly affected by the

I
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staff members understand and utilize current
knowledge of how

people learn and why people behave as they do.
A teacher education program in service
will of necessity operate in terms of what
the participants believe about learning and
behavior.
The wide divergence of understanding among any school staff about learning,
and about the conditions under which learning
takes place most effectively, probably presents
a substantial block to the development of an
adequate in-service program. There can be
little hope of implementing the directional
purposes of a teacher education program unless
some basic agreements are reached as to what is
believed about learning and how learning takes
place within the individual and within a group.
(Edmunds, 1966, p. 45)
(5) Since inservice education is a process for planned

change and changes through inservice education take place in an
organi zational context

,

an understanding of the psychol oqy of the

processes of change and its applicability
is necessary

^ the

educational setting

.

The variables relating to altering traditional inservice

teacher education programs are the same or similar to those of any
other social organization that engages in change (Devore, 1971).
The body of literature to which educational change agents refer are

those studies in strategies of change and the change process itself.
If measurable change in both teacher and student is desired then be-

coming familiar with this body of literature represented by Havelock
(1973), Schmuck and Miles (1972), Bennis, Benne and Chin (1969), Bent-

zen (1974), Harris and Bessent (1969) and Goodlad (1975) is useful.
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Several researchers have attempted to identify
variables and

elements subject to change.

Westby-Gibson (1967) states that schools

can be changed in two ways:

by changing their structure and by chang-

ing their personnel.

Edmunds (1966) believes the elements of

a

school which can be changed are the purposes, the physical environ-

ment, the quality and quantity of instructional materials, the content of the curriculum, the organizational framework and the perform-

ance

and behavior of the professional staff.

critical variable as the individual.

He identifies the

He states:

Educational change is fundamentally dependent
upon change in people's attitudes, understandings, skills and behavior.
The changes which
occur in terms of buildings, instructional materials, school organization, curriculum content, operational processes and school purposes
are in reality but manifestations of change in
the persons responsible for those elements of
programming,
(p. 16)

Change will not come about swiftly or painlessly.
occurs it is the result of

a

When change

continuous process of training.

change is accompanied by risk.

If an individual

All

is to change his/

her attitude and behavior he/she must have an opportunity to experi-

ment in psychological safety.

Our basic modes of operation are

rooted in old habits, traditions, techniques, values and interests.

When we try to change these modes of operation we are challenging
the person as an integrated being, to change what he/she is.

(Harris,

1966)
(6)
i

n

Consider the total array of needs on

^

long range basis

establishing priorities for staff development programs

.
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Any school district considering
altering staff development
programs is likely to face some difficult
issues.

School budgets

are low and getting lower, costs
are rising and in many communities
the public IS rebelling against taxes
and procedures for financing

education.

Even if a school district has sufficient
funds there

will be disagreement about the kinds of
changes that would be recog-

nized by different interest groups as improvements.

Professional

growth programs demand long range planning and
coordination, appropriate sequencing of activities, evaluation and support
of change
efforts.

"One can logically argue that priority should be assigned

not so much to particular objecti ves but to the careful
development
and selection of procedures and materials for a variety of inservice

education objectives" (Lawrence, 1975,

p.

19).

Recommendations for Future Research
Research and development

.

One of the weaknesses found in the

review of the literature was that there was limited hard research
data available to determine why staff development programs had suc-

ceeded or failed.

Most of the literature contained descriptions of

what had happened and/or perscriptions for what should happen without documentation.

What is needed by colleagues are comprehensive

analyses that deal with the total system of staff development.

It

is much easier to explore the specific while ignoring the whole and

that is one reason there are many research reports on factors that

must be considered in designing programs but few comprehensive enough
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to qualify as research in staff development.

There are at least two explanations for this
lack of research in staff development.
The first
is that since its nature is interdisciplinary
the
goals are broadly defined.
Researchers seek situations that are manageable and have clearly defined,
specific goals.
They avoid those that are complex;’
that have unwieldly populations long-range results
and broad goals difficult to assess. The second
reason that research in staff development is so
lacking is that the little research done is on the
local level and not disseminated.
This research is
situational, not considered general izable and therefore not reported beyond the desk of the principal
or superintendent.
These two treatments of research
in staff development have the combined effect of
rendering it almost invisible.
(West, 1977, p. 37)

Wallace (1974) supports this and offers another reason for
the lack of data.

inservice education

"Yet, in the area of continuous, comprehensive
.

.

.

the literature remains inadequate, per-

haps because the design and implementation of such systems have

been slow in evolving

.

.

.

the need for more descriptions of suc-

cessful models remains a crucial one" (p. 8).

There is the poten-

tial of research for improving staff development and there is an

existing need.

Thus, the more systematially data is gathered,

analyzed and disseminated the more knowledge will increase and the
more tools there will be available to improve specific undertakings.
West (1977) contends that management in industry and business
bears a resemblance to staff development in school systems.

"Big

business and big education are more alike than different" (p. 38).
In

guiding the practices and programs of management in business

and industry, research has a useful history.

Management journals
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are full of evidence that research is actively
and widely conducted.

Widespread research efforts in management have
produced many generalizations relating leadership, communication and group
process with

performance.

All

three of these areas were noted as relevant to the

design of staff development programs.

If Rensis Likert in New Pat -

terns of Management (1961) can cite the following generalizations

representing the scope of management research findings, what is to
prevent a similar process in education?

These examples were selected

to represent the scope of management research findings.

Leadership and Organizational Performance
(1)

Employee-centered supervisors are higher producers than job-centered supervisors.

(2) A superior's genuine interest and unselfish

concern for the success and well-being of his/
her subordinates have a positive effect on their
performance and their job satisfaction.
(3)

To have a friendly, supportive relationship with
one's colleagues is more important to most people
than relatively minor financial rewards.

Communication , Influence
(1)

,

and Organizational Performance

Ease of transmitting ideas upward is associated with departmental effectiveness.

(2) The higher the productivity,

accuracy
(3)

the greater the

of perceptions.

Good comnuni cation and good performance go
together.

Group Process and Organizational Performance
(1)

Work groups that have high peer-group loyalty
and common goals are effective in achieving
their goals, whether the goals are consistent
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with or counter to the goals of
the company.
(2)

Better results are obtained when an
organization uses its humanpower as members
of wellknit work groups with high
performance goals
than when its members are supervised
on an
individual person-to-person basis.
(West, 1977, p. 40)

Evidence of the impact of the cited research
findings can be
found in the subsequent implementation by
industry and in the further research it has stimulated.

Likert

s

Examples of the application of

research abound in industry and some have even been
tried

in education.

research in

a

This brief description is intended to illustrate
how

complex social system can lead to the development of

theory which can then be implemented in practical programs
(West,
1977).

Research questions in staff development

.

The following ques-

tions are examples of some of the problems in staff development re-

quiring research.

They will be difficult to research because they

are broad and complex with many variables.

There is

a

need, however,

for the type of research that will treat important issues even if

they are global in nature, that will give direction to staff develop-

ment programs, and that will improve programs as they are being conducted.
(1)

Why have staff development activities, whether inservice,

summer institutes or college courses not been more successful when
the teacher tries to implement new learnings?

Are teachers discouraged by the institutional press for con-

formity and by lack of support for the newly gained idea?

Research
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is needed to investigate
this question.

What are the variables that can
be identified that cause
"innovations" in education to fail?
(2)

...

The history of educational
innovation,
It was marked by
disappointment, disillusionment and despair,
both on the part of the innovators
and those
for whom the innovations were intended.
Repeatedly, under quite different conditions,
innovations were introduced only to fail a
short time later.
(Devore, 1971, p. 3)
as we read it was dismal.

Many schools have adopted innovations only
to have them dis-

appear within
to exist.

a

few years leaving no evidence as to why they
ceased

Examples are the curriculums prepared by university
study

groups in the 1960's and the schools that either open
with or convert to highly innovative programs but gradually resume

mode of operation.

a

traditional

One research problem would be to compare schools

and/or teachers that remain innovative with those that revert to traditional ism.
(3)

What kind of

a

staff development program would enable

one to become an effective leader and administrator?
In

most areas, beyond the state certification requirements

which typically call for only teaching experience and an advanced
degree, there is no planned program.

What elements need to be con-

sidered in producing effective leaders?
(4)

How does one prepare

a

teacher for all the roles the pro-

fession requires?
The primary focus of preservice preparation is preparing the
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teacher in the role of teacher of
students.

Less attention is given

to other roles the teacher must
assume--individual professional,

liaison with parents, and member of the
teaching profession.

And,

almost no attention is given to several roles
that a teacher must
perform in professional practice— member of

a

faculty, colleague of

other professional educators, and member of

a

teacher organization

(Edelfelt, 1975).

Some of these roles are particularly appropriate

to staff development since they only have relevance
when actual

teaching begins.

How might teachers be prepared for these roles

most effectively?
(5)

Can preservice programs continue to operate without

giving attention to developing preservice/inservice continuums?

Research could provide answers to the following questions.
Should preservice students and inservice teachers be educated to-

gether or should their programs remain separate?

Should preservice

education continue to be the responsibility of the college and university and inservice the responsibility of the local school district?
What other arrangements and/or organizations should be involved in
the process?
(6)

How should the effectiveness of staff development programs

be evaluated and by whom?

Perhaps no other single element in the inservice program is
so important as evaluation.

Evaluation is essential for assessing

the degree of success of past inservice programs and for guiding the

direction of future programs.

In terms of inservice program develop-

i

.
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ment it serves to improve procedures and
content.

terms of

In

finances, it serves to give an account of
the effectiveness of

money spent and to justify future financing
(Lawrence, 1975).
Aside from the centrality of evaluation to any
scheme of inservice,
the one point on which virtually all the literature
agrees is the

lack of adequate evaluation systems (Nicholson,
1976).

Very few

schools carry on careful evaluation of inservice education.
all

Nearly

studies reviewed by Lawrence (1975) revealed evaluation when it

occurred was conducted by persons outside the school system indicating
a

need for evaluation by school personnel.

Uniform means of report-

ing outcomes were also noticeably lacking in these studies.

Typi-

cally, the reports gave the topic of an inservice program, and the

research procedures but neglected specifics about how the program
was organized and conducted (p. 21).

Some controlled, systematic

study of evaluation and evaluation processes and procedures is
crucial
(7)

Should there be consortia or collaborative arrangements

and to what degree do they improve the effectiveness of inservice

education?
"The recent literature with respect to collaboration among

entities consists largely of descriptions of individual projects,

occasionally with critical evaluations of the effects of those projects.
1976, p.

The general literature is very thin indeed" (Nicholson,
33).

With the exception of Governance by Consortium ,

(Hansen, 1974) and Rethinking In-Service Education

,

(Edelfelt and
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Johnson, 1975) the remaining literature
focuses on particular programs.

Very few of these are accompanied by
evaluation of particu-

lar collaborative arrangements.

It is very difficult to evaluate

the effectiveness of collaboration as such
unless variations in de-

grees and types of collaboration are tried and
compared.

Research

studies are needed in this area.

Summary
This study was concerned with the conception and implementation of comprehensive programs of staff development.

framework offered provided

a

The conceptual

scheme for changing inservice education

as it has previously existed.

Elements essential in this reconcep-

tualization included:
(1)

examination of concepts that have shaped inservice
education as it is know today

(2)

presentation of a new set of concepts to guide future inservice education

(3)

presentation of a set of humanistic beliefs about
learning and learning environments to serve as a
guide in the implementation of new designs.

A process model --the Amherst-Pelham Secondary Staff Develop-

ment Project--was presented as

a

design framework to document prac-

tices consistent with the conceptual framework.

An historical de-

scription of significant events within the district which led to the
inception and development of the project was provided.

There was

chronological report of the major incidents, events, and decisions
of the project.

Included were the methodology and procedures used

a

I
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for:

(1)

selection process of participants.
(2) beginning pro-

cesses, (3) planning processes,
(4) needs assessment/strength

analysis processes, (5) communication
processes, and (6) evaluation processes.

The incidents were analyzed and the
project's ef-

fectiveness assessed.

By tracing the progress of this project
the

study offered information to those wishing to
develop, implement,

and/or evaluate changes in their inservice teacher
education programs.

The study gathered evidence which was consistent with and

which supported the following conclusions:
(1) Teachers and other staff members want and need
to be involved in staff development.
(2)

Staff competencies need to be identified and
utilized.

(3)

Staff development should be based on assessment
by staff of their perceived needs.

(4)

More continuity and cooperation should be sought
between preservice and inservice programs.

(5)

The single school or school complex with its administrators, teachers, and support staff is the
key unit to focus on as all staff members help
plan, implement and evaluate their professional
growth.

(6) A system for evaluation and accountability is

needed for effective staff development programs.
(7)

Staff development programs will benefit if provision is made for the formation of teams, task
forces and other cooperative arrangements to provide mutual assistance and support among staff.

(8)

Reward systems other than monetary and credit
collection need to be considered to improve incentive.

.
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(9)

Encouraging voluntarism in all phases of staff
development is a necessary ingredient.
(10)

Program activities which provide for active rather
than passive roles, are of a practical, concrete
nature, and relate to a teacher's daily problems
will be well received.

(11) Staff development that incorporates differentiated
experiences for different teachers (that is, is individualized) will be more successful than common
activities for all

(12) Time, leadership and financial

support are most
valuable resources for staff development.

(3)

As a result of the study recommendations were made for
(1)

continuation of the project in the case district, (2) application
and replication of the project in other educational settings, and

further research and development.

Recommendations for the case district included:
(1)

Continue to employ teachers and administrators
on advisory and working committees.
Focus on
helping teachers assume leadership roles.

(2)

Provide for follow-up studies to document the
continued development of the project.

(3)

Continue to focus on opening up communication
processes--teacher to teacher; teacher to administrator.

(4)

Continue to provide support in terms of released
time and consider increased financing of project
Possibly seek funding sources to augactivities.
ment the limited district funds.

(5)

Focus on involving members of the staff who have
as yet not played an active role in the process.

(6) Begin to involve students, the community and the
School Committee more to further understanding

and gain increased support for the project.
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(7)

Explore using different times for conducting
activities.
Find the most appropriate and effective times, not always after a long
school
day.

(8) Make a better connection with the MBO--Manage-

—

ment by Objectives process to insure the
program
IS truly individualized.

(9)

Explore with universities developing a
pre-service/
inservice continuum at the secondary level.

Recommendations for application and replication of the project in other educational settings included:
(1)

Have staff members work in teams whenever possible.
Provide training in leadership skills and group
process skills.

(2)

Gain teachers' understanding of the program and the
expected role changes.

(3)

Maintain a balance. Do not undertake too many things
at one time and be aware of the complexity of issues
which will need to be addressed.

(4)

Select a philosophical and psychological basis for
the work and utilize what is known about learning
to improve the processes of inservice growth.
Constantly check to see that behavior consistently reflects these underpinnings.

(5)

Provide for an understanding of the psychology of
the processes of change and its applicability to
the educational setting.

(6)

Consider the total array of needs on a long range
basis in establishing priorities for staff development programs.

Recommended research questions for future research and develop-

ment included;
(1)

What are the variables that can be identified
that cause "innovations" in education to succeed?
to fail?
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(2)

What kind of staff development
program would
enable one to become an effective
leader and
administrator?

(3)

How does one prepare a teacher for
the diversity
of roles the profession requires?

(4)

Why have staff development activities not
been
more successful when the teacher tries to implement new learnings?

(5)

Can preservice programs continue to operate
without giving attention to developing preservice/inservice continuums?

(6)

How should the effectiveness of staff development
programs be evaluated and by whom?

(7)

Should there be consortia or collaborative arrangements for inservice education? To what degree do
they improve the effectiveness of inservice education?

In

establishing these recommended research questions, the

author has been mindful of the following statement made by West
(1977):
If research in staff development is to be
implemented
we will increasingly need
historical surveys, longitudinal studies of
the effects of staff development, and organic
research into the social system of the schools.
For each of these there is a need.
Recognizing
the diversity that exists among schools, we must
begin systematically to describe and analyze what
is happening,
(p. 44)
.

.

.
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teaching PERSQNNFI

PROF ESSIONAL GROWTH AND IMPRO
VFMFNT
4131
nolaers of Ba chelor's and
MaUiF^Ppgrpp.

1

by such an institution and
approved by the School CommittL.
•p

transcript of credits and grades or

a

certified statpmpnt

evidence of'havii^rmet thi^requi^ement^'''''^'^

teachlngTfthrrlchoorSStlel.'"’™'
arranged that no more than three
years shall elapse without participation.
Credits
earned during one four-year period may not
be applied for fulfillment of the requirement for a different
four-year period. The remainder of credits may be earned by participation
in non-college
areas as approved by the Superintendent of
Schools.

Ml consecutive

School Committee approval

12/16/74

APTA

TEACHING PERSO NNEL

-

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENT
ADVANCED DEGREE HOLDERS

4131.3

Those holding a "master's degree plus 30" its equivalent, or
other advanced degree may satisfy the professional growth requirement either by meeting the conditions of (4131.2) or by completing,
for each four-year period, an independent growth program which has
met prior administrative and/or School Committee approval.
School Committee approval 3/17/69

APTA

TEACHING PERSONNEL

-

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENT
Evidence of Growth

4131.4

Presentation of evidence of having met these requirements shall
be the responsibility of the teacher.
At some time during each school
year a teacher shall make a report in a manner approved by the adminis-
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tration of each course completed or credit earned during
the previous
school year and summer period.
School Committee approval 3/17/69

APIA

TEACHING PERSONNEL

-

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENT

The requirement for participation in a program of Growth and
Improvement shall be waived for a teacher who:
a.

Has reached his 60th birthday an^ has
ten years service in this system, or

b.

Has "Master's plus 30," or its equivalent, or an
advanced degree, and has twenty-four years service in this system or another system with equivalent standards for professional advancement.

a

minimum of

School Committee approval 3/17/69

APTA

TEACHING PERSONNEL

-

INDIVIDUALIZED PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
PROGRAMS

4131.6

Upon successful completion of an approved individualized professional growth program, a teacher on the bachelor's degree schedule
will be placed on the comparable step of the Master's Degree salary
schedule for the next annual contract issued. Approved Individualized Professional Growth programs:
1.

Shall state the unifying professional goal for which
the program is developed and indicate the specific
objectives designed to help the teacher reach those
goals.

2.

Shall include at least 30 college credit hours earned
by successfully completing graduate or undergraduate
courses at an accredited institution of higher learnTranscripts of credits and grades shall provide
ing.
evidence of having met this requirement. Up to 12
hours related college credit may be counted toward
this requirement if they have been earned within the
four year period just prior to the approval of the individual's professional growth program.
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3.

Shall

4.

Shall be in writing, signed by the
teacher and
the supervising administrator involved.
Copies
of each signed program will be submitted
to a

be developed in consultation with
the
teacher's supervising administration.

professional growth committee of the AmherstPelham Teachers Association who will review
and make recommendations to the Superintendent
of Schools.
The Superintendent will review and
give final approval for each program.
5.

Shall be modified only after consultation with the
supervising administrator and an APTA professional
growth study committee, and the approval of the

Superintendent.

TEACHING PERSONNEL

-

SALARY GUIDES/SALARY INCREMENTS

4141.2

Salary schedule increments are not automatic. A school committee may deny a salary increment upon the recommendation of the
Superintendent of Schools for one of the following reasons:
a.

Failure to give evidence of satisfactory growth
and improvement as prescribed by policy 4131.1
or pol icy 4131 .3.

b.

Unethical behavior as judged by the school committee in reference to the NEA Code of Ethics.

c.

Failure to adhere to written directives of system administrators.

d.

Failure to achieve an overall rating of "Good"
on a formal evaluation report.
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APPENDIX C

1.

GUBA-CLARK FRAMEWORK

2.

LoU CHART-LEVELS OF USE
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TO:
RE:

Staff Development Proposal

Attached is a proposal which has been developed at my request
to serve as a potential model for a viable in-service/staff
development program.
As we evaluate this proposal for possible implementation, your
observations and recommendations would be appreciated.

Could you look over the proposal and indicate areas of strength
and/or areas of possible adjustment? We will appreciate your
candor.

Thank you.

Director of Secondary Education

1
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AMHERST-PELHAM REGIONAL SCHOOLS
STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

September, 1975

Background
The formal in-service and staff development program within the
school district has been under review and discussion for some
time.
The responsibility for that program has traditionally
rested with the Superintendent of Schools.
As a result of the revised management plan for the school district, responsibility for in-service and staff development shifted
to the Directors of Elementary and Secondary Education for their
areas of responsibility on July 1, 1975.

An initial meeting to develop plans for an in-service program for
the secondary staff of the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District
for the 1975-76 school year was held July 29, 1975. Areas covered
at this meeting included:
(1)

Resources
Issues and ideas raised in the following articles and books
were discussed:
(a)

"In-service Education: The State of the Art" by Roy
The article presents a brief history of inEdelfelt.
It presumes that in-serservice education in America.
vice education takes its character from some fundamental conceptions about schooling, about learning and teachTwelve
ing, and about human motivations and relationships.
such concepts are identified as having been historically
Included are:
important in shaping in-service education.
(1) The main business of teacher education is the quest
for mastery of some relatively stable subject matters and
methods of teaching.
(2) Supervision is diagnosis, prescription, modeling, inspection, and rating, and (3) The
central purpose of in-service education is the remediation
They are reof teachers' deficiencies in subject content.
the fuguiding
garded by the authors as inappropriate for
hisdeep
their
ture of in-service education yet because of
educational
torical roots they remain forces with which
leaders must reckon.

I
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(b)

"Teachers' Strengths:
Basis for Successful InService Experiences" by Louise F. Waynant.

Waynant states that in-service teacher education
is potentially one of the most important and
effective means of helping teachers acquire current
professional information and learn alternative
teaching strategies. The problem is that traditional in-service programs have often been ineffective despite substantial investments of time,
funds, and consultant services. Teachers have
often found programs threatening, confusing, or
irrelevant.
One solution to the problem of providing efficient programs might be found in looking for teachers' strengths and assets and in accepting teachers' own interests and concerns.
Maximum involvement of teachers in planning the
in-service program appears to be one level of addressing the problem.
(c)

Helping Relationships by Combs, Avila and Purkey
This work begins with principles of behavior widely
accepted among humanistically oriented psychologists
and examines what such concepts mean for persons who
work in the helping professions. Effective helpers
need to be guided by the best we know of the dynamics
of human behavior offered by the science of psychology.
The authors attempt to answer these questions:

(d)

(1)

"What ideas about human behavior have special
value for understanding the helping relationship?"

(2)

"What do these imply for effective practice in
the helping professions?"

"How to Diagnose Group Problems" by Bradford, Stock
& Horwitz
This article analyzes the causes and symptoms of some
common problems that interfere with group growth and
productivity and describes some methods of diagnosis.
A basic thesis is that if a group is healty it grows
and changes becoming more cohesive, more productive,
more capable of helping its individual members in
(1)
Common group problems include:
specific ways.
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conflict or fight (2) apathy and non-participation (3) inadequate decision-making.
Groups
need to build in feedback mechanisms
to help
in their own steering.
Such a process calls
for collGcting informdtion on thG discrGpdncy
between what the group wants to do and what
it
is doing so it can make corrections in
its direction.
(Note:

(2) General

Copies of these articles along with a
number of other resources are available
for review.)

Goals

With no attempt to establish relative priorities,
possible goals for the program could include:
(a)

Involving teachers in the planning and implementation of in-service growth.

(b)

Increasing the effectiveness of all participants.

(c)

Providing means for self-evaluation.

(d)

Developing the interpersonal growth of teachers
and administrators.

(e)

Changing patterns and methods of directing learning experiences.

(f)

Improving utilization of educational resources.

(g)

Providing feedback about the effectiveness of
teaching and administering.

(h)

Improving teacher-student relationships.

(i)

Improving staff relationships (special focus on
junior-senior high interaction).

(j)

Providing opportunities for discussing and sharing ideas.

(k)

Providing opportunities for continuous growth and
extension of competencies.

)
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(3)

Role Clarification

Responsibilities were delineated as follows:
(a) Jack Heffley as the Director of Secondary
Educa-

tion will be ultimately responsible for the program.
He will write a charge for the planning
group, allocate resources, and review program
progress.

(b) Merrita Hruska will

serve as a member of the
planning group acting as a facilitator for the
development and implementation of the program.

(c)

Stan Dobosz will serve as a resource person for
the facilitator and the planning group.

(d) A planning group composed of interested teachers

and administrators will institute the program.
Part of their function will be to prepare and administer a needs assessment and to address such
issues as:
(1)

What should be done at the local building
level and what should be the relationship
of this program to system-wide programs?

(2)

What individual differences among teachers
can be identified in setting up in-service
programs?

(3)

What is (or should be) the relationship between in-service participants?

Incentive for becoming a member of the planning
group might take the form of release time (1 day
in September, 2 days in October and h day in
November, December and January or as proposed by
the Planning Group.
The facilitator and Director will invite between
8-12 staff members to participate in the initial
sessions and then make provisions for additional
staff input as interest develops.
(4)

Factors Affecting the Establishment of an Effective Program
An analysis of factors within our schools which might affect the establishment of an effective program was started
and the following factors were deemed as potentially influential
.
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(a) Staff support
(b) Administrative support
(c) Past in-service experiences
(d) District policies and priorities
(e) Curriculum days
(f) Faculty meetings

Community resources
University resources
Time
(j) Leadership
(k) Commitment pressures
(g)
(h)
(i)

766
Decision making procedures
(n) Communication systems
(o) Budget
(p) District Curriculum Committee
(l)
(m)

(5)

Time Framework
Key times were identified as:
(a) The third week in September for the formation

of the planning group
(b)

By December 1, 1975, budget needs will be iden-

tified
(c)

Presentation of the program to be during the
spring of the year

Once the planning group convenes they will construct
a more explicit time table that will enable them to
meet the established deadlines.

Planning Group
The following staff members have been invited to serve on the staff
development planning team.

Betsy Carlisle
Ginny Bastable
Alan Bridges
Diane Mallory
Maria Hall
Tom Gral inski
Bob Kelly
Michael Froning

Tom Styspeck
Bob Dube
Joan Lindeman
Frank Llamas
Jim Scott
Donna Glazier
Ginny Siddall

John Craig
Mary Alice Wilson
Dick diRaffaele
Laura Potts
John Moran
Ann Mathieson
Rod Tulonen

Other members of the staff are welcome to join the group if their
time commitments permit.

APPENDIX
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Definitions

-

Working Draft

To facilitate the individual and
collecti ve personal and
professional growth of the secondary teacher.

A^:

To facilitate the implementation of
school district
policies and priorities, i.e. multicultural
etc.

To provide opportunities for staff to fulfill
the
required professional growth defined in the APTA
policies.

Personal and Professional Growth which are stated in
the
goal of the Staff Development Program should be
defined.
Personal Growth - Any aspect of Staff Development which is
of interest to a staff member, and may or may not be related to a person's professional duties in the AmherstPelham Regional School District.
For this growth, credits
needed for future increments would be given but no portion
of the cost of this growth would be paid for by the district.

Professional Growth - Any aspect of Staff Development which
is directly re Ta^e^ _to_oj i_ny^ol_ved_wi_th^ a person's profes2
sional duties in the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District.
For this growth, credits needed for future increments will
be awarded and a portion or all of the cost of this development will be supported by the district.

Goal Objectives and Activities

Goal:

To facilitate the individual and collective, personal and
professional growth of secondary teachers working in the
Amherst Regional School District.

Objectives
1.

To recommend procedures whereby professional staff members can utilize a variety of options to demonstrate
their professional growth.

Activities
Teachers participate in college courses.
Teachers may design, contract, and participate in small
group or individualized learning.
Teachers with expertise in a particular area may provide
instruction to various staff members.
Content orientated staff development sessions requested
by interested teachers.

.
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Departmental
Interdisci pi inary
Regional
Curriculum
2.

To recommend mechanisms for credential i zing
and granting credit for formal and non-formal
learning/growth

experiences sponsored by district and/or outside institutions.

Activities
Establish a procedure for granting staff development
credit for experiences other than courses.
Consider a modular system based on:
Hours of Attendance
Demonstrated Competencies
Re-negotiate individually or as a group Policy 4131.1
Appoint a person to act as a liaison between the University (5-College) and the Amherst Regional School District.

Re-evaluate with APIA, Policy 4141.2
Recommend hiring of a one-half time Staff Development
Coordinator whose duties might be:
To organize and coordinate programs and workshops which
would be outcomes of teachers' requests and/or state
and/or federal requirements.
To expedite processes between Colleges and District
which alleviates "red tape" for teachers desiring
course work.
To establish a more effective procedure in order to
take full advantage of "tuition" waivers.
To assist teachers in establishing different blocks of
time and/or setting for skill sharing (i.e. hours,
evenings, entire day, weekends,) (district, college,
retreats)
3.

To establish procedures which will advertise and inform
teachers of the available Staff Development options.

Activities
Establish a clearing-house to centralize and advertise
information.
Establish a clearing-house to facilitate the sharing of
needs and resources.
Design a Staff Development newsletter.
4.

To formalize procedure in order that teachers may collectively have input into determining system goals and themes
for district sponsored Staff Development programs.
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Activities
Elect three (3) teachers who would:
Determine validity of request for financial support.
Establish coordination between secondary and elementary Staff Development Programs.
Work with School Committee to negotiate district
priorities.
Establish time framework within which a teacher may assess
priorities for a given year.
(Teacher may take 1-3
years to fulfill contractual obligations)
Construct annual needs assessment
Construct annual interest inventory
Catalog potential Staff Development offerings
Design a time survey (availability important in both directions)
5.

To establish procedures for peer training in order that
staff can share skills and/or knowledge.

Activities
Do teacher strength analysis.
Schedule offerings at acceptable times and places.
Utilize district facilities and personnel whenever
appropriate.
Publish a computerized resource directory in order that
teachers may formally and informally seek out resources.

APPENDIX
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AMHERST-PELHAM REGIONAL SCHOOLS
STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL
Background

THeform^

in-service and staff development program within
the
school district has been under review and
discussion for some time
The responsibility for that program has
traditionally rested with
the Superintendent of Schools.
As a result of the revised management plan for the
school district,
responsibility for in-service and staff development shifted
to the
Directors of Elementary and Secondary Education for areas of
respon
sibility on July 1, 1975.

An initial meeting to develop plans for an in-service program for
the
secondary staff of the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District for
the 1975-76 school year was held July 29, 1975. Areas covered at
this meeting included:
(1) Resources
Issues and ideas raised in current articles and books
were discussed.
(2) General Goals
Possible goals for the program were listed.
(3) Role Clarification
Responsibilities were delineated as follows:
(a) A planning group composed of interested teachers
and administrators will institute the program.
(b) The Director of Secondary Education will be ultimately responsible for the program. He will write a
charge for the planning group, allocate resources, and
review program progress.
(c) Merrita Hruska will serve as a member of the planning group acting as a facilitator for the development
and implementation of the program.
(d) Stan Dobosz will serve as a resource person for the
facilitator and the planning group.
(4) Time Framework
Key times were identified as:
(a) The third week in September the formation of the
planning group.
(b) December 1, 1975 identification of budget needs.
(c) Presentation of a program during the spring of the
year.

Planning Group and Staff Development Meetings
The following staff members were invited and accepted the challenge
As work progresses
of serving on the staff development planning team.
other staff members will be welcome to join in the task.
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Betsy Carlisle
Ginny Bastable
Alan Bridges
Anne Cann
Diane Mallory
Maria Hall
Bob Kelly

Michael Froning
Bob Dube
Joan L indeman
Frank Llamas
Jim Scott
Donna Glazier
Ginny Siddall

John Craig
Mary Alice Wilson
Dick diRaffaele
Laura Potts
John Moran
Rod Tulonen

At the first Staff Development meeting on September
23, 1975 discussion centered around the types of inservice program group
members
had experienced.
Generally it was far easier to cite negative experience than positive ones--i.e. "Disasters We Have Known But
Not
Necessarily Loved."

The following questions were generated and used as a basis for discussion at the second meeting held from 9:00 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. on
October 3 at East Street.
(1) How will we get people to attend who have been "lost"
through negative experiences?
(2) How can we equalize the value of inservice with university offerings? That is, can we grant university credit for
inservice programs or can we negotiate equalization through
professional growth and improvement?
(3) How can we prevent overlapping of district inservice and
university offerings?
(4) How can we focus on a 7-12 program and still not exclude
K-6?
(5) How can we build in a guarantee of success for our first
venture?
(6) How can we build in choice and flexibility?
(7) Should we have tight themes?
(8) How can inservice fit in with MBO contracts?
(9) Should we eliminate the term inservice and substitute
staff development?
(10) How can we tie inservice to our daily work?
(11) How can we best determine the needs of the staff?

Assumptions, Resources, Goals, Objectives
From the discussion the following areas were identified and all information was collected into a working draft.

Assumptions Upon Which the Staff Development Program Will Be
Based
Teachers should be included in the planning and implementation of programs.
Programs should meet the needs and interests as identi2.
fied by teachers.
You don't learn anything unless it has meaning for you.
3.
1.

4.
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Growth is

a

choice.

Resources to be Explored
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Lexington Channel 27
staff strength analysis
Other school systems
Worcester Conference
Continuing Education
5 Colleges
HEC
MTA
Funds (School Committee)
All

Suggested Goal, Objectives
Goal:
To facilitate the individual and collective personal and professional growth of secondary school teachers, implement school district policies and priorities and provide opportunities to fulfill
the required professional growth defined in negotiated policies.

—

Personal Growth
Any aspect of staff development which is
of interest to a staff member and may or may not be related to a
person's professional duties in the Amherst-Pelham Regional School
District.

Professional Growth -- Any aspect of Staff Development which
directly related to or involved with a person's professional
duties in the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District.
is

Objectives:
1.

To recommend procedures whereby professional staff members can utilize a variety of options to demonstrate
their professional growth.

2.

To recommend mechanisms for credential i zing and granting credit for formal and non-formal learning/growth
experiences sponsored by district and/or outside institutions.

3.

To establish procedures which will advertise and inform
teachers of the available Staff Development options.

4.

5.

To formalize procedure in order that teachers may collec
tively have input into determining system goals and
themes for district sponsored Staff Development programs
To establish procedures for peer training in order that
staff can share skills and/or knowledge.
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No^:

Two additional objectives will be added.
One will be concerned with an evaluation procedure and the other with
budget, time
and space components.

’

Next Steps
Sub-groups of the larger group have been formed to work on the objectives and activities.
They will be meeting throughout the next three
weeks and will report at the next meeting of the planning group tentatively set for November 19.

APPENDIX G

ROUGH DRAFT
STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL
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G^:

To facilitate the individual and collective
personal and
professional growth of secondary school teachers,
implement
school district policies and priorities and
provide opportunities to fulfill the required professional
growth defined
in negotiated policies.

Personal Growth -- Any aspect of Staff Development
which is
of interest to a staff member and may not be related
to a
person s professional duties in the Amherst-Pelham Reqional
School District.

—

Professional Growth
Any aspect of Staff Development which
is directly related to or involved with a person's
professional duties in the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District.

OBJECTIVE

1

To recommend procedures whereby professional staff members
can utilize a variety of options to demonstrate their professional growth.

ACTIVITIES
(1)

In order that professional growth can take place in as
many ways as possible the Staff Development Planning
Group recommends the following options be available for

staff:
A.

Take courses through
extension.

B.

Design and implement an individualized growth contract.

C.

Participate in or present district sponsored Staff
Development programs (content oriented, skills
development, curriculum development).

D.

Participate in or present district workshops (small
group, departmental, whole staff, interdisciplinary)

E.

Participate in district conmiittees (curriculum development, staff development).

F.

Share talents through writing, speaking, or teaching

G.

Attend professional conferences, conventions, and
workshops.

H.

Participate in specialized travel programs.

a

recognized university or
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(2)

The Director of Secondary Education will
accredit the
methods selected by staff for meeting professional
requirements.

OBJECTIVE

2

To recommend mechanisms for credential izing and
granting
credit for formal and non-formal learning/growth
experiences
sponsored by the system and/or available from outside the
system.

ACTIVITIES
The Staff Development Planning Group will:
(1)

Reevaluate with the APTA policy 4131.1 and policy 4141.2
to explore the possibility of eliminating the 3 credit
college course requirement. That is, have professional
growth credit become the equivalent of university credit
for salary increments.

(2)

Appoint a person(s) to act as a liaison between the
University/School of Education and the Amherst School
District to expedite enrolling in courses.

(3)

Explore the possibilities of dual Amherst School District-5 College Staff appointments.

(4) With the Director of Secondary Education develop a more
effective procedure in order to take full advantage of

tuition waivers.
With the Director of Secondary Education establish a
procedure for granting staff development credit through
the MBO process.
With the appropriate administrator
each staff member will within the time framework established in negotiated policies assess personal and professional priorities annually and negotiate the amount
and kind of credit granted.

(5)

(6) With the Director of Secondary Education consider the

hiring of a full time or part time Staff Development
Coordinator following the 1976-77 school year.

OBJECTIVE

3

To establish procedures which will advertise and inform
the staff of the available staff development options.
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ACTIVITIES
The Staff Development Planning Group will:
(1)

Develop a master schedule to publish projected activities and meeting dates.
(To be started January, 1976)

(2) Act as a clearing-house to centralize and advertise

information.
(3) Design and distribute a Staff Development newsletter.
(4)

Maintain a bulletin board in both buildings to disseminate information.

(5) With the

Instructional Directors serve as coordinators
to the staff informing them of available options.

OBJECTIVE 4
To formalize a procedure by June, 1977, in order that teachers
may collectively have input into determining system goals and
themes for district sponsored Staff Development Programs.

ACTIVITIES
The Staff Development Planning Group will:
(1)

Construct and administer to all staff members an annual
needs assessment.
(First one to be completed in January,
1976)

(2)

Construct and administer to all staff members an annual
(First one to be completed in
interests inventory.
January, 1976)

(3)

Work with the APTA, the Administration, and the School
Committee to establish district priorities for Staff
Development programs.

(4) With the Director of Secondary Education establish commun-

ication and coordination between secondary and elementary
Staff Development Programs.

OBJECTIVE

5

To establish procedures to increase opportunities for staff
participation— including sharing of skills and/or knowledge—
and to increase educational resources.
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activities
The Staff Development Planning Group will:
Do a teacher strength analysis.
December, 1975)

(1)

(To be started in

(2) Act as a clearing house to facilitate the sharing
of

needs and resources.

(3)

Establish a catalogue or directory of personnel,
materials and resources so that teachers can totally
and informally seek out information.

(4)

Establish a professional growth office where all
relevant materials will be located.

(5) Organize and coordinate programs and workshops assisting staff in scheduling offerings at acceptable times

and places.
(6)

Recommend a budget for the 1976-77 school year and
explore funding possibilities.

(7)

With the Director of Secondary Education explore the
possibility of use of Staff Meetings, Department
Meetings, Curriculum Days, and Interdepartmental Meetings for staff development.

OBJECTIVE

6

To provide for formative and summative evaluation of the
project.

ACTIVITIES
The Staff Development Planning Group will:
(1)

Continuously monitor progress through use of the
Master Schedule.

(2)

Check progress against the statement of objectives.

(3)

With the Director of Secondary Education provide a
written summative evaluation of the project in the
Spring of 1976, and in the Spring of 1977.

APPENDIX H

JUNIOR HIGH SOCIAL STUDIES RESPONSES
TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONNAIRE
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JUNIOR HIGH SOCIAL STUDIES

CONTENT

:

Teaching Basic Skills

I.

Reading Skills

— Book

Selection

Disciplinary Problems (Class Discipline)

II.

Legal side of what is possible to do to kids.

Handling Conflict Situations

Handling Emotional Differences (766)
Is

it innate or learned skill?

Meeting Needs of Non-English Speaking Students

Sensitivity Training
Strategies for Various Problems

Classroom Management
Training in Alternative Responding

Training in Frame of Reference
Helping Students with Special Needs

Curriculum

III.

Centered Around Needs of Department

Management

IV.

Change and Decision-Making resulting from
Objectives of Staff Development

STRUCTURE
I.

II.

III.

:

Easier Entry into UMass Courses

Volunteer Attendance--Not Mandatory
Credits for Attendance
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Credits accepted at graduate school
IV.

Meet Needs of People Involved

V.

Short-Term on Specific Issues
Greater Variety and Flexibility of Offerings

VI.

Teachers Teaching Teachers

CLIMATE-STYLE
I.

1.

Needs Determined at Curriculum Meetings

2.

Follow Through on Recommendations

3.

Feedback on Classroom Effects

4.

Subsequent Needs Identified

:

Support Group for Teachers
People get to know one another
People feel rejuvenated at end of session
People feel more competent--successful in their jobs
Serve refreshments

Diagram
Group--T.A.
Who work together

\

Meet (4 times?)
To

Solve Problems

With Facilitator
(inside/outside)
Who provides:
organization
supplies
followup

I

Defined Goal and Outcome (Product)

/
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December 15, 1975

TO:

Planning Group Members

RE.

Secondary Staff Development Proposal

proposal developed by the planning
copy of the master planning schedule
for the remainder of this school year.
a

I
would like to take this opportunity to express
our appreciation
for your active participation with the planning
group.
The proposal is^ an excellent one and we will now move
to implement as
(1)
much of It as possible— starting this spring and
continuing into
next year. The fact that so many staff members had
a voice in the
design of the proposal will help to insure the success
of our staff
(2)
development/in-service efforts.

Merrita Hruska and Stan Dobosz have asked that I also notify
you
(3)
of the planned next steps in implementing the proposal.

Staff Development Resource Rooms will be located in Stan's
office at the junior high and the administrative intern's
office at the senior high.
A needs assessment/strength analysis will be planned and conducted by a team of members from the Planning Group. They
will use faculty meetings in January to collect data.

The next meeting of the entire group will be in late January
or early February to analyze the data and to plan for implementing workshops and/or courses in March or April.
Again, thank you for your efforts in preparing this proposal.
It
has all of the necessary elements to help us establish a continuing
program that will move in-service from being a word to being a concept.

Sincerely,
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SECONDARY
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December, 1975
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TO:
The Director of Secondary Education
FROM:
The Secondary Staff Development Planning

Group

OVERVIEW
Whereas the need for continual growth and renewal of
staff is
recognized in this district, the individual staff member
has most of
ten been left to his/her own devices to satisfy
requirements as iden
tified in negotiated policies.
Staff development programs in the
past frequently fell short of their goals because of the lack
of a
comprehensive and systematic framework that included planning and
meaningful input by staff.
In an effort to correct this situation
the Secondary Staff Development Planning Group recommends the follow
ing:
1)

A two year plan be developed which will:
A)

B)

Facilitate the professional growth and development
of staff in meeting district requirements by:
(1)

Improving the local school district's communication with institutions of higher learning to
aid staff in attaining college credits.

(2)

Increasing the opportunities for staff participation in options provided by the district by
utilizing local personnel in administering and
teaching programs; and developing programs to
meet present and future resources--both materials
and personnel within the district.

Provide support for the personal growth and development of staff.

current Secondary Staff Development Planning Group
will continue working with the Director of Secondary
In
Education in planning for the 1975-76 school year.
the spring of 1976 this group will be replaced by a
Secondary Staff Development Advisory Group which will
implement the proposal of the Planning Group. The Advisory Group will be composed of members selected by
the Director of Secondary Education based in part on
input from the Planning Group and interested staff.

2) The

The Secondary Staff Development Advisory Group will
work during the 1976-77 school year with the Director
of Secondary Education and the Instructional Directors
to incorporate staff development into the staff evaluation process.
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In the spring of 1977 the program
will be evaluated
to determine the possibility of assigning
or of hiring a full time or a part time Staff
Development Co-

ordinator.

During both years the focus of the process would
be to
individualize inservice instruction offering what is
needed, to whom it is needed, when it is needed. The
fundamental purpose of the staff development program
would be the improvement of the educational programs
for students.
The proposal provides objectives, specified activities
and includes a master schedule.
Progress will be measured against the accomplishment of the objectives.

GOAL
( 1 )

:

To facilitate the personal and professional growth of secondary
staff.

(2)

To implement school district policies and priorities.

(3)

To provide opportunities to fulfill professional growth responsibilities as defined in negotiated policies.

DEFINITIONS
^r£f£S^i£n£l_Growth^--Any aspect of Staff Development which is directly
related to or involved with a person's professional duties in the
Amherst-Pelham Regional School District.
:

P^ers£n^l_Growtli--Any aspect of Staff Development which is of interest
to a staff member and may or may not be related to a person's professional duties in the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District.

OBJECTIVE 1
To recommend procedures whereby professional staff members can utilize
a variety of options for their personal and/or professional growth.

ACTIVITIES
1) In order that professional growth can take place in as
many ways as possible the Staff Development Planning
Group recommends the following options be available
for staff:
A) Take courses through a recognized university of

extension.
B)

Design and implement an individualized growth
contract.
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C)

Participate in or present district sponsored
Staff
Development programs (content oriented, skills
development, curriculum development).

D)

Participate in or present district workshops (small
group, departmental, whole staff, interdisciplinary).

E)

Participate in district policy advisory committees
(staff development, cultural diversity, phasing
study, sex role stereotyping).

F)

Share talents through writing, speaking or teaching.

G)

Attend professional conferences, conventions, and
workshops.

H)

Participate in specialized travel programs.

OBJECTIVE 2
To recommend mechanisms for credential izing and granting credit for
formal and non-formal learning/growth experiences sponsored by the
system and/or available from outside the system.

ACTIVITIES
1) Establish a procedure for granting staff development
credit through the staff evaluation process. With the
appropriate administrator each staff member will within
the time framework established in negotiated policies
assess personal and professional priorities annually.
The amount and kind of credit to be granted will be
negotiated based upon the criteria presented.
2)

Reevaluate with the APTA policy 4131.1 and policy 4141.2
to explore the possibility of eliminating the 3 credit
college course requirement. That is, have professional
growth become the equivalent of university credit for
salary increments.

3)

Appoint a person(s) to act as a liaison between the 5
college community and the Amherst School District to expedite enrolling in courses.

4)

Explore the possibilities of dual Amherst School District5 College Staff Appointments.

5)

Develop a more effective procedure in order to take full
advantage of tuition waivers.

6)

Explore the possibility of appointing or hiring a full
time or part time Staff Development Coordinator following
the 1976-77 school year.
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OBJECTIVE 3
To establish procedures which will advertise and
inform the staff of
the available staff development options.
ACTIVITIES
1) Develop a master schedule to publish projected activities
and meeting dates.
2)

Act as a clearing house to centralize and advertise information.

3)

Design and distribute

a

Staff Development newsletter.

4) Maintain a bulletin board in both buildings to dis-

seminate information.
5)

Explore the possibility of use of the office of Continuing Education to provide support for staff development
programs.

6)

Solicit the assistance of the Instructional Directors,
to work with the Staff Development Advisory Group in
order to keep staff informed of available options.

OBJECTIVE 4
To formalize a procedure by September, 1976, in order that teachers
may collectively have input into determining system goals and themes
for the Regional District sponsored Staff Development Programs.
ACTIVITIES
1) Construct and administer to all staff members an
annual needs assessment.
2)

Annually assess staff concerns.

3)

Work with the APTA, the Administration, and the
School Committee to develop procedures whereby staff
would have input into regional district priorities.

4)

Establish communication and coordination between
secondary and elementary Staff Development Programs.

OBJECTIVE 5
To establish procedures to increase opportunities for staff participation including sharing of skills and/or knowledge--and increasing
educational resources.

—

ACTIVITIES
Do a teacher strength analysis.
1 )
2)

Maintain a clearing house to facilitate the sharing of
needs and resources.

1

3)
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Establish

catalogue or directory of personnel
resources so that teachers can formally
5) and informally seek out information.
4)

a

Establish a professional growth off ice
where al
vant materials will be located.

rele-

Organize and coordinate programs and workshops
assisting staff in scheduling offerings
at acceptable times
and places.

6)

Recommend a budget for the 1976-77 school year
and ex
pi ore funding possibilities.

7)

Explore the possibility of use of Staff Meetings,
Department Meetings, Curriculum Days, and Interdepartmental Meetings for staff development.

OBJECTIVE 6
To provide evaluation of the project.
ACTIVITIES
1) Continuously monitor progress through use of the Master
Schedule.
2)

Check progress against the statement of objectives.

3)

Develop a mechanism for continuous feedback from participants involved in staff development programs.

4)

Provide a written summary evaluation of the project
in the spring of 1976 and in the spring of 1977.
The
statements should include an evaluation of the planning
process as well as a focus on outcomes.

5)

Provide for outside evaluation of the project.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT

PROPOSED BUDGET
1976-1977

For the 1976-77 school year,

a

proposed budget

of $2200 would be adequate to meet the initial

needs of this program.

These funds would be

used to pay workshop consultants and resource

persons, to acquire incidental resource texts
and materials, and to provide minimal support
in postage, travel, and printing costs.
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Prepared by the

Secondary Staff Development Group

Junior High

Senior High

Anne Cann
Richard DiRaffaele
Stanley Dobosz
Robert Dube
Michael Froning
Maria Hall
Joan Lindeman
Diane Mallory
John Moran
Laura Potts
Virginia Siddall
Rodney Tulonen
Mary Alice Wilson

Virginia Bastable
Alan Bridges
Elizabeth Carl i si
John Craig
Donna Glazier
Merrita Hruska
Robert Kelly
Frank Llamas
James Scott
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STAFF RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTION SURVEY
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Collated 12/16/75
Imagine the Amherst-Pelham School District is facilitating
staff development program.
Imagine the program actively in operation and meeting the needs of the staff. Look at the
situation
and write down those things you see which indicate that the
needs
of the staff are being met.
a

CONTENT

:

1.

Teaching Basic Skills
Reading Skills--Book Selection

2.

Disciplinary Problems (Class Discipline)
Legal side of what is possible to do to kids.

3.

Handling Conflict situations

4.

Handling Emotional Differences (766)
Is

it innate or learned skill?

5.

Meeting Needs of Non-English Speaking Students

6.

Sensitivity Training

7.

Strategies for Various Problems

8.

Classroom Management

9.

Training In Alternative Responding

10.

Training in Frame of Reference

11.

Helping Students with Special Needs

12.

Curriculum Centered Around Needs of Departments

13.

Change and Decision-Making Resulting from Objectives
of Staff Development

14.

Positive Reinforcement

15.

Meeting Needs of all Students
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16.

Awareness of Different Learning Styles

17.

Teacher/Student Relations

18.

Keeping up with Current Affairs

19.

Curriculum Revision

20.

Peer Evaluation/Clinical Supervision

21.

Interdisciplinary Sharing of Resources and Materials

22.

Interests of the System Analyzed by People Reaching
Solutions to these Issues (Grades)

23.

Adjustment of new Faculty to the District

24.

Specific Subject Areas and/or Department

25.

Programs that allow for Student/Staff Interaction

26.

Do Better the Things We Already Do

766

Work Study
ALPS

STRUCTURE

:

1.

Easier Entry into UMass Courses

2.

Volunteer Attendance--Not Mandatory

3.

Credits of Attendance
Credits accepted at graduate school

4.

Meet Needs of People Involved

5.

Short-Term on Specific Issues
Greater Variety and Flexibility of Offerings

6.

Teachers Teaching Teachers
Needs Determined at Curriculum Meetings
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Follow Through on Recommendations
Feedback on Classroom Effects

Subsequent Needs Identified
7.

Taught by "Competent" Person

8.

Within School Day or Shortly Thereafter

9.

University Programs on

10.
1.

a

Cost Sharing Plan

Programs shared by Area Systems

11.

"Hands-On" Courses

12.

Use of Community Resources

13.

Use of Outside Individuals

14.

Observing other classes; other schools

CLIMATE STYLE

:

Support Group for Teachers
People get to know one another
People feel rejuvenated at end of session

People feel more competent-successful in their jobs

Diagram

Defined Goal and Outcome (Product)

2.

Monthly Coffee Hours

3.

Closer Interaction of Staff and Administrators

4.

Teacher seeking help from other teachers
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5.

Teacher seeking help from appropriate
Resource Person

6.

Communication within Department

7.

Communication between Junior and Senior High
School

8.

Administrative Support

APPENDIX K

SECONDARY STAFF DEVELOPMENT
A PROGRESS REPORT TO ALL STAFF
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January 7, 1976
To:
From:
Re.

Secondary Staff
Secondary Staff Development Planning Group
Implementation of the Secondary Staff Development Proposal

The formal in-service and staff development program within
the school district has been under review and discussion for some
time.

The responsibility for that program has traditionally rested

with the Superintendent of Schools.

As a result of the revised

management plan for the school district, responsibility for staff
development shifted to the Directors of Elementary and Secondary
Education in July, 1975.

After

a

review of literature on the subject it was realized

that any program would not be successful unless

teachers was involved in the planning.

a

broad spectrum of

Thus, in September, 1975,

twenty representative teachers and administrators from the junior
high and high school were invited to act as a planning group.

The

attached proposal represents the fruits of their labor.
In addition,

the group sought input from staff through de-

partment meetings as they began to explore methods of facilitating
the various aspects of the proposal.

What would

a

staff develop-

ment program look like that was meeting the needs of the staff?
What training would teachers consider most important?

The results

of the responses indicated that there are several major areas of

concern.

There are many methods through which these concerns could

319
be addressed.

One way that might prove helpful would be
through

some types of workshops, seminars, or smorgasbord
of sessions to
be offered in the spring of 1976.

The group will come to you

during the staff meeting in January to further explore
how the
spirit of the proposal can become

a

reality.

Prior to that meeting we urge you to read the proposal
and seek out members of the planning group to offer reactions
or
to have your questions answered.
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who

to

hap-

it
happen

someone

like

help

help
happen

Id

it
would

could

wou

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Name:

I.

TEACHING BASIC LANGUAGE SKILLS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

II.

WORKING WITH ADOLESCENTS
10.
11.
12.

III.

Reading changes in the 1970's
Characteristics of secondary reading
programs
Textbook selection
Creative writing
Transcription
Writing in content areas
Practices that contribute to poor
spel ling
Techniques of teaching spelling
Helping the poor speller

The adolescent at home
The adolescent and his
Realistic expectations
dealing with the 11-15
1970's

and at school
peers
and methods of
year old in the

REALISTIC POTENTIAL FOR ALTERNATIVE
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
13.
14.
15.
16.

Parallel school

Alternative for socially disruptive
students
Alternative for high potential— low
achieving students
Doing better what we're doing (766,
ALPS, Work Study, Independent Study)

see

know

it

pen

326
V.

STUDENT MANAGEMENT (Various techniques
and strategies)
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.

VI.

Conflict situations--legal side of
what can and cannot be done
Classroom discipline
Counseling in the classroom
Student respect--How can I gain it?
Problems other than those which provoke conflicts
Classroom strategies (Contract psychology, Behavior modification)

AFFECTIVE EDUCATION (It's place in the
program)
27.

As it relates to curriculum de-

28.

As it relates to student/ teacher

29.

As it relates to cultural/racial dif-

velopment
relationships
ferences
VII.

SPECIAL NEEDS (Its impact on the program)
30.
31.
32.
33.

VIII.

Becoming aware of different learning styles
Meeting emotional needs
Understanding of Core processes
Communicating significant information to staff

CULTURAL PLURALISM
34.
35.
36.

37.
38.
39.
40.

Life in a multi-cultural society
Contributions of various ethnic groups
Problems and issues--equal ization of
education, school finance, busing,
implications of court actions
Classroom practices and their impact
on racial /ethnic minorities
Consciousness raising
Textbook selection
Non-English speaking students in the
regular classroom
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IX.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
41.
42.
43.
44.

X.

STAFF RELATIONS
45.

46.
47.

48.

XI.

50.
51.
52.

53.
54.

Establishing student learning objectives
Providing for student involvement
in the learning process
Methods for motivating students
Evaluation and record keeping
techniques
Maintaining sufficient and safe
environment
Cormiitment to total school management

INTERDISCIPLINARY SHARING
55.
56.
57.

XIII.

Strategies for enhancing communication among staff
Teacher's response to guidance
counselors as student advocate
Learning from each other--Teacher's teaching teachers
Importance of group processes
in staff meetings/in departments

ORIENTATION OF NEW TEACHERS
49.

XII.

Constructing courses of study
Revision of courses of study/
programs
Implementing new programs
Location of resources

Sharing interdisciplinary issues
Developing interdisciplinary curriculum
Sharing similar resources

EVALUATION
58.

59.
60.

Sharing responsibilities in MBO
development
Significance of peer evaluation/
clinical supervision
Performance evaluation criteria

XIV.

DISTRICT ISSUES
61.
62.
63.

64.
65.

66

.

XVI.
67.

68

.

Phasing
Grades
Scheduling

APPENDIX
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AMHERST REGIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOLS
STAFF DEVELOPMENT

ASSESSMENT/STRENGTH ANALYSIS SURVEY RESULTS

February 10, 1976
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Categories Selected of Highest Interest
1.

(46) Student Management

2.

(44) Working With Adolescents

3.

(43) Staff Relations

4.

(40) Special

5.

(37) Realistic Potential

6.

(33)

7.

(33) Teaching Basic Language Skills

8.

(31) District Issues

9.

(31) Cultural

Needs
for Alternative

Interdisciplinary Sharing

Pluralism

10.

(27) Teacher "Self" Evaluation

11.

(24) Curriculum Development

12.

(21) Orientation of New Teachers

13.

(20) Affective Education

14.

(15) Evaluation

Rank Order of Categories
1.

(66) Working With Adolescents

2.

(41) Student Management

3.

(33) Teaching Basic Language Skills

4.

(29) Realistic Potential

5.

(22) Teacher "Self" Evaluation

6.

(18) District Issues

7.

(18) Staff Relations

for Alternative Educational Systems
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8.

(15)

9.

(14) Special

Interdisciplinary Sharing
Needs

10.

(14) Curriculum Development

11.

(14) Orientation of New Teachers

12.

(12) Cultural

13.

(

5)

14.

(

4) Arts

15.

(

3)

16.

Pluralism

Evaluation
In The School

Affective Domain

(3) Development of Team Projects

SUMMARY:

Categori es

Rank

Interest

Working With Adolescents

1

z

Student Management

2

1

Teaching Basic Language Skills

3

7

Realistic Potential for Alternative Educational Systems

4

5

Teachers "Self" Evaluation

5

(10)

District Issues

6

(

Staff Relations

7

8)
3
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HIGH SCHOOL

Categories Selected of Highest Interest
1.

(32) Working With Adolescents

2.

(28) Staff Relations

3.

(27) Student Management

4.

(24) Teaching Basic Language Skills

5.

(25) Cultural

6.

(24) Realistic Potential

7.

(23)

8.

(21) Teacher Self Evaluation

9.

(19) Special

Pluralism
for Alternative Educational Systems

Interdisciplinary Sharing

Needs

10.

(19) District Issues

11.

(18) Curriculum Development

12.

(15) Orientation For New Teachers

13.

(13) Affective Education

14.

(10) Evaluation

15.

(1) Others:

Integration of PPS and Other Staff Information
Systems
Alternatives to Suspension
Career Implications for Classroom Teachers
Reevaluation of P.E.
Speed Reading
Transcendental Meditation
Topics Courses in Mathematics

Rank Order of Categories
1.

(45) Working With Adolescents

2.

(34) Teaching Basic Language Skills

3.

(32) Realistic Potential

4.

(29) Cultural

Pluralism

for Alternative Educational Systems

:
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5.

(27) Staff Relations

6.

(26) District Issues

7.

(23) Student Management

8.

(22)

9.

(20) Teacher Self Evaluation

Interdisciplinary Sharing

10.

(17) Special Needs

11.

(14) Curriculum Development

12.

(8) Affective Education

13.

(

3)

Other:

lA.

15.

Evaluation
(3)
(3)
(3)
(2)
(1)

Career Implications for Classroom Teachers
Reevaluation of P.E.
Speed Reading
Transcendental Meditation
Topics Courses in Mathematics

(1) Orientation for New Teachers

SUMMARY

Categories

Rank

Interest

Working With Adolescents

1

1

Teaching Basic Language Skills

2

4

Realistic Potential for Alternative Educational Systems

3

6

Cultural Pluralism

4

5

Staff Relations

5

2

District Issues

6

Student Management

7

(10)
3

.

.
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staff development assessment/strength ANAIY9T9
SURVEY
SENIOR & JUNIOR HIGH LUMRTNFH

rank

CATEGORY
H.S

Interest

J H S

n.o

1

1

1

2

Teaching Basic Language Skills

2

3

4

7

Alternatives

3

4

6

5

5

(9)

2

3

Working With Adolescents

.

Cultural Pluralism

4

Staff Relations

5

7

District Issues

6

6

Student Management

(7)

2

3

Teacher Self Evaluation

(9)

5

(8)

CATEGORY

(12)

WOULD HELP
IT HAPPEN

.

J

(10)

•

M•0

(8)
1

(10)

KNOWS SOMEONE
WHO COULD HELP
MAKE IT HAPPEN

*** Working With Adolescents
-10 The adolescent at home and
school

L.

Carey
Gal laghar
Morrissey
Clark
Osborn
Dornbush
Hemmer
Siddal
Bridges
Froning
Robinson
Fonsh
Breitner

T.

Gral inski

D.

Taylor
Craig

D.
J.
B.

M.
L.

L.
L.

G.
A.
M.
R.
C.

J.

-11 The adolescent and his peers

Morrissey
L. Osborne
J. McNally
J. Burroto
L. Dornbush
L. Hemmer
B.

G

Siddal

Taylor
Edward Clark-UMass

D.

Nat French-UMass
G. Siddal
S. Bergquist

G.

Siddal
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Fitzpatrick
Vigneault
K. Keroack
R. Robinson
L. Breitner

M.

L.

-12 Realistic expectations and
methods of dealing with the
11-15 year olds in the 1970's

R.

B.

L.
L.
L.

Siddal

J.

McNally
Caporello
Fredrickson

P.

Leuveault
Kravitz
D. DeGraaf
J. Gallagher
I. Ryavec
C. Fonsh

R.

P.

-2 Characteristics of secondary

reading programs

-3 Textbook Selection

P.

Gallagher
Leuveault
Kennedy

L.

Froning

M.

Hall

M.
M.

Clardy
Clark
Kennedy

J.
R.

P.

-4 Creative Writings

J.
J.

-5 Transcription

-6 Writing in Content Areas

Wilson
Worthen

G.

Hayes
Koehler

J.

Kissel

A.

McNally
D. Carey
L. Potts
G. Koehler

J.

J.

Lindeman

G.

Siddal

Morrissey
Osborne
Dornbush
Hemmer

G.
F.

*** Teaching Basic Language Skills
-1 Reading Changes in the 1970's

Robinson

T. Gralinski
J. Kelly
O. Burroto

Dr. Rudin Sims
M. Hall
N. Kissel
P.
S.

Kravitz
Ritter
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-7 Practices that Contribute
to Poor Spelling

R.

Touake
Penniman
D. Mallory

M.

Hall

B.

S.

Dobosz

-8 Techniques of Teaching
Spel 1 ing

B.

Penniman
Wilson

S.

Dobosz

J.

M.

Hall

J.

Hatch

M.

Hall

S.

Wexler

-9 Helping the Poor Speller

Hatch
B. Penniman
J. Wilson

J.

*** Realistic Potential for
Alternative
Educational Systems
-13 Parallel School

Gallagher
Osborne
L. Dornbush
P. Kravitz
D. Carey

J.

L.

-14 Alternative for Socially
Disruptive Students

M.
J.
D.
L.
D.
J.
J.
B.

L.
F.

P.
R.

-15 Alternative for High Potential
- Low Achieving Students

J.

-16 Doing Better What We're Doing

T.

J. McNally
J. Burruto

Llamas
Kravitz
D. Carey
F.

P.

Froning
Craig
Caporello
Vigneault
Taylor
Burruto
McNally
Morrissey
Osborne
McLean
Kravitz
Leveault

Morrissey
McLean
J. McNally
R. Reed
D. Caporello
J. Adams
G. Bastable
B.

J.

Adams

B.

Suzuki

Gralinski
Osborne
R. Nehus

L.

*** Cultural Pluralism
-34 Life in a Multi-Cultural
Society

I.

L.

Ryavec
Froning

Arthur Hi Ison
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A.

Hays

0.

Chapman

B.

Derby
Froning

Charles Derby
Ann Watts

Froning
Froning

Silvia Verne

-35 Contributions of Various
Ethnic Groups

L.

-36 Problems and Issues

M.
L.

-37 Classroom Practices and Their
Impact on Racial /Ethnic

Minorities
-38 Consciousness Raising

Parker
Hays
L. Froning

H.
A.

Dr. Norma
Jean Anderson
Barbara Love

Carole Camp

Caporello
Froning
H. Parker

D.
L.

*** Staff Relations
-45 Strategies for enhancing
communication among staff

D.

Mallory

L.

Potts

D.

M. Hruska
G. Siddal
A. Bridges

D.

D.

LaVerdiere
Taylor
M. Fitzpatrick
H. Parker
G. Bastable
P. Bertrand
J. Gallaghar

Taylor
Tulenon
L. Dornbush
R.

Day
Lindeman
L. Dornbush
P. Fredrickson
B. Cadwell

M.
J.

Keroack
Fitzpatrick
L. Vigneault
L. Breitner
R. Levreault
J. McNally

-46 Teacher's response to Guidance
Counselors as Student Advocate

M.

-47 Learning from each other

H.

K.

Parker
Dornbush
R. Leveault
D. DeGraaf
L.

L.

Dornbush

1
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-48 Importance of Group Processes
in Staff Meetings/in Department

Levreault
Cadwell
L. Breitner
E. Cepek
C. Camp
A. Sarkis

R.

J.

Lindeman

J.

Adams

B.

'

*** District Issues
-61 Phasing

P.

Bertrand

M. Day
J. McNally
B.
R.

G.
J.
0.
J.
L.
D.
M.

-62 Grades

L.
L.

D.

M.

M.
B.

-63 Scheduling

Penniman
Nehus
Bastable
Scott
Worthen
Baer
Briggs
Caporello
Fitzpatrick

School Bd

Members

Vigneault
Briggs
Caporello
Fitzpatrick
Day
Penniman

Penniman
McNally
R. Nehus
L. Briggs
D. Caporello
D. Harlow

B.
J.

Student Management
-21 Conflict situations--legal
side of what can and cannot
be done

J.
D.
G.
D.
D.

J.
R.
D.

J.

Campbell
Mallory
Bastable
Caporello
Taylor
Kelly
Reed
Carey
McNally
Purcel

R.
J.

LaVerdiere
Burruto
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-22 Classroom Discipline

E.

D.
K.

H.
L.

-23 Counseling in the Classroom

L.
L.
H.

-24 Student Respect— How Can

Gain It?

-25 Problems Other Than Those

I

Cepek
Caporello
Keroack
Parker
Osborne

Vigneault
Breitner
Parker
L. Osborne
L. Hemmer
J. McNally

A.

Bridges

D.

N,

Walpon

H.

A. Alschuler

—

--

Caporello
Parker
L. Osborne
L. Hemmer

Which Provoke Conflicts

-26 Classroom Strategies

Osborne
Hemmer
J. McNally
Purcell
L. Breitner
D. Caporello

L.

L.

D.
M.

Taylor
Froning

APPENDIX 0
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Name

March 17, 1976

Working With Adolescents
Ideas for possible workshops:

One approach might be to explore the three major areas outlined in the Staff Development needs assessment survey.
1.

The adolescent at home and school

2.

The adolescent and his peers

3.

Realistic expectations and methods of dealing with
11-15 year olds in the 1970's

Another approach would be to explore the adolescent, home,
school and how one affects and influences the other--and the emotional impact resultant in terms of behavioral characteristics. A
strong audio-visual centered, participatory, presentation dealing
with the adolescent, his needs, successes, failures, and methods
of survival --and how the adults around him provide assistance or
obstruction to his goals. This workshop would attempt to develop
a clear definition of the adolescent and how the cooperative efforts
of school and home can satisfy the demands and needs of all concerned.
Contemporary problems and issues would be explored in depth.

Suggested Areas of Investigation

:

The adolescent
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

understanding
communication
relationships
motivations
school problems

f.
g.
h.
i

home problems
peer problems
goals
behaviorisms

The school
a.

b.
c.

d.

academics
discipline
pressures
experiences

e.
f.

gh.

problems
opportunities
survival
strategies
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C.

The home
a.
b.
c.

d.
D.

cultures
demands
expectations
relationships

e.
f.

g.
h.

adjustment
identities
discipline
Communication

Contemporary issues

c.

drugs
sex
alcohol

d.

etc.

a.
b.

QUESTIONS

:

1.

Which areas are you most interested in exploring?

2.

What materials can you bring in (or know of) that deal with
this area--books, films, magazine articles, etc?

3.

How should the material information be presented to the faculty?
Small groups, large group presentation, panel discussion?

4.

Which format would you feel comfortable participating in?

5.

What other areas need to be considered?

6.

What day and time (within the next week) would be a good time
for you to meet with this Staff Development group?

APPENDIX

P

NEWSLEHER
"STAFF DEVELOPMENT LIVES
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Staff Development Lives

.

.

.

A group of volunteers have begun seeking and previewing
resources
as plans are developed centering on the topic "Working With Adolescents.
This topic was identified in the needs assessment as
one of high interest and high priority by both staffs. Thanks
to Rod Tulonen who is coordinating the effort and to Alan Bridges,
John Craig, and Mike Froning for assisting. Plans call for this
to be a main focus of activity for next year with the remainder of
this year spent in exploring and testing out ideas.
If you know of
any resources--human or material--that would be helpful, please let
us know.
If you wish to join us in the effort, any contribution
will be welcome.

Thanks to those who have volunteered to work on other aspects of
the project.
We will be in touch.

The following staff members have agreed to serve on the Staff
Development Advisory Group for the remainder of this year--Merrita
Hruska (Chairman), Joan Lindeman, Mary Alice Wilson, Mike Froning,
Stan Dobosz, Rod Tulonen, Ginny Siddall and Jim Scott. They met
with Jack Heffley on April 9 and April 28 and will meet again on
May 19 and June 2.
Discussion has centered around procedures and
policies needed for implementing the staff development proposal
and how best the advisory group can function.
Jack Heffley will prepare a credential izing procedure for the secondary staff by June 1, 1976 so we can pre-plan personal staff development programs prior to participation.
John Burgess attended the April 28 meeting and shared his plans for
the information meetings for regular education staff to be held this
spring.
It was decided the Advisory Group could serve in a supporting capacity to the PPS components of staff development.
The high school staff will need wider representation in the Staff
If you are interested in this
Development Advisory Group next year.
assignment please consider it in your plans for next year. It has
been a stimulating and rewarding experience and should continue to
be so.

May 3, 1976

APPENDIX Q

RECOMMENDED PROCESS FOR CREDENTIALIZING
STAFF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
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Amherst-Pelham Regional Schools
Recomnended Process for Credential izing Staff Development
Activities
1.

A file of formal staff development opportunities (i.e.,
courses,
seminars, meetings) will be maintained in each staff development
resource center. Advance approval for participation in these
activities could be indicated on each announcement or bulletin,
along with a notation of credit to be awarded for completion of
each activity.

2.

Staff members wishing to petition for staff development credit
would fill out a simplified form, in advance, and would have
the form approved by the Director of Secondary Education.
This
would guarantee that the credit would be entered in the staff
members' record upon receipt of some indicator of successful
completion of the activity--i .e. , transcript from a course,
statement from the staff member for a meeting, seminar, or
other approved activity.

3.

Activities of a specific or an individual nature--! .e. , individualized study contract, travel program, individualized reading program--would be detailed in an appendix to the petition
for staff development credit and would need to be approved in
advance by the Director of Secondary Education.

4.

A slightly modified version of the Continuing Education Unit
(CEU) would be utilized in determining credit to be awarded
Considerations to be used
for any staff development activity.
would include:

Contact hours involved in the activity;
Preparation required for participation;
(c) Written work or formal presentation involved;
(d) Direction of activity for others.
(a)
(b)

5.

All record-keeping activity related to in-service and staff development will be transferred from the Superintendent's office
and centralized in the office of the secondary education direcAn annual report for all members of the secondary staff
tor.
will be transmitted to the Superintendent to insure compliance

with contractual obligations.
6.

An informal appeal process would be established so that individual
staff members could request an advisory opinion from the Staff Development Advisory Group if approval was not granted for a proFormal appeals would be handled through the staff
posed activity.
grievance procedure.

APPENDIX R

SECONDARY STAFF DEVELOPMENT FINAL REPORT
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SECONDARY STAFF DEVELOPMENT FINAL REPORT
1976-1977

PREPARED BY

Mike Froning
Mathematics - Junior High
Jack Heffley
Director of Secondary Education

Merrita Hruska (Chairman)
Home Economics - Senior High
Wendy Kohler
Administrative Intern - Junior High
Paul Lengieza
Instructional Director - Senior High

Frank Llamas
Core Evaluation Administrator

Ginny Siddall
Counselor - Junior High
Rod Tulenon
Instructional Director - Junior High

Mary Alice Wilson
Social Studies - Junior High
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I.

A.

Introduction

Philosophy of Staff Development Program
The formal in-service and staff development program within

the school district has undergone considerable change during
the

past two years.

The responsibility for in-service has traditionally

rested with the Superintendent of Schools.

As a result of the re-

vised management plan for the school district, responsibility for

staff development shifted to the Directors of Elementary and Secondary

Education in July, 1975.

A review of literature on the subject made

it clear that any program would not be successful unless a broad

spectrum of teachers was involved in the planning.
Thus in September 1975, twenty representative teachers and

administrators from the junior high and high school were invited
to act as a planning group.

A.

B.

The group developed a two-year plan

Facilitate the professional growth and development
of staff in meeting district requirements by:
1.

Improving the local school district's communication with institutions of higher
learning to aid staff in attaining college
credits.

2.

Increasing the opportunities for staff
participation in options provided by the
district by utilizing local personnel in
administering and teaching programs; developing programs to meet present and
future district and staff needs; and increasing educational resources--both
materials and personnel within the district.

Provide support for the personal growth and development of staff.

353

The focus of the process would be to individualize
inservice

instruction offering what was needed, to whom it was needed, when
it was needed.

A proposal was developed which provided clearly

stated objectives, specified activities, and included
schedule.

master

a

Progress would be measured against the accomplishment

of the objectives.
B.

Role of the SDAG
When the Planning Group's tasks were completed

a

Staff De-

velopment Advisory Group was formed during the spring of 1976
from a list of volunteers.

The members of the Advisory Group for

the 1976-77 school year included:

Mike Froning, Merrita Hruska,

Rod Tulenon, Joan Lindeman (^syear), Frank Llamas, Ginny Siddall,

Mary Alice Wilson, Wendy Kohler (^year), and Paul Lengieza.

Jack

Heffley also attended the meetings.
The group identified its purpose as two fold:

(1)

to act

as a liaison/advocate for staff and (2) to serve in an advisory

capacity to the Director of Secondary Education in matters pertaining to staff development.

Roles and tasks were tested using

the following model:

Superintendent of Schools
Director of Secondary Education
Staff Development Advisory Group
/

Chairman

Resource Centers Newsletter

Staff

\
College Contacts

Staff

Coordinators/
Facilitators
for Programs
Staff
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II.

A.

Description of the SDAG Committee

Activities
Early in the year, the SDAG developed

a

master calendar

(figure 1) which outlined major tasks and deadlines for the year.

The committee met 12 times during the year with sessions lasting
2-4 hours.

As the year progressed, it became obvious that we had

taken on too many tasks for the first year.

We therefore deter-

mined that our first priority would be the running of

a

successful

in-service course program (i.e. assessing needs, negotiating and

publicizing courses, monitoring progress, and evaluating results).
Other tasks which had been identified during the planning year (the
newsletter, the resource rooms, and the 5-college coordination) were
given lower priority.

We also decided to change from a tri-mester

plan to a two semester plan.

The master calendar did not include

as one of its tasks the process of setting up procedures for imple-

menting each aspect of the program.

However, the designing and re-

designing of these procedures was a major part of the group's activities and is an important legacy to next year's committee.
B.

Evaluation
As part of the end of the year evaluation, SDAG committee

members were asked to evaluate the year's activities.

The evalua-

tion focused on personal participation, group processes, and task

responsibilities.
in

Appendix II.

A copy of the evaluation and the results appears

The results may be surmiarized as follows:

;
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A.

Regularly scheduled meetings would make personal
scheduling problems easier.
Both the group and
the individual were frustrated when conflicts
caused people to arrive late and the leave early.

B.

An isolated meeting place was important. Although
the junior high was more convenient, the high school
conference room provided protection from interruptions.

C.

Given the shortness of most meetings, it is important to have meetings begin promptly so that the
meeting does not get too rushed.

D.

Having the group determine the agenda for most meetings has been very successful.
It is important to
the group that the agenda be followed closely.

E.

During the first year the group took on more tasks
than it could manage.
A larger group next year
should help solve this problem.

F.

Although the group was small and often felt that they
left too much work for the chairman, there is still
a very good feeling about the work done and the working of the group together.
We enjoyed our task and
each other.

As part of the larger in-service evaluation, the committee

asked for volunteers for next year.

In order to avoid too much

confusion as new members join the group, Merrita Hruska agreed to

continue as chairman into the fall.

A master plan and agenda for

the pre-school meeting are included at the end of the report.
D.

Budgetary Expeditures 1976-77
$ 2200.00

Budgeted Amount

Expenditures
NETI

David Taylor
Drug Workshops
Department Head Workshop
Speech & Hearing Workshop
Superintendent's Items

$ 100.00

105.00
35.00
42.67
70.00
145.00
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Total Expenditures

$497,67

Returned to District to Cover
Overdrafts in Other Departments

$ 1702,33
$ 2200,00

in
A,

,

staff Development Program

Course Offerings
The SDAG began the fall by matching the results of the needs

assessment with instructional programs.

A course booklet was pre-

pared (on file in the office of the Director of Secondary Education)
and presented to the staff.

Final

offerings were based on staff

pre-registration commitments (figure 2).

During the courses, assist-

ance was offered to instructors and participants as requested.

At

the end of each course, instructors were asked to submit final eval-

uations and credit lists to the committee.
for the spring semester.

New courses were developed

These courses were publicized, contracted

for, monitored, and evaluated.

In all, 11

courses were offered to

approximately 105 secondary participants.
In addition to the staff course offerings,

nars and workshops were supported by the SDAG.

specialized semiThe Social Studies,

Home Economics, Business, Industrial Arts, Math, and Foreign Language

Departments attended seminars on Sex Role Stereotyping and two workshop sessions were conducted for Department Heads and Administrators.

The SDAG also explored the possibility of using portions of staff

meetings to provide activities of

a

general nature that would be of
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Figure 2
FINAL COURSE LIST 1976-77
FALL
1)

Dr. Thomas Gordon's Teacher Effectiveness
Training
Mike Froning, Math Teacher, ARJHS

2)

Photography Workshop
Judy Brick, Assistant Director, Center for Instructional
Development, Amherst School Department

3)

Every Class A Writing Class
Benton Minks, English Teacher, ARMS
Bruce Penniman, English Teacher, ARJHS

4)

Over 25 It's Manic Depression; Under 15 It's True Confession;
A Dialectic
David Taylor, School Psychologist, Amherst Secondary Schools

—

SPRING
1)

Sex-Role Stereotyping Awareness
Kathy Salisbury, Project Director, Amherst Sex-Role Stereotyping

2)

Photography Workshops
Judy Brick, Assistant Director, Center for Instructional
Development, Amherst School Department

3)

Language and Speech Services In-service Program 1976-77
Anne Cann, Speech Pathologist, Amherst Secondary Schools
Sue Bragdon, Speech Pathologist, Wildwood Elementary School,
Amherst

4)

An Eater's Dilemma--A Workshop Exploring Food Additives
Mary Ellen Curtin, Home Economics Teacher, ARHS
Steve Bercovitch, IPC, ARHS

5)

Assertiveness Training
Wendy Kohler, Administrative Intern, ARJHS
Kathy Salisbury, Project Director, Amherst Sex-Role Stereotyping

6)

7)

Values and Counseling with Adolescents
Quests and Questions:
John Swanson, Director, New England Training Institute
The Anisa Model
Dan Jordan, Professor, School of Education, University of Massachusetts
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interest and useful to the entire secondary staff.

At the junior

high a program on drug abuse was presented, and at
the senior high

first aid procedures were explained.
B.

Course Evaluations
The corranittee collected many useful ideas from the course

evaluations (now on file in the office of the Director of Secondary
Education) and from informal discussion with instructors and participants:
A.

Place

B.

Timing

C.

Publ icity

D.

Procedures

Physical surroundings are important in
the late afternoon; oversized or dreary
rooms add an unnecessary burden.

.

For long courses, irregular meeting times
were distracting. Next year the junior
high and senior high staff meetings will
occur on the same day, freeing up another
Tuesday each month for in-service.

.

Mailboxes and staff meetings seem to complement each other as means of getting information to the staff. The committee
learned that those who signed up so enthusiastically at pre-registration needed to
be reminded of their commitment at registration time and again shortly before the
course began. This is not a reflection
on teachers' organizational ability but
rather on the many school activities com(Second semester,
peting for their time.
14 teachers registered for the courses
upon being reminded of their previous interest, over 70 registered.)

.

.

A contract system with instructors, including a commitment from them to hand
in class lists and completed evaluation
forms, was developed during the year
The procedure has to be
(figure 3).
monitored closely so that participants
receive proper credit and so that the committee gets feedback on the courses.
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Figure 2

SECONDARY STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM CONTRACT

I

NSTRUCTOR

POSITION

COURSE/WORKSHOP TITLE
NUMBER OF SESSIONS
LENGTH OF SESSIONS

I
agree to complete the course of instruction,
maintain accurate records (attendance, etc.) and submit evaluations. Possible compensation includes: inservice credit, standard fee, R & D funding*, other
funding, volunteer service.

Signed
(Instructor)

(Director of Secondary
Education)

*Previously approved by the School Committee
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E.

C.

Format

.

A number of different formats were
used during the year.
These included
workshops run by consultants; workshops
run by staff with outside speakers; and
workshops run entirely by staff. Some
workshops met for an entire semester; some
met for two intensive all-day sessions.
Since the objectives of the courses varied,
it seems logical that the formats would
vary as well.
In general, it seems that
courses which focus on practicing and mastering skills need to meet over a long
time, while courses focusing on feelings
or attitudes benefit from a more intensive
format.
Single session topics of general
interest can continue to be offered at
monthly faculty meetings.

Staff Evaluation
At the end of the year, the committee asked the faculties of

the two schools to complete an evaluation of the year's in-service

program.
I.

A copy of the form and the results can be found in Appendix

The results can be briefly summarized as follows:
A.

The needs assessment seemed to work for those who
participated. The scope and variety of needs listed
helped the staff, and they appreciated having their
needs followed up with courses.

B. l.

The once-a-semester catalogue was a great help in
providing people with an opportunity to plan their
The
time and to choose among alternative offerings.
clear explanations and the spelling out of time commitments were especially valuable.

2.

Staff members were frustrated when two courses of
equal interest to them were scheduled to meet at the
same time or when a course was withdrawn due to a
lack of participants.

3.

Staff asked to be reminded of courses and time commitments between catalogues.
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C.

The evaluations given with most courses provided
a means for expressing feelings, but no
system
was provided for this year's participants to know
the results of their evaluations.
Such a system
needs to be developed for next year.

D.

The junior high professional library appears to
be well placed in the Instructional Director's
office.
Ways need to be explored to increase
usage of the high school professional library.

E.

Ongoing information was provided this year by announcements at staff meetings. Staff generally
suggested the idea of a newsletter but also suggested using bulleting boards: centrally located,
in the professional library, mail rooms, lounges,
and bathrooms.

F.

Most staff members felt they would use a university
registration procedure if one were offered.

G.

Individual staff members would also like the committee to consider helping with:
1.

Tuition waiver policy

2.

Negotiating university credit for our inservice courses

3.

Using curriculum days for in-service

4.

Giving interns in-service credit

5.

Sharing information of university courses
and instructors

6.

Creating 40 hour days!

The results of the SDAG and staff evaluations will form the basis

for the comnittee's work in the fall.

IV.

New Teacher Orientation Report

The new staff orientation program was held between August 30
and December 15, 1976.

The goals of the program were to orient the
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new staff to the Amherst Regional
School District and help them

adjust to a new teaching situation.

Part of the goal was to pro-

vide support for each new staff member
going through

adjustment and to test

a

a

period of

new design in staff orientation in which

teachers became members of

a

planning team with the Instructional

Directors of the junior and senior high schools.
New staff identified their needs and the planning team
con-

ducted appropriate activities based on their requests.

They were

encouraged to participate in the direction of the orientation program.

The final evaluation of the process included their responses

to a questionnaire.

A complete report of the orientation program

may be found in the office of the Director of Secondary Education.
Included are the following recommendations made by the planning
team.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Pre-School Orientation
1.

Continue with similar form, organization, and information
as this year.

2.

Minutes of each orientation session should be written and
distributed to the new teachers.

3.

Orientation should be designed to meet the different needs
of staff familiar with the school district as well as those
unfamiliar with the district.

4.

Teachers should be involved in the orientation sessions.

5.

Voluntary attendance of department heads is recommended.

6.

New teachers should have unscheduled free time to deal with
all of the information generated by orientation.
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meeting should be better organized and one
DDc
yyb staff member should be responsible for the
organizatTon
of the orientation meeting.
8.

Time for staff introductions within each school should
be
provided (not just the new teachers standing up in a
faculty
meeting, but the veterans introducing themselves as well).

New Staff Orientation Sessions
1.

The structure and atmosphere of the sessions should be designed
to give support to the group.

2.

It should be determined before the orientation session what
administrative infonnation will be communicated, and new teachers
should be asked what additional information is needed.

3.

Department Heads and experienced teachers should be involved in
the orientation process, with the Instructional Director determining the specific roles and responsibilities of each.

4.

Informal question and answer sessions should be an integral part
of the orientation sessions.

5.

Meeting time should be flexible and depend on the nature of the
meeting.

6.

Careful scheduling of meetings should occur to avoid any conflicts, especially with cores.

7.

Meetings should be more frequent than once every two weeks
and should be concluded before the end of the first marking
period.
The Staff Development Advisory Group is interested in continu-

ing and improving upon this process for the 1977-78 school year.

A

list of staff members who would be willing to support and assist in
the program is being compiled.

V.

A.

Directions for Next Year

Tasks for SDAG
The new SDAG will have its first meeting before school begins.

The major tasks for next year are already determined, as are the

.
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major deadlines for their completion.

These tasks are listed on

the 1977-78 master schedule (figure
4).
A.

Course offerings.
Both faculties completed a
needs assessment at their May meetings.
These
have been compiled and are ready for the
committee.
Also waiting for the committee are some
proposals for courses which could be offered
next fall

B.

The 5-college coordination proposal has been
delayed by the reorganization of the School of
Education. A plan should be ready for the committee to discuss by September.

C.

Procedures for staff support through the Resource
Room and the newsletter need to be established. A
budget needs to be developed early.

It will

be a lot of work.

The present committee know this,

but they also know that, like this year, it will be an exciting

and rewarding experience.

e
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Appendix

I

Evaluation Forms
A.

Staff Development Advisory Group
(administered at end of year)

B.

Courses
(administered at end of each course)

C.

Final Staff Evaluation of In-service Program
(administered at end of year)
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Appendix

I

-

A

Stdff Development Advisory Group

EVALUATION OF MEETINGS
Please answer as indicated and add any comments that
are burnina^
within you.
1)

Were there a sufficient number of meetings?
7

yes

_2_ no

Comments:

Should be regular, should have more.
2)

Were the meetings (circle one)
a.

long enough?

b.

too long?

c.

too short?

d.

just right?

Comments:
Some of each, too much time getting started, too much on agenda.
3)

Were meeting tasks appropriately delineated?
7

yes

1_

no

sometimes

1

Comments
Role of group sometimes unclear, having group pre-set agenda
helpful, most of the time.
4)

Were they accomplished during the meeting time?
4

yes

2

no

1_

sometimes

Comments:
Varied, group generally productive, best without interruptions,
need more agenda control
5)

Were tasks assigned for outside of meeting times appropriately
del ineated?
9

yes

Comments

0 no
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Did not use volunteers as effectively as we
could have, left
too much to too few.
6)

Were these (#5 above) accomplished?
6

yes

1

no

2

sometimes

Comments:
8)
7)

Some tasks not accomplished by decision of group.

Were the needs of the secondary staff as
sufficient degree at the SDAG meetings?
7

yes

1

no

1

a

group addressed to

a

don't know

Comments:

Add additional comments to express your views on the effectiveness of the SDAG meetings this year.
Comment on organization,
leadership, cooperation, communication, etc.
With more members next year, could do more work.
Work for meetings without interruptions or conflicting commitments.
Effective leadership this year.

Please return this to Ginny Siddall no later than Wednesday, May 25.
(We need time to collate and analyze the reams of data it will provide US--SO that we'll be able to report to you at our meeting,
Thursday AM, May 26.) THANKS.
WK & GS

:
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B

AMHERST-PELHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
STAFF DEVELOPMENT COMMENT SHEET

Program Title

Please check the appropriate space to identify your instructional
level

Elementary

Junior High

Senior High

Please respond to the statements below by checking the appropriate
column:

strongly
agree
1.

This program met my
expectations

2.

It will have value for me
in the classroom

3.

The arrangements (preliminary information, physical facilities, etc.)
were satisfactory

4.

The program had adequate,
clearly identifiable goals

5.

The resource people were appriate for meeting the program's goals

6.

The program provided sufficient variety to maintain my interest

7.

would recommend this program to a colleague next
year
I

agree

disagree

strongly
disagree
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8.

What did you find most helpful in this program?

9.

If this program were offered again, what changes
would you
suggest?
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C

Staff Development Evaluation and Summary
Statements
Spring 1977

During the past year, the Staff Development
Advisory Group
as planned, administered, and evaluated
the secondary in-service
program.
In order to plan for next, we need
your advice on a number of our activities:
Total High School Respondents
Total Junior High Respondents
1.

-

45
47

-

In order to design activities which met the
needs of the staff,
we asked you to Till out a needs assessment at the beginning
of
6ach term and tried to match those needs with the expertise
available to us.

Sr. High
13

Jr. High
15

The needs assessment worked for me, because
.

.

.

scope and variety, thorough, fit my MBO,
followed through with the courses, appropriate courses, met my interests.
5

1

The needs assessment worked for me, but
next time
.

.

.

fewer conflicts, time commitment
10

4

a

problem.

The needs assessment didn't work for me,
because
.
.

.

my lack of time, put off involvement too
long, course fell through because not
enough people registered.
12

15

I

don't know if it worked or not, because

.

didn't attend, don't remember receiving it,
felt committed once I expressed interest.
2.

Once the courses were planned, we published
registration form.

a

catalogue and

.
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Sr.

High

Jr. High

22

Th© CdtaloguG system worked,
because

21

thorough, accurate, readable, accessible,
convenient, had options I might not otherwise have considered, clear explanation,
all in one place, time commitment
clear,
made procedure easy, helpful to get it all
at once, overview.

The catalogue system worked, but next time

4
_4

1

fewer courses, keep to schedule, less
threatening, wrong timing, keep publicizing during semester, follow up is important.
3

The catalogue system didn't work, because

1

.

non-participant, never saw it.
8

I
don't know if the catalogue system worked,
because

11

.

3.

At the end of each
the course and to
could improve the
Sr.

High

Jr.

.

!

|

High
4

1

.

Instructors

The evaluation system worked for me, because
.

.

.

candid, strengths and weaknesses pointed
out, useful.
0

0

The evaluation system worked for me, but
next time
.

0

0

3

.

The evaluation system didn't work for me,
because
.

1

.

.

.

I
don't know if the evaluation system
worked, because
.

Sr. High

_4

Jr.

.

Participants

High

11

.

The evaluation system worked for me, because
.

.

.
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short, to the point, instant feedback,
got a chance to express feelings, instructor valued feedback.

_0

_2

The evaluation system worked for me,
but next time
.

.

.

The evaluation system didn't work for
me, because

_I

.

IZ

11

.

.

I
don't know if the evaluation system
worked, because
.

.

.

never learned outcome, no feedback,
evaluation not passed out.
4.

We also began to establish a professional library in each
building, hoping to collect and catalogue scattered materials
which would help the staff.

Junior High
17

I

have used the library in the I.D.'s office.

17

I

have not used it.

28

Good idea, keep it going.

2

I

didn't know about the library.

Senior High
Sr. High
Teachers

Jr. High

Teachers
I have used the library in Jack's outer
office.

8

_3

I

12

_2

Good idea, keep it going.

7

5.

have not used it.

23

I

1

didn't know about the library.

We had planned to publish a regular newsletter with information
about college courses, symposia, and activities in the area,
but we found we did not have the time.
Sr.

High

^

Jr. High

^

Good idea, should be high priority next year,
do it monthly.
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_6

_5

Not necessary,
from
.

.

I

get this information

.

can keep informed anyway.

_5

_§.

Instead of a newsletter, why not

.

.

.

bulletin board in central spot, mail
room, lounges, use resource center,
professional library, calendar.
6.

We have planned to develop a system for helping
teachers register for university courses.
Sr.

High

High

^

21

I would use such a system if it
were
developed.

_2

_6

I do my registering on my own and would
probably not use such a system.

_7

7.

Jr.

^ don't plan to take university courses
so the system wouldn't help me.

Are there other ways in which we could help you?
tuition waiver policy, university courses, too many in-service
credits, not enough university credits offered, have registration at High School, in-service during curriculum days, in-service credit for interns, schedule courses after seeing when
people could attend, share evaluation information--various
courses and professors in an informal way.

This past year has been an exciting one for us.
Following
the original charge from the superintendent and the carefully
thought out design of the planning committee which worked during
the 1975-76 school year, we have had an in-service program in which
In all there have been
staff were actively involved at every stage.
If
our work is going to
with
than
participants.
10 courses
more
80
for an in-service
support
continued
however,
we
need
your
continue,
Committee.
Advisory
on
the
members
program.
We also need additional
I

would be interested in serving on the Advisory group.

Anna Hays, Mary Ellen Curtin, Erwin Cepek, Irene Nation,
Senior High
Jane Price, Merrita Hruska
:

Potts, Klaiber, Estanislau, Stilphen
Junior High
Froning, Siddall, Wexler
Possibles
J. Moran--will continue to work on resource room
:

:

.
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Please use the back of the paper for additional ideas,
conments, suggestions, funny stories, doodles, or cautionary
ta es
I

Thank you again for your help.

SDAG
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NEW TEACHER ORIENTATION EVALUATION
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Amherst Regional Secondary School

New Teacher Orientation

An Evaluation

1976-1977
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Introduction

What follows is an evaluation of the 1976 new teacher orientation
program for the secondary schools. This orientation program was
held between August 30 and December 15, 1976.
The goals of the program are to orient the new staff to the Amherst
Regional School System and help them adjust to a new teaching situation.
Part of our goal was also to provide support for the new
staff member going through a period of adjustment.

One of our ongoing methods of meeting the needs of this highly diverse new staff was frequently asking them for opinions and feelings about the direction of our new staff orientation program.
In keeping with this policy, a major part of our evaluation are the
responses of the new staff to the questionnaire distributed at the
final new staff orientation meeting.

The results of the Junior High and Senior High orientation meetings,
since many of them were separate, are tabulated separately.
In both
cases, the questions are listed first and the answers appear underneath each question from the survey.
Some observations and conclusions drawn from the responses of the participants are included at
the end of the Junior and Senior High Sections.

Finally, recomnendations for next year's orientation program, made
jointly by the leaders of this year's program, have been included
in this evaluation.

SUMMARY OF JUNIOR HIGH
EVALUATION OF NEW STAFF MEETINGS
1976
Date

Focus

August 30-31
September 1

All

New teachers only
staff

September 8

Informal session after the first
day of school
Needs assessment--Junior High

September 15

Evaluation--Junior High
Educational Philosophy Senior High

September 29

CID (Center for Instructional Development)

—
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October 13

Characteristics of the elementary
programs
Overview of the community
(Lord Jeff)

November

3

Special needs students--Junior High
Student behavior--Senior High

November 17

APIA— Junior High

(1)

Racism

December

Evaluation— Junior High

December 15

Evaluation— Junior High

— Senior

High

What do you perceive the purpose! s) of our new teacher meetings
to be?

There were eleven responses each of which had several parts.
13 responses were in the category of information and resources,
14 responses were in the category of support and adjustment indicating the perceived purpose to be about an even balance of
information and support.
(2)

What do you believe the purpose{s) of new teacher meetings
should be?
responses were exact repeats of the answers to question one.
The only additional comments in this section were as follows;

All

"Definitely not just a time filler, having meetings because
we're supposed to (that attitude is conveyed very quickly)
or one-way communication."
feel that I have benefited from these meetings--especially
knowing that someone cares and is always there to help me."
"I

what degree did these sessions orient you in the following
Responses in the five indicated categories were weighted
areas:
as follows:

(3) To

Not at all
Very little
Moderately
Considerably
A great deal

-

0

-

1

-

2

-

3

-

4

Weighted scores were then given to each item which were the totals
of the individual rankings multiplied by the number of persons indicating that ranking.
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Results were as follows in order of
highest to lowest:
1

.

2

.

3

.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8

.

9.

Function of CID
Evaluation
Special needs students in regular
^
classroom
South Amherst Campus
Core evaluation process
Personal support group
Administrative structure
Use of library
Regular classroom responsibilities
Guidance Services
Services of APIA
Staff Handbook and corresponding
teacher administrative duties
School's philosophy of phasing
Student behavior
IPC
.

10

.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
(4)

Overview of the community
Dealing with parents
Educational philosophy
Characteristics of elementary
program
Racism and sexism in our schools
Drug information and counseling
Budget and purchase orders

43
33
37
42
32

30
30
30
28
28
27
27
26
26
26
25
23
22
21

15
13
9

Of the above items do you consider the most important? The least?
Most Important

Item

Personal support group
Evaluation
Philosophy of phasing
Student behavior
Support services for teachers
(guidance, IPC etc.)
Dealing with parents
Special needs students
Educational philosophy
Administrative structure
CID
Overview of community
Elementary program
Regular classroom tasks
APIA

listed

# times

4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
^
‘

2
2
2

2
1

1

.
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#

times listed

Nitty gritty information
Function of auxiliary
Core evaluation
Drug information and counseling
Racism/sexism

I
I
1
i
i

Least Important
# times

Budget and purchase order
Drug information
Library
Curriculum development format
Educational philosophy
Overview of the community
APIA services
Core evaluation process
Student behavior
Special needs student in regular classroom
Racism and sexism in our schools
(5) Were there needs that were not addressed?

listed
5

3
3

2
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

If so what are they?

I missed one session,
so may have missed the drug information.
That is relatively important, and I don't see it on the first

page.

More dealing with parents.
Perhaps some hints on the right and wrong way to approach people
with problems on phone or on paper or in person.
I'm sure there were--but

I

can't think of any at the moment.

Dealing with parents, core evaluations, budget and purchase
orders.

•

(6)

Perhaps some nitty gritty administrative stuff— perhaps a session
where people could air one knotty discipline problem (I think
that may have been a felt need of some although not a particular
concern of mine)
(High School only) Was having a staff member assigned to you as
a support person worthwhile?

was given great help by the science staff so assigning a
specific teacher would not be necessary.
I
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(7)

Comment on the length of time of the individual
sessions
Comment on the length of time of the total
orientation program, i.e. August through December.
responses indicated that the one hour time period
per
session was good.
6 responses indicated that the August to
December span was good
2 responses indicated August to December
was too long
2 responses indicated schedule conflicts.
1
response indicated that there was too much information at
once and suggested a summary for later reading.
1
response suggested refreshments and conversation 2:30-3-30
and the meeting 3:00-4:00.
5

(8) Give

your overall assessment of the new teacher meetings.

Holding them after school was not beneficial though probably
unavoidable. We have more energy during the day.
They were well organized and informative. Time does not lend
itself to a more comprehensive program because I feel that at
the beginning my time was so crowded as it was, but I did benefit from them.

Excellent feeling of support coming through.
Possible reduce # of session in lieu of alternate method of
dissiminating information.

—

Relaxed, informal
I
like that.
I hope there's some carry over
to department meetings.
I
enjoyed them a lot.
Helpful!

Enjoyable, relaxing.
I
think, one of the most important happenings was the bonding together of the new staff.
It was a
slight bond but nevertheless a bond. Our first point of attainment with the Amherst Faculty.
Good variation of atmosphere.
Nice to feel that we had somewhere
Outside people were helpto go, and it did help in supporting.
Happy with the chance to get to know people
ful and interesting.
and discuss issues.
On the whole,

I

think they were helpful.

•The orientation program was well thought out, and well executed!

went from a somewhat cynical attitude to a position of support
impressed by the organization and the
I was
for the meetings.
constant effort on the part of the group leaders to respond to
our needs.
I

:
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(9)

What recommendations would you make
for next year?

w

0^ a support person could take
care of a
lot of nitty-gntty.
Things like school policies, phasing
explanations, little mechanical problems that
arise
These
could
be deleted from the regular full
meetings.
This! shorteni^
time span, and/or leaving time for
other things. Also the^
problems could be dealt with as they arise.

Can't think of any now--will let you know if
thing.
The same basic structure should be used,
needs will be different.
A summary of what went on.

I

think of any

Every group of teachers

Shorter meetings--45 minutes.

More meetings at Chequers. Visits from department
heads.
Clear explanation of goals of meetings, focus set for each
one,
refreshments and time for unwinding each time (helps to meet
in other locations (CID, Lord Jeff, etc.).
(10) Would you like to participate in next year's new teacher meetings?
In what capacity?
7
2

persons responded yes, as a resource person
said no due to schedule and other priorities

Some Concl us ions
1.

Perceived purposes corresponded with leaders intended purposes
i.e. balance of support and information.

2.

Recommended purposes corresponded with perceived and intended
purposes.

3.

While CID was clearly the most effective session, its importance
rating was not correspondingly high (in the third group).

4.

Support was rated in the top group in importance as well as a
major purpose of the series (both perceived and recommended)
but it ranked 6th in level of effectiveness.
Evaluation, also
in the top group in importance, ranked high (#2) in level of
-effectiveness.
Phasing, another in the top group in importance
ranked only #9 in level of effectiveness.
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5.

Only three items appeared exclusively on the
Least Important
list (Budget and purchase orders, library and
curriculum development format). All other items on the least
important
list also appeared on the most important list
reflecting a
variety of opinions.

6.

In the area of needs not addressed there were
two requests
for more on dealing with parents which also ranked in
the
third most important group.

7.

The time schedule was generally approved.

8.

Overall assessment was positive with an emphasis on the relaxed, informal and supportive atmosphere.

10.
9.

Recommendations included varying locations as we did this
year, especially non-school social sites. One recommended
the idea of a support person to deal with nitty-gritty, onthe-spot questions and problems. One urged carry over of
support style to department.

Willingness of the majority of participants to return as resource persons next year indicated positive feelings about
the program.
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SUMMARY OF SENIOR HIGH

EVALUATION OF NEW STAFF MEETINGS
1976

Seven Respondents
(1)

What do you perceive the purpose{s) of our new teacher meetings to be?

a) Help new teachers become more familiar with the school
system/information giving.
(6)
b)

(2)

(3)

A support group/help new teachers be more comfortable in
the school system/act as a sounding board for problems of
new staff.
(5)

What do you believe the purpose{s) of new teacher meetings
should be?
a)

Support (7)

b)

Familiarization with the system (3)

c)

Focus on minor aspects of the system--i.e. how to get
materials, reimbursements for purchases.
(1)

To what degree did these sessions orient you in the following

areas?

Responses in the five indicated categories were weighted as
follows:
Not at all
Very little

-

1

Moderately
Considerably
A great deal

-

2

0

-

3

-

4

Weighted scores were then given to each item which were the
totals of the individual rankings multiplied by the numbers of persons indicating that ranking.
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Results were as follows in order of highest
to lowest;

Weighted
Rank

*

No Re-

sponse

Function of CIO

16

2

Characteristics of Elementary Program

16

1

Overview of Community

15

1

4.

School's Philosophy of Phasing

12

2

5.

Administrative Structure

12

2

6.

Racism and Sexism in our school

11

1

7.

Evaluation

10

2

8.

Staff Handbook and Teacher Duties

10

2

9.

Educational Philosophy

9

3

Special Needs Students in the
Regular Classroom

8

2

Regular classroom responsibilities
and tasks

8

2

12.

Personal Support Group

8

2

13.

Services of APIA

7

4

14.

Student Behavior

7

3

15.

Core Evaluation Process

7

2

16.

Curriculum Development Format

6

2

17.

Dealing with Parents

6

3

18.

Guidance Services

5

1

19.

South Amherst Campus

5

2

20.

I

21.

Use of Library

1

2

22;

Budget and Purchase Orders

1

2

23.

Drug Counseling and Info

1

1

1.

2.
3.

10.

11.

PC

4

Did Not
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•Sporadic attendance accounts for the "no response"
and "did not
apply columns.
(4)

Of the above items which do you consider the
most important"?
The least?

Most Important
# Times Listed

Student behavior
Racism and Sexism
Personal Support Group
Special Needs Students
School's Philosophy on Phasing
Curriculum Development
Educational Philosophy

4
3
3

2
1
1

1

Least Important
# Times Listed

Educational Philosophy
Use of Library
Administrative Structure
Services of APTA
Elementary Program
Personal Support Group
Budget and Purchase Orders
Drug Information and Counseling
(5)

Were there needs that were not addressed?

2

2
1

1
1

1
1

1

If so, what are they?

a)

Student behavior and regular classroom responsibilities and
tasks could have been addressed more and earlier.

b)

Support

c)

What to do in Homeroom

d)

Not that

e)

School's phasing systems, special needs students, and behavior of A.R.H.S. students

I

was aware of
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(6)

(High School Only) Was having a staff member
assigned to you as

a

support person worthwhile?

a)

Yp, another

b)

It was helpful at the beginning just to know that
there was
one specific person who we could seek out for information.

c)

No,

d)

Yes, good idea.
am.
We tried

face I got to know a lot better.
Just to know
there is someone there who expects to act as "support."

I

really wasn't "new" so there was no need.

(7)

However, my staff member is as busy as

I

I

e)

No, received support from the department.

Comment on the length of time of the individual sessions. Comment on the length of time of the total orientation program,
i.e. August Through December.
4 responses indicated the length of both to be appropriate.
1
indicated other commitments kept them from attending (cores).
2 indicated the length of individual meetings were too long
when they went beyond an hour.
(8)

Give your overall assessment of the new teacher meetings.
-

-

-

-

-

-

—

Most were good the informal discussions where we shared
problems and possible solutions were best.
All in all, I felt them to be informative and helpful in
making an adjustment to a new educational environment.
I
would heartily recommend that they be continued in the
future!
I
get a sense that they were disjointed, little continuity
between sessions.
The sessions before school began were fine. The others
were not that helpful to me.
would be better
Focus was too heavily administrative
if we worked from problems as articulated by the staff
rather than the administration.
I
think since most of us are not "new" teachers, administrative data is covered elsewhere and only supportive needs
should be met.
.

.

.

(9) What recommendations would you make for next year?
-

New teacher support group.
Informal discussion support groups--questions/answers.
Perhaps during the orientation, new teachers--as a group-could express their needs for "X" number of follow-up meetings.
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-

I would recommend
the building of a sense of
a aroun
Two suggestions
pick a time available to all
(some
usually missed because of cores)
... and do not have
Junior-Senior High meetings.
I
do not think
^
particular period of
time
.

.

Perhaps a different scheduling
procedure so that those in
Evaluation'p^ocess cou?d a«en5 Sore
homeroom.
Student behavior, comment-appraisal
policy, etc.
I m interested
in helping teachers deal more
effectively
^ one-shot workshop on this would
probably
be he?pful^^*
.

(10)

.

.

Would you like to participate in next year's
new teacher meet4 teachers indicated yes
1
responded no

3.

1
1

uncertain of being here
no response (will not be here)

Some Conclusions:
1.

Perceived purposes corresponded with intended purposes--i
balance of support and information.

.e.

a
2.

Recommended purposes corresponded with perceived and intended
purposes with seven respondents suggesting more support be
provided.

Student behavior, racism and sexism, support and special needs
students, were categorized as most important items. Student
behavior received a rank of 7, racism and sexism an 11, support
an 8, and special needs an 8.
Five other categories with ranks
of 16, 15, and 12 were rated more effective.
4.

Educational philosophy (1 -important, 2-not important) and personal support group (3- important, 1-not important) were the
only items which appeared on both lists.

5.

In the area of needs not addressed student behavior, regular
classroom responsibilities, support and special needs students
were included. Student behavior, support, and special needs
students were also listed on the most important list.

6.

The time schedule was generally approved.
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7.

8.

Informal discussions were
considered helpful
Because nf fhe
Sessions
9™“P>
were
disjointed
Tearhl"^
""" """"
^"9 these iLld

S
9.

T

id1eei?5ed!''

Willingness of several participants
to participate with npxt
PPP'P'''® feelings about thl
pra^rL?®”
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Pre-School Orientation

:

1.

Continue with similar form, organization, and
information
as this year.

2.

Minutes of each orientation session should be written
and
distributed to the new teachers.

3.

Orientation should be designed to meet the different needs
of staff familiar with the school district as well as
those
unfamiliar with the district.

4.

Teachers should be involved in the orientation sessions.

5.

Voluntary attendance of department heads is recommended.

6.

New teachers should have unscheduled free time to deal with
all of the information generated by orientation.

7.

PPS orientation meeting should be better organized, and one
PPS staff member should be responsible for the organization
of the orientation meeting.

8.

Time for staff introductions within each school should be
provided (not just the new teachers standing up in a faculty
meeting, but the veterans introducing themselves as well).

New Staff Orientation Sessions

:

1.

The structure and atmosphere of the sessions should be designed to give support to the group.

2.

It should be determined before the orientation session what
administrative information will be communicated, and new
teachers should be asked what additional information is needed

3.

Department Heads and experienced teachers should be involved
in the orientation process, with the Instructional Director
determining the specific roles and responsibilities of each.

4.

Informal question and answer sessions should be an integral
part of the orientation sessions.

5.

Meeting time should be flexible and depend on the nature of
the meeting.

6.

Careful scheduling of meetings should occur to avoid any conflicts, especially with cores.

7.

Meetings should be more frequent than once every two weeks and
should be concluded before the end of the first marking period

